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Comics, the March 18, 1965, edition of Newsweek declared,

were “no laughing matter” However trite the headline

may have been even then, it wasn't really wrong.

In the span of five years, the balance of power in the comic

book field had changed dramatically. Industry leader Dell

had fallen out of favor thanks to a 1962 split with client

Western Publications that resulted in the latter producing

comics for themselves—much of it licensed properties— as

the widely-respected Gold Key Comics. The stuffily-named

National Periodical Publications— later better known as

DC Comics—had seized the number one spot for itself al-

though its flagship Superman title could only claim the

honor of being the United States' best-selling color comic

book, not the best-seller period. That trophy was claimed

by Mad, the black-and-white humor magazine that had
been quietly purchased by a National subsidiary in 1964.

Through a series of superhero revivals spearheaded by edi-

tor Julius Schwartz, DC had also shone the spotlight on a

new growth genre. Even publishers whose strengths lied

in teen humor (Archie), kids comedy (Harvey), or simply

the ability to keep the presses running (Charlton) dabbled

in costumed crime-busters to one degree or another. (The

defiant ACG rejected the idea of superheroes as did Hall-

den, whose “line” consisted of Dennis the Menace.)

Marvel Comics—under the principal direction of Stan Lee,

Jack Kirby, and Steve Ditko—brought something fresh to

the concept, though, something beyond the slick artwork

and space age premises that DC had successfully marketed.

By accident as much by design, the Marvel heroes defied

the classical archetype of physical and mental perfection.

More often than not, these newcomers had great power
that was leavened by disabilities or failings that they had
to rise above, situations that could make them brittle and
argumentative when they got together.

In Julie Schwartz's DC books, at least, the heroes were well-

adjusted adults prone to speaking in even tones and using

their indoor voices. At Marvel, the stars—whatever their

physical ages—were virtually all overgrown teenagers

who screamed at the top of their lungs. To kids moving into

adolescence with all the emotional turmoil and drama
that entailed, the angst of Spider-Man, the Fantastic Four

and company was all too relatable.

That recipe— also including large dollops of soap opera—
was paying off for Marvel in comic books sold, which leapt

by roughly one million copies in 1964 and again in 1965

(Tolworthy). Marvel's titles were distributed by a compa-
ny named Independent News that, like Mad, was part of

the larger National Periodical Publications family. Conse-

quently, DC's executives were well aware of their competi-

Perception
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tor's growth...and more than a little

concerned since their own sales had
mostly been holding steady since

1962.

Since the late 1950s, DC had been ex-

panding and freshening its line by
testing new features in tryout titles

like Showcase and The Brave and the

Bold. From 1957 to mid-1962, in fact,

virtually every Showcase creation had
been promoted to an ongoing series.

After the 1962 debut of the white-hot

Metal Men, though, no Showcase try-

out had clicked with readers. More-

over, in 1965, three of the title's earli-

er successes were discontinued when
Adam Strange and Space Ranger were
dropped from the pages ofMystery In

Space while Rip Hunter...Time Master
was cancelled with issue #29 (No-

vember-December 1965).

erally in their teens or twenties who
found relevance in the Marvel super-

hero books that they weren't expe-

riencing elsewhere. “I had first told

Irwin that we've got to listen to fans

to some degree because they were the

vanguard," Drake said. “Irwin's reply

was, 'Yeah, but don't forget that they

only represent two percent of our au-

dience.’ That was very short-sighted.

Leaders are always a tiny majority.

That's part of what makes them lead-

ers" (Reed 60).

DC writer-editor Robert Kanigher—
whose Sgt. Rock series in OurArmyAt
War had inspired Marvel's Sgt. Fury

title—dubbed the upstart publisher

“CC Comics" (as in copycat) in his let-

ter columns. Attempting to replicate

Stan Lee's brand loyalty campaign,

Kanigher even briefly peppered his

covers with copy like “DC breaks all

Ironically, The Brave and the Bold—
whose sole successes had been Jus-

tice League of America and Hawk-
man—had better luck pinpointing

new hits after it abandoned the

tryout model in 1963 for a format

involving team-ups of various DC
characters. Bob Haney and Ramo-
na Fradon's sly Metamorpho #1

(July-August 1965) followed a two-

issue 1964 spotlight in B&B #57

and #58. Haney and Bruno Pre-

miani's pairing of three kid side-

kicks in B&B #54, however, had
unintentionally inspired the Teen

Titans. And when Haney and Fradon

paired Batman and Green Lantern in

B&B #59, no one could anticipate that

the Caped Crusader would eventually

emerge as the book's permanent co-

star in 1967.

The suggestion by writers like Haney
and Arnold Drake that DC might be

falling behind was greeted with de-

fensiveness. “I recall Drake and I tell-

ing [DC Executive Vice President Ir-

win Donenfeld] in the first months of

the Marvel revolution that we should

be aware of what Stan Lee was doing,

what was happening to kids, to col-

leges, to the public pulse, blah blah,"

Haney recalled. “For our pains, he
snarled that Marvel only did 35 mil-

lion copies yearly, while DC did 100

million. The rest, alas, is history"

(Haney 8).

Drake pointed to the audience of die-

hard comic book fans that had sprung

up in the past five years, readers gen-
The Brave and the Bold's hits included the Teen Titans, Metamorpho, and thefirst in a series ofBatman team-ups.

Batman, Green Lantern, Metamorpho, Teen Titans TM and © DC Comics.
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TIMELINE: 1965
A compilation of the year’s notable comic booh history events alongside

some of the year’s most significant popular culture and historical events.

(On sale dates are approximations.)

March 23: Aboard

Gemini 3, Gus

Grissom becomes

the first NASA

astronaut to fly in

space.

January 20: Lyndon

Johnson is sworn in for his

first full term as President

of the United States.

January 24: Sir Winston

Churchill dies at the age

of 90. The widely-hailed

former British Prime

Minister’s state funeral

in London is attended by

scores of world leaders.

February 1 : Former National

Comics [now DC] publisher

Harry Donenfeld dies at age 71

.

February: Superheroes come

to Disney comic books via

Super Goof in Gold Key’s New
Adventures of the Phantom

Blot #2.

February 15: Morrie Turner’s

trailblazing Wee Pals comic

strip, with an ethnically-di-

verse cast of children, debuts

in five newspapers.

FEBRUARY

February 20: The Ranger 8

spacecraft photographs future

landing sites for astronauts

before crashing on the moon.

February 25: DC’s The Brave

and the Bold #59 unites Batman

with Green Lantern, a harbinger

of the Caped Crusader’s future

co-starring role in the title.

March: Charlton’s Son of

Vulcan becomes the next su-

perhero of its line, beginning

in Mysteries Of Unexplored

Worlds #46.

March 2: The Sound of Music,

starring Julie Andrews and

Christopher Plummer, pre-

mieres, eventually becoming

one of the highest-grossing

movies of all time.

March 18: Russian

cosmonaut Aleksei

Leonov becomes the

first man to walk in

space.

MARCH

March 11: Abandoning its

Justice League template,

Marvel’s Avengers #16

replaces its headline stars

with Captain America and

a trio of reformed villains,

Hawkeye, Quicksilver and

the Scarlet Witch.

March 8: 3500 U.S.

Marines become the

first American combat

troops set to foot in

Vietnam.

April 6: Intelsat

I (“Early Bird”)

becomes the first

commercial com-

munications satellite

launched into orbit.

April 11: On Palm

Sunday, dozens

of tornados strike

six Midwestern

states with

more than 250

fatalities.

APRIL

April 20: Nine years after being Cartoonist of the Year, Peanuts creator Charles

Schulz becomes the first cartoonist to again be honored with the National

Cartoonists Society’s Reuben Award. Other winners recognized for their 1 964

work include Frank O’Neal (humor newspaper strips, Short Ribs), Hal Foster

(story newspaper strips, Prince Valiant), George Lichty (newspaper panels,

Grin and Bear It), and Paul Fung, Jr. (comic book category, Blondie).

May 4: The star of Marvel’s war comic book acquires

a second series in the present as Nick Fury, Agent of

S.H.I.E.L.D. {Strange Ta/es #135).

STRANGES
TALES M May 10: Former

adventure cartoonist Art

Sansom goes for laughs

in his new comic strip,

The Born Loser.

June 6: The Rolling Stones’

“(I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction”

is released in the United States,

eventually becoming their first

number one hit there.

MAY

May 3: Kid comic strip

Tiger, by Bud Blake,

debuts.

JUNE

‘©A #©*

a I

April 29: DC’s adolescent side-

kicks—now including Wonder

Girl—are formally dubbed the

Teen Titans in a tryout in The

Brave and the Bold #60.

March 7: In Selma, Alabama, a violent confrontation between Civil Rights

marchers and state troopers becomes known as “Bloody Sunday.” As

further marches take place, President Johnson condemns racism and

invokes the seminal phrase of the movement: “We shall overcome.”

May 25: Muhammad Ali’s

victory over Sonny Liston in

a highly-anticipated boxing

rematch is mired in contro-

versy over whether the latter

took a dive.

Batman, Green Lantern, Teen Titans TM and © DC Comics. Avengers, Fantastic Four, Nick Fury, S.H.I.E.L.D. TM and © Marvel Characters, Inc. Blazing Combat is TM and © respective copyright holder.

the rules” until future DC writer Cary

Bates took him to task in the letter

column of Star-Spangled War Stories

#127 for the “unnecessary hard-sell.”

Drake found a relatively more recep-

tive audience in editor Murray Bolti-

noff, for whom he wrote Bob Hope,

Jerry Lewis, Doom Patrol, and others.

The DP was the furthest thing from
traditional superheroes that DC pub-

lished, with a quartet of crime-fight-

ers who justifiably regarded their

powers as a curse. Issues #99 and
#100 (November-December 1965)

went further by upending the tem-

plate of the well-mannered kid side-

kick via Gar Logan, a green-skinned

hero dubbed Beast-Boy who was
mouthy and insulting in the extreme.

“Beast-Boy was a double entendre,”

Drake observed. “He was a brat—

a

pain in the ass. So calling him Beast

Boy was appropriate. [...] We wanted
a character who could assume many
different animal forms, and also

wanted a kid in the strip, someone

the kids could relate to. They were
starting to talk back to their elders.

They were starting to make their el-

ders earn their respect. So Beast Boy
was an attempt to picture what I

thought was happening among some
of the young people” (Mougin, “Ar-

nold Drake” 9).

The previous few years (and those to

come) had been transformative ones

for the writer's style, something he

later reflected on:

“Stan Lee's success had some-

thing to do with it. But only in

the sense that I saw it as a sig-

nal that much of what I had
always wanted to do could

now be done. Two other fac-

tors were much more impor-

tant in changing my work.

THAT JUNIOR RNK STARTEO
’ ITT LET ME CREAM HIM -=.

JUST ONCE/y—7^^ you ANO

NOW LOOK, BOV- - 1

WE TOLtP you
3EEORE THAT
THERE'S NO
ROOM EOR
yOU IN THE

WHAT'SMATTER,
SANTA CLAUS-- OIO X
MAKE YOUR REIN -

OEERS LOOK LIKE
OOGS THAT LAST 1

TIME ? AWW, COME
ON - LET ME JOIN
Uf>/ OON'T
WANT TQ CO HOME

Beast Boy embodied the generation gap in these panelsfrom Doom Patrol #100. Art by Bruno Premiani.

Beast Boy, Doom Patrol TM and © DC Comics.
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July: Warren’s hard-hitting war

comic book Blazing Combats
arrives on newsstands.

July 29: The soon-to-be-

named Animal-Man debuts in

Strange Adventures #1 80.

August: Tower Comics’ T.H.U.N.D.E.R.

Agents #1 blends the superhero

and spy crazes into a slick 25-cent

package.

August: Costumed crime-fighters

hit Riverdale when Pureheart the

Powerful and Superteen make their

respective debuts in Life With Archie

#42 and Betty & Veronica #1 1 8.

September: National Allied

[now DC Comics] founder

Major Malcolm Wheeler-

Nicholson dies at age 75.

September 6: T.K. Ryan’s comical

Western-themed Tumbleweeds

debuts in newspapers one day

after Howie Scheider’s humor strip

Eek and Meek.

September 9: A hidden race

of Inhumans emerges from

the shadows in Fantastic

Four#45.

September 20: Tales of

the Green Beret debuts in

newspapers as a 1 2-week

mini-series by Robin Moore

and Joe Kubert. It returns

as an ongoing feature on

April 4, 1966.

October 28: Along with

writer Gaylord Dubois,

artist Russ Manning

begins a revitalization of

Gold Key’s Tarzan comic

with an origin adaptation

in issue #155.

November 8: The enduring Days of Our

Lives soap opera premieres on NBC.

November 9: Seven eastern

states and portions of Canada

go dark in a blackout lasting

as long as 13^2 hours.

December 9: “A

Charlie Brown

Christmas,” based

the Peanuts comic

strip, airs on CBS,

defying network

jitters to become a

beloved critical and

ratings hit.

JULY

July 30: President Johnson’s

Social Security Act of 1 965

establishes the Medicare and

Medicaid healthcare programs.

AUGUST SEPTEMBER UCTUBER

August 1 : Reed Richards marries

Susan Storm in the superhero

social event of the season

(.Fantastic FourAnnual #3).

tm
August 6: The Beatles’ studio

album Help! is released in the

U.K., with hit singles including

the title track, “Yesterday,” and

“Ticket To Ride.”

August 6: President Johnson’s

Voting Rights Act of 1965

expressly prohibits discrimination

against minority voters.

September 15: CBS’ Green Acres

and Lost In Space premiere the

same night as NBC’s I Spy and

ABC’s The Big Valley. Other notable

TV series debuts of the week include

CBS’ Hogan’s Heroes and The Wild

Wild West on September 17 and

NBC’s Get Smart and I Dream of

Jeannie on September 18.

September 13: Elliot Caplin teams

up with celebrated 1940s comic

book artist Lou Fine to launch the

hardboiled detective comic strip

Peter Scratch.

September 9: Peter Parker

begins his college studies and

makes a bad impression on

classmates Harry Osborn and

Gwen Stacy in The Amazing

Spider-Man #31

.

October 28: Construction

is completed on St. Louis,

Missouri’s 630-foot-tall

Gateway Arch, now the

United States’ tallest

man-made monument.

NUVEMBER

November 7: The Pillsbury

Doughboy debuts in TV

commercials. Conceived by Ryan

Tanttila and Rudy Perz, the first

sketches of the character were

drawn by Green Lantern creator

Martin Nodell.

BECEMBER

Lobo is TM and © respective copyright holder. Peanuts is TM and © Peanuts Worldwide LLC. Tarzan TM and © ERB, Inc.

October: Dell’s Lobo# 1

becomes the first comic book

with a black leading man.

One was Murray Boltinoff,

who tended less to enforce

his own style on the writer

than did [editors Jack Schiff

and Mort Weisinger]. He gave

you your head, which, with

writers like myself, is the way
to extract the best. The other

factor is that I was allowed to

create some of my own titles

(Doom Patrol
,
Stanley and His

Monster
,
Deadman). Perhaps

there was a third factor. This

all happened in the ‘60s. And
if the events of the ‘60s didn't

change your way of looking

at things, you had to be dead.”

(Reed 58)

Nostalgia Act

Halfway through the decade, much
had changed in the United States. Af-

ter generations of institutionalized

discrimination, the segregation of

black Americans was officially pro-

hibited but many in the country were

fighting hard against compliance. A
1965 clash between Civil Rights ac-

tivists and state troopers in Selma,

Alabama, was only one of many en-

counters that had turned bloody.

The country's progressive interven-

tion into Vietnam to stem the tide of

Communism took a grim turn when
the first U.S. combat forces arrived in

Southeast Asia. And the nation still

mourned the loss of President John F.

Kennedy, assassinated on November
23, 1963.

“And you tell me over and over and
over again, my friend,” singer Barry

McGuire fairly snarled, “Ah, you don't

believe we're on the eve of destruc-

tion.” The P.F. Sloan-written Eve of
Destruction, its chorus surrounded by
a litany of recent atrocities, was cata-

pulted to the top of the pop charts in

September of 1965 by youthful listen-

ers even as many of their horrified

parents wished the turmoil would
just go away.

If only solutions were as easy as the

editorial cartoon featuring President

Lyndon B. Johnson that ran in the

June 30, 1965 Los Angeles Times. Step-

ping into a broom closet, LBJ emerged
in the third panel dressed as Super-

man with a speech intended for the

United Nations clutched in one hand.

“Posing as our mild mannered Presi-

dent,” a bystander declared, “he is ac-

tually. . .Superchief !

”

The cartoon, a reference to the Presi-

dent's June 25 speech that called on
the U.N. to put greater focus on global

crises like birth control and poverty,

tapped into Johnson's ambitious call

for the Great Society. Building off ini-

tiatives conceived under President

Kennedy, Johnson envisioned a wide-

ranging series of social programs that

included the reduction of unemploy-
ment and improved medical coverage

for the poor and elderly. The idealism

in those goals and the scope of what
Johnson wished to achieve also made
him fodder for editorial cartoonists,

li



Dear Editor : Hawkman 11, featuring “The Shrike
Strikes at Night,’* was the latest triumph of art

and adventure from a magazine which is noted
for outstanding stories. If not your best mag.
Hawkman is at least one of the top three (the

other two being Atom and Green Lantern) ,
and

I firmly believe that Murphy Anderson’s art is

the top, no ifs, ands or buts.

The Shrike was an outstanding character

—

both as villain and later as hero. I preferred him
as a hero and I, for one, would certainly like to

see him again sometime. He’s too good a char-

acter to let relapse into complete oblivion. Be-

ing of a star-traveling race himself, perhaps he
and the Winged Wonders could meet on Thanagar
for an adventure sometime.

I must admit, however, that another reason
for my liking the Shrike is the sneaking suspicion

that I was in part responsible for the creation of

the character. Some months ago 1 sent you a

sketch of a proposed Hawkman foe called the

Black Shrike. Perhaps I’m wrong, but it’s fun

anyway, seeing that one’s efforts inspire out-

standing work like “The Shrike Strikes at Night!”
—Dave Cockrum, NAS, Miramar, Col.

(As you surmised, the Shrike was inspired by
your sketch—and in appreciation, we have sent

you Murphy Anderson’s original cover! The same
deal applies for any other accepted cover ideas

or characters contributed by our readers.

—

Editor)
• • »

Fan artist Dave Cockrumfirst made his mark in mainstream
comics through his designsfor the Shrike and a new lookfor

Son of Vulcan. Hawkman, Son of Vulcan TM and © DC Comics.

The Youngbloods

Despite the fact that someone could

potentially make more money sell-

Twenty-one-year-old Dave Cockrum,
the future co-creator of X-Men char-

acters like Colossus, Storm, and Night-

crawler, opened up a copy of Hawk-

ing old comic books than creating

new ones did not deter fans from
dreaming of a career in the industry.

The fanzines and letter columns ofthe

era were filled with names of young
men like Rich Buckler, Mike Friedrich,

Mike Vosburg, and Marv Wolfman
who'd make the leap to comics pros

in a few years. 18-year-olds Walter Si-

monson and Bernie Wrightson— des-

tined to make a splash in the 1970s on
features like Manhunter and Swamp
Thing— first surfaced on fan art pages

in Magnus, Robot Fighter #10 (May

1965) and Creepy #9 (June 1966).

The explosion in interest for back

issues was transformative for New
York City teenager Howard Rogof-

sky, who decided to skip college fol-

lowing his high school graduation

and continue earning money from
old comic books. “I just kept on sell-

ing through the mail, except I did it

full time. Ill give you an example.

In 1965 (you have to consider the

prices at that time), I grossed about

$15,000 that year. The following year

I grossed $60,000. And you're talking

1960s prices too!" (Carter 19)

Passionate Magnus fan Mike Royer,

who'd already scored one minor credit

at Gold Key in 1964, took it upon him-
self to send sample pages to Magnus
creator Russ Manning. “He wrote

back and said, Tf I ever needed an as-

sistant, you would work/" Royer said.

“So I packed my bags and moved to

California and metaphorically moved
into his backyard and said, 'Well, I'm

here!' (laughter) Out of the kindness

of his heart, he gave me work" (Mor-

row 10). The first of it appeared in

Magnus #12 (January 1966).
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man #11 (December 1965/January 1966) to discover

that his “sketch of a proposed Hawkman foe called

the Black Shrike” had inspired that issue’s featured

adversary and earned him a copy of Murphy Ander-

son’s original cover art. And Cockrum was already

reeling from the fact that Charlton had just used an-

other of his costume designs for the title character in

Son of Vulcan #49, even thanking him on the cover.

Charlton editor Pat Masulli made a pitch to several

prominent 1965 fanzines asking readers to sub-

mit sample plots for Son of Vulcan or Blue Beetle
,

ultimately buying scripts from Roy Thomas, Dave
Kaler, and Tom Fagan. “Attention fanzine read-

ers!!!” the cover of Son of Vulcan #50 (January 1966)

subsequently screamed. “Charlton’s challenge has

been answered...the story in this issue was written

by one of you!!!” And identified far less bombasti-

cally as “R. Thomas” in the story’s credits. “They

couldn’t spell out a nine-letter name,” the writer

later laughed (Mougin, “Roy Thomas” 8).

Poised to leave his high school teaching position

for a graduate scholarship in foreign relations,

Thomas abruptly changed careers that spring

when he received an offer from Mort Weisinger to

serve as the Superman editor’s assistant on a two-

month trial basis. Coupled with the Charlton offer

that followed, the young man was elated over his

impending entrance into the comics industry...

right up until he arrived at the DC offices in New
York City. It was there that he learned that his

two-month trial was now two weeks
,
his prom-

ised $110-a-week pay had shrunk to $100, and,

most awkwardly, he found that he’d been hired

to replace E. Nelson Bridwell, whom Weisinger

had fired but still expected to train his successor.

“Mort was a tyrant,” Thomas later declared,

elaborating that “it was often his manner
more than his words that browbeat me and
others.” In the course of his time in New York,

Thomas had also touched base with other

editors and writers he'd met while working on Alter-Ego.

While Charlton offered opportunities

foryoung writers like Roy Thomas in

Son of Vulcan #50, otherpublishers

exhibited work byfuture pros such

as Walter Simonson andBernie
Wrightson infan art pages.

Son of Vulcan TM and © DC Comics.

Guard-Robi complete with visi-plate,

audio unit and a death ray.

Walter Simonson—College Pari, Md.
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envisioned “something similar to Terry and the Pirates, a

kind of romantic adventure kind of thing" (Tauber).

Once Kubert completed work on an entire 12-week se-

quence of 72 daily strips, Tales of the Green Beret was
presented to newspaper syndicates. The Chicago Tribune

snatched up the feature and sold it to subscribing newspa-
pers as a mini-series that ran from September 20 to Decem-
ber 11, 1965. That might have been the end of it had it not

been for Staff Sergeant Barry Sadler's recording of The Bal-

lad of the Green Berets. As the song sped up the charts, the

Chicago Tribune green-lit an ongoing Green Beret strip that

began on April 4, 1966. Kubert remained as artist while

Robin Moore was credited as its author. (Moore identified

the real writer as Howard Liss while Kubert recalls that it

was Jerry Capp.)

Through 1965, at least, Joe Kubert’s primary allegiance was
to DCs war titles under the helm of editor (and frequent

writer) Bob Kanigher, particularly on G.I. Combat (where

he drew the Haunted Tank series until original artist Russ

Heath returned with issue #114: October-November 1965)

and Sgt. Rock’s home base of OurArmyAt War.

Affirming the biggest draw in the five DC war books, the

OAAW title was shrunk effective with issue #158 ( Septem-

ber 1965) to make room for the dominant Sgt. Rock logo.

Inside, the top kick of Easy Company also acquired an arch

foe in the form of the Iron Major, a proud Nazi commander
with a metal right hand and a particular interest in seeing

the renowned Rock brought low. The villain appeared to

perish at the end of the story but he was back for an encore

as early as 1966’s OAAW #165.

The most memorable Rock story of the year was indisput-

ably OAAW #160’s “What’s the Color of Your Blood?" It fea-

tured the return of a black soldier named Jackie Johnson
and was as outspoken as the character’s previous appear-

ance in 1961’s issue #113 had been subtle. Jackie, a flash-

back detailed, had been a boxer prior to World War Two
and suffered a humiliating defeat at the hands of a Ger-

man challenger named Uhlan who used his victory to as-

sert the genetic superiority of the Nazi's supposed “master

race." In the midst of the war, Easy Company found itself

captives of a German squad led by Uhlan.

At gunpoint, Jackie was forced into a boxing rematch
where Uhlan taunted him to admit that his blood was
black. In a fury, the black soldier defeated the Nazi and
Uhlan wound up getting shot in the chaos that followed.

Jackie himself stepped forward to donate blood that would
save his enemy’s life and the Nazi was forced to admit that

he was wrong. “The color of your blood— is red.”

The story owed a debt to a pair of racially-charged 1930s

bouts between African American fighter Joe Louis and
German boxer Max Schmeling. Even Jackie’s name was a

tribute to Jack Johnson, who’d been the first black heavy-

weight champion early in the 20th Century. Less obviously,

the concluding blood transfusion scene recalled the climax
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Despite thefact that the U.S. armedforces were segregated during World War Two, African American soldier Jackie Johnson remained a regular in DC's Sgt. Rock seriesfor the

balance of his run as did his Marvel Comics counterpart Gate Jones in Sgt. Fury. sgt. Rock tm and © dc Comics.
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F POWER RING 1
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ALAN SCOTT IS %
replacing you as
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L A POWER-PACKED NOVEL CO-STARRING
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Thefirst dual Green Lantern team-up had ramificationsfar beyond 1965. Gil Kane was inked byMurphyAnderson on the cover and Sid Greene on the interior.

Green Lantern TM and © DC Comics.

deepened the mythology of the alien

Green Lantern Corps seen at intervals

over the preceding five years.

Readers were aware that the Corps

was overseen by a race of immortal
blue men known as the Guardians of

the Universe but this story revealed

that they did so out of personal re-

sponsibility. Ten billion years ago,

one of their number—Krona—had
defied them to use a time-viewer that

would reveal the origin ofthe cosmos.

By tampering with the natural order,

he'd unleashed evil into the universe

and compelled his brethren from the

planet Oa to create the Green Lan-

tern Corps to help “stem the tide of

evil." Krona himself had been dema-
terialized by the Guardians, but he
returned in the present to take pos-

session of Alan Scott's body in an ill-

fated effort to resume his mad obses-

sion with the birth of existence.

The full mythic significance of the

story wasn't apparent for another

20 years until writer Marv Wolfman

revealed that Krona's actions hadn't

simply unleashed evil but also cre-

ated uncounted parallel universes

like Earth-Two and the primary

Earth-One. As noted in Crisis On In-

finite Earths #7 (October 1985) and
many issues since, Green Lantern #40

The Flash TM and © DC Comics.

the Guardians'' but the origin of the

entire DC multiverse.

On a far less cosmic scale, the

Schwartz-edited Flash #155 (by John

Broome, Carmine Infantino, and Joe

Giella) brought together most of the

Scarlet Speedster's greatest enemies
as the Rogues Gallery. A few had
crossed paths in earlier issues and the

group had been named in a 1964 pin-

up [80 Page Giant #4), but this was the

first time they'd gotten together for a

proper story. Bad guys had been join-

ing forces against a common enemy
almost as long as superheroes had ex-

isted, but the Rogues developed into

something special, a fraternal broth-

erhood that cared about each other as

much as the man they were plotting

against.

When Schwartz inherited the strug-

gling Batman and Detective Comics

in 1964, he'd acquired the Caped Cru-

sader's own impressive collection of

recurring adversaries but opted to use

them sparingly. The goal had been to
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We Gotta Get Out of This Place

Both artists had found refuge at DC following the Atlas im-

plosion and Romita paid a visit to the DC offices in mid-
1965 in the hope of landing non-romance assignments.

“Unfortunately, it was July,” he remembered, “and editors

were on vacation when I went down the hall to see Julie

Schwartz and some of the others. I used to go in once every

two weeks to get a new script, and outside of two or three

people in the bullpen that treated me well, everyone else

treated me like a leper. I was invisible. In eight years I was
never welcomed into their inner circle. I always felt like an
outsider, like a kid looking through a candy store window. I

had very little hope of any of these guys giving me any sort

of work” (Ridout 30-1).

Prevailing on Stan Lee at Marvel Comics, Romita was
hired to ink Don Heck's pencils for The Avengers #23 (De-

cember 1965) but, twice-burned, the artist was convinced

that comic books were a dead end and got a job doing sto-

ryboards for an advertising agency. Madison Avenue had
nothing on Lee, who dragged the artist off to lunch on a Fri-

day afternoon and spent three hours wearing him down.
As Romita described it:

“He gave me the sales pitch of his lifetime, that I

was a natural comic artist, I should be a big fish in

a little pond, all that stuff. He guaranteed me ver-

bally that he'd match the [ad agency] salary even

Following Jack Kirby's direction, John Romita brought excitement to the simple act

ofDaredevil donning his costume. Daredevil TM and © Marvel Characters, Inc.

if I didn't turn any work out. I think it was $250

a week, which is much more than I ever made in

comics.” (Blumberg 48).

It was only after the artist had committed himself that the

call from DC finally came. Ramona Fradon, the penciler of

DC's 1964 hit Metamorpho, was leaving effective with is-

sue #4 to raise her daughter. Would Romita, editor George
Kashdan inquired, be willing to succeed her on the title? “I

told them that I had already made a handshake deal with
Stan,” he explained, “and I didn't want to renege on that.

Ironically, my first chance at a DC adventure book came af-

ter I left” (Lee 29-30).

Half a dozen other DC artists had also begun working for

Marvel over the course of 1965 but none were willing to

burn their bridges as Romita had. Instead, as George Rous-

sos (a.k.a. George Bell) had done earlier, they adopted
pseudonyms when working for the competition. Inkers

Frank Giacoia and Mike Esposito (as Frankie Ray and Mick-

ey Demeo) were the first, in Strange Tales #129 (February

1965) and Tales of Suspense #66 (April 1965), respectively,

while Jack Abel (as Gary Michaels) began embellishing

Iron Man late in the year in Tales of Suspense #73. Abel

was inking Gene Colan (alias Adam Austin), who'd first ar-

rived at Marvel as penciler on the Sub-Mariner feature in

Tales To Astonish #70 (August 1965). Werner Roth (as Jay

Gavin) succeeded Jack Kirby as penciler of X-Men with is-

sue #13 (September 1965) and Gil Kane (as Scott Edward)

took a one-episode crack at the Hulk in Tales To Astonish

#76 (February 1966).

The influx of new talent only increased the workload of

Marvel's star artist Jack Kirby. Recognizing that his col-

laborator’s frenetic in-your-face approach to storytelling

was a key component to the company's growing success,

Stan Lee regularly prevailed on Kirby to demonstrate his

storytelling techniques for the newcomers. Consequently,

along with producing full pencils for key features like Fan-

tastic Four, Thor, and Captain America along with most of

the line's covers, the prolific illustrator was also laying out

stories for other artists to get them on their way.

Romita, conceding that eight years of drawing romance
comics had taken its toll, received some basic tutelage

on his first issue of Daredevil “It was not even full break-

downs,” the new arrival said of the pages that Kirby gave

him. “It was more like pacing, very rough shapes.” Romita
equated the approach to a silent movie that exaggerated

normal activities for effect— “everything in dynamics, ev-

erything in extremes”— and offered two pages from DD
#12 (January 1966) as a case in point:

“I would have Matt Murdock going into his apart-

ment and changing his clothes mundanely, in a

very civilized way. In Jack Kirby's version ofthe two
pages Matt tears off his clothes, he leaps out the

window [as Daredevil] without checking what's

out there, he uses a flagpole to spin around and
land on the roof of a car that's going fifty miles an
hour uptown on the FDR Drive! That was the mind-
set that Jack Kirby had flowing out of him that I

had to learn.” (Ridout 32)

Historian Mark Evanier points to X-Men #12 (July 1965)

as a rare example of the layout approach not working.
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HEV, HYA/T A MINUTE J TELL ME
HYAfAT?? WHAT'S HYRO/VG?? TALK[

BRACE YOURSELF, MY BOY/
I'D GIVE MY CYFE MOT TO
HAVE TO SAY THIS, BUT--
THERE'S NO OTHER WAY-

WHILE YOU WERE GONE—THERE
WAS AN AIR RAID-- SHE WAS
HELPING THE WOUNDED— AMD
THEN— A^^^^FINAL BOMB

FELL— .

Qrief affects different
PEOPLE IN DIFFERENT
WAYS/ NEXT ISSUE WE
SHALL SEE THE CHANGE .

IT MAXES IN NICK FURY,.,/

Jack Kirby's pencils added impact to the pivotal scene in Sgt. Fury #18 wherein its titular hero learned that his intended

fiancee was dead. Sgt. Fury TM and © Marvel Characters, Inc.

Alex Toth, highly regarded in

the artistic community for his

streamlined style, was inter-

ested in drawing for Marvel but,

like Romita, was a novice at the

plot-first method. Sandwiched
between Kirby breakdowns and
murky inks by Vince Colletta,

Toth hated the end result. “Some
have suggested that Toth felt

overwhelmed by Jack's under-

drawing but I suspect it was the

other way around: Kirby hadn't

given him enough of a founda-

tion on which to build" (Evani-

er, “Jack F.A.O.s: Fall 2003" 13).

Whatever the case, Toth deleted

Marvel from his prospective em-
ployers as he'd already done at

DC.

In some instances, Kirby simply

drew select pages of a story that

Lee believed needed the extra

impact. The World War Two-
based Sgt Fury had been primar-

ily penciled by Dick Ayers since

1964 and issue #18’s “Killed In

Action" (May 1965) was no ex-

ception. Intent on proposing to

his aristocratic girlfriend Lady

Pamela Hawley, the hard-bitten

Nick Fury risked all manner of

dangers before arriving at her

ancestral home and discovering

that she’d perished during an air

raid. The climactic page, which
closed with the shattered Fury letting the engagement
ring slip from his hands, was penciled not by Ayers but by
Kirby. Even in scenes of subdued tragedy, Kirby had an im-

pact that many of his contemporaries lacked.

tor Doom-lookalike Iron Mask. (The Two-Gun Kid, inciden-

tally, made a guest-shot of his own in Kid Colt #125.)

Although his collaborator was maintaining a killer regi-

men, Lee wasn’t exactly sitting idle. When New York and
several other Northeast states went dark during a black-

When he wasn't drawing interior pages, Kirby was also

drawing covers, even contributing to Marvel's three West-

ern titles, now largely illustrated inside by Dick Ayers, Jack

Keller, and Larry Lieber. Kid Colt Outlaw #121, for one, had a

decidedly super-heroic feel with its Kirby-Stone depiction

of a Kid Colt/Rawhide Kid crossover and a glimpse of Doc-

out on November 9, 1965, Roy Thomas abandoned plans

to work on a Millie the Model story that evening and hung
out with Denny O'Neil and Dave Kaler instead. The follow-

ing morning, Thomas discovered “that Stan had got a little

candle brigade [at his home] and he’d written like five or

ten pages of Thor during the same time we were goofing

off. Nothing could stop Stan, not even a total

C 1WON, BOSS... WE AINT
GONNA TALK /LET 'IM
WAVE IT, AND LET'S

,

. GIT BACK TO WORK !

F/RE AWAY, YOU ORNERY
VARMINT/ SOONER OR LATER
THOSE HOM8RES WILL REALIZE
YOU'RE IN THE TERRITORY,ANP
S—.

THERE WON'T BE A PLACE .

N. I BIO ENOUGH FOR YOU
i^V TO —

I'M NOT BLUFFIN<3,HAWK/
HOW MANY LAWMEN IN THE
GOVERNOR'^ POSSE 1 GIVE
ME THE ANSWER , OR I

shoot! y

© Marvel Characters, Inc.

blackout. And then he apologized to Sol Brod-

sky, the production manager, because he had
only done five or ten pages!” (Mougin, “Roy

Thomas" 13)

Few readers of the time understood that the

illustrators of their favorite Marvel features

were working without a screenplay. Tradi-

tionally, artists worked off a full script with
dialogue and a description of what was to

take place in each panel. In the interest of

speeding up production in the early 1960s,

Stan Lee had begun working up plots— in

varying degrees of detail—for artists like Kir-

by and Steve Ditko with the expectation that
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CONSCIOUSNESS SLOWLV
££TU TO DYNAMO

Unlike superheroes with innate powers, Dynamo and company were dependent on theirfuturistic accoutrements.

T.H.U.N.D.E.R. Agents TM and © Radiant Assets, LLC.

Atom. The fact that Atom designer Gil Kane penciled the

beginning and end of the story only made the effect more
pronounced. Why Tower panicked over the Thunderbolt

name but not Menthor's costume design is a mystery for

the ages.

Rounding out the cast was the T.H.U.N.D.E.R. Squad (ini-

tially scripted by Larry Ivie), a quintet in matching red jack-

ets and black pants who lacked any of Professor Jennings'

endowments. In the mold of DC's Challengers of the Un-
known, they were each experts in a particular field: Guy
Gilbert was a military tactician, John “Dynamite” Adkins
specialized in weapons, Egghead was a brilliant strategist,

William “Weed” Wiley was an “expert locksmith and es-

cape artist” and token female Kathryn “Kitten” Kane was
the technology authority. The team was comparatively

bland although Weed's chain-smoking and shady past

eventually helped him break out of the crowd.

T.H.U.N.D.E.R. Agents was less a

team book than an anthology. Al-

though its characters were all part

of the same organization, they each

appeared in their own stories in

each issue, only occasionally cross-

ing over as they fought the common
threat of the Warlord and his sub-

terranean network. Accustomed to

the Archie Comics template, Samm
Schwartz actually preferred stories

in the ten-page range (Cooke, “The

Old World Heroes” 60). This might
explain why even the longer Wood-
illustrated Dynamo stories were
split in two in the early issues. The
first Dynamo tale ended on a cliff-

hanger, with the hero in the clutch-

es of an armored redhead called the

Iron Maiden, and picked up at the

end of the issue where all the book's

heroes joined forces to rescue him.

(The Maiden herself got away, des-

tined to return often as the smol-

dering attraction between her and
good guy Dynamo continued to

heat up.)

One of the great selling points of

T.H.U.N.D.E.R. Agents was its look.

Here was a high end roster of artists

that included industry legend Reed
Crandall (on the NoMan origin),

George Tuska (primarily drawing

the Buck Rogers comic strip in 1965),

Dan Adkins, and (unbeknownst
to their primary employer DC) Gil

Kane, Mike Sekowsky, and Mike Es-

posito. And towering above them
all was Wally Wood, who'd claim

Best Pencil Artist in the 1965 Alley

Awards while TA netted the Best

Giant Comic and Best New Series

prizes.

“Wood's storytelling style used a

minimum of words,” Robert Klein and
Michael Uslan observed, “relying heavily on the art to car-

ry the mood and meaning of the story. This was in distinct

contrast to Marvel's wordier comics. With the freedom he

was granted at Tower, he was able to control the stories

and carry out this philosophy. Not satisfied with the art

and dialogue, Wood also developed plots and springboards

for the other writers. His passion for T.H.U.N.D.E.R. Agents

came through issue after issue. It was truly a labor of love

for him. His distinctive style dominated the look of each

book because his inks, or the inks of Dan Adkins and the

key assistants who echoed his style, helped unify the feel

of what would become a growing super-hero line of com-
ics” (Klein 11).

Authentic and Authorized

Interestingly, T.H.U.N.D.E.R. Agents wasn't the first acro-

nym-titled comic book that Wally

Wood worked on that year although

the Leo Dorfman-scripted M.A.R.S.

Patrol in Gold Key's Total War #1

(July 1965) owed more to the Navy
S.E.A.L.S or the Green Berets than

anything out of James Bond. The
harrowing feature projected a sce-

nario wherein the U.S. mainland
was under assault by mysterious in-

vaders who sported crab insignias

on their purple uniforms. And even

as America was reeling, every other

nation on Earth was being struck by
the same marauders.

The United States had an edge,

though, in the form of the Marine
Attack Rescue Service, a series of

combat teams whose focal point

was the typical mix of specialized

members: combat pilot Cy Adams,
frogman Ken Hiro, commando Russ

Stacey, and paratrooper Joe Stryker.

The series was distinguished not

only by its racially diverse cast (Hiro

was Asian-American and StrykerCoverpainting by George Wilson.

Total War TM and © respective copyright holder.
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Caped

Crusaders,

Masked Invaders

A superhero walks into a discotheque. “Anything I can do
for you, sir?” a star-struck cigarette girl asks. “Check your

cape?” The maitre d' offers a ringside table but the masked
man declines. “Just looking, thanks. IT1 stand at the bar. I

shouldn't wish to attract attention.”

This was Batman. Not the comic book character, mind you,

but a film adaptation that was well on its way to becoming
the TV phenomenon of 1966. In the months preceding its

premiere, though, no one associated with the project could

ever have imagined such success. At the outset, the Caped
Crusader had been nothing more than a consolation prize,

a property that ABCs programming department licensed

only because neither of their top choices (Superman and
Dick Tracy) was available (Eisner 5-6).

Contacted by ABCs Douglas Cramer about the possibility

of his Greenway Productions putting together a TV series,

William Dozier agreed to think on the prospect. Picking up
several Batman comic books—some old, some new—for

research on a plane trip following his first meeting with
Cramer, the producer concluded that the ABC execs “were

crazy. I really thought they were crazy, if they were going

to put this on television.” The only way it could be pulled

off, he decided, was to make it “so square and so serious”

that it would work on two levels: as an adventure for kids

and as a comedy for their parents (Eisner 6). A New York

Times article explained:

“ABC could not afford to put the show in an expen-

sive time slot if it only appealed to children; they

don't have the buying power. 'This is a merchan-
dising medium,' said Dozier dryly, 'not an enter-

tainment medium.' He decided to apply the pop art

technique of the exaggerated cliche, laying it on
to the point where it becomes amusing to adults”

(Stone 75)

Lorenzo Semple, Jr., whom Dozier chose to write the pilot,

contends it was he who suggested that approach (Eury 62),

but both recollections largely sidestepped the fact that the

notion of playing Batman for laughs was already out there

thanks to the recent movie-house showings of the 1943

movie serial where audiences mocked its deadpan style.

Whatever the inspiration, ABC was sold on the pitch.

When the series was announced in September of 1965,

Dozier anticipated a leisurely development window for

a project that wasn't slated to premiere until a full year

later. Unfortunately, ABC's 1965 fall schedule was sink-
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Batmania couldn’t be contained within U.S. borders, as evidenced by this British posterfrom late 1966for the U.K.’s theatrical release. When a reported back injuryfelled TV’s

Catwoman Julie Newmar,former Miss America Lee Meriwether stepped into the rolefor the Batmanfeaturefilm. Batman tm and © dc Comics.

ing fast, a combination of new series

like Gidget, Tammy, andA Man Called

Shenandoah failing to catch on and
old ones such as Ben Casey and The

Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet run-

ning out of steam. During one recent

week, the ratings were so bad that

the network could claim only one se-

ries that was even in the top thirty:

The Lawrence Welk Show (Kreiling 15).

Out of desperation, ABC executives

conceptualized “the Second Season,”

a clutch of in-development shows
that would be rolled out in January

to replace the flops of September.

Suddenly under the gun to have

their series ready in weeks in-

stead of months, Dozier and
company filmed a pilot by
the end of October. Thirty-

seven-year-old Adam West
and 20-year-old Burt Ward
starred as Batman and Robin

with Alan Napier (Alfred), Madge

Blake (Aunt Harriet), Neil Hamilton
(Commissioner Gordon), and Staf-

ford Repp (the created-for-TV Chief

O'Hara) rounding out the cast.

The series owed as much to the comic

books' old school Caped Crusader as

it did to the more serious version ed-

ited by Julius Schwartz since 1964.

Schwartz's predecessor Jack Schiff,

in fact, “was the one consulted on
the material given to them''

(Schiff A67) and he supplied several

Batman Annuals full of 1950s stories.

Those issues proved crucial since the

TV show's team wanted a “special

guest-villain'' for each episode and
Schwartz had limited his use of cos-

tumed crooks to the Joker, the Pen-

guin, the Riddler, and a few minor
newcomers. Drawing on the older

content, Dozier's team revived one-

shot wonders Mister Zero (as Mister

Freeze) and False Face along with the

Mad Hatter and the long-absent Cat-

woman.

That's not to say that Schwartz's

stories weren't utilized, too. For in-

stance, the pilot incorporated scenes

from a 1965 Riddler story (Batman

#171), while “Batman's Inescap-

able Doom-Trap'' (Detective Com-
ics #346) was the basis for Feb-

ruary 9 and 10's Zelda the Great

story.
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TIMELINE: 1966
A compilation of the year’s notable comic booh history events alongside

some of the year's most significant popular culture and histurical events.

[On sale dates are approximations.)

January: M.F. Enterprises’

Captain Marvel #1 intro-

duces a split-apart hero

with a familiar name.

January 1 2: The premiere of

ABC’S Batman J\l series

ignites an international craze.

February 10: Jacqueline

Susann’s blockbuster

novel Valley of the

Dolls follows three

actresses on paths to

self-destruction.

Valiev
ol'tlie.
Dolls

March 5: Barry Sadler’s “Ballad

of the Green Berets” begins five

weeks atop the Billboard Hot 1 00.

March 16-17: Gemini VIII

astronauts Neil Armstrong

and David Scott achieve the

first docking with another

orbiting space vehicle but

are forced to abort the

mission. News bulletins on

their reentry disrupt airings

of Batman and Lost in Space.

April: Comic books’ first black superhero

debuts in Fantastic Four #52 when the

FF meets the Black Panther.

April: Amazing Spider-Man #38 and

Strange Tales #1 46 mark the end

of Steve Ditko’s celebrated Marvel

Comics run.

April 1 : President Johnson and other

political figures become superheroes

in The Great Society Comic Book.

April 28: Longtime Tarzan

comic book artist Jesse

Marsh dies at age 58.

May: A new era pi AM Ai\v^
begins when John -llSpmva-Vv^
Romita becomes the ^
new artist on The

Amazing Spider-Man

with issue #39 and

a story that shows

the Green Goblin

unmasked.

May 1 : The Superman newspaper

strip is cancelled after 26 years

but a Batman and Robin strip fills

the void on May 29.

May 2: Morrie Brickman’s The

Small Society tackles current

events in a new comic strip.

June: Menthor

dies a hero’s death

in the landmark

T.H.U.N.D.E.R.

Agents #7.

May 28: “When A

Man Loves A Woman”

earns Percy Sledge

the top spot on

Billboard’s charts.

June 8: An F5 tornado

in Topeka, Kansas

claims sixteen lives

and surpasses $1 00

million in damage.

JANUARY

January 19: India elects

Indira Gandhi as its Prime

Minister.

January 13: The

Bewitched T\l show

welcomes a new addition

when Tabitha is born.

FEBRUARY MARCH

March 28: The Avengers, a British

spy fantasy unconnected to the

Marvel comic and starring Patrick

Macnee (John Steed) and Diana Rigg

(Emma Peel) begins airing on ABC.

March 29: It’s a Bird, It’s

a Plane, It’s Superman

opens on Broadway.

APRIL

April 12: Singer

Jan Berry (of Jan

and Dean) suffers

severe head injuries

in a car crash near

Beverly Hills’ Dead

Man’s Curve.

MAY

April 23: Johnny Rivers’

song “Secret Agent Man”

peaks at Number Three on

the Billboard Hot 100.

May 16: The Beach Boys’

influential album Pet

Sounds (including singles

“Caroline, No,” “God Only

Knows,” “Sloop John B,”

and “Wouldn’t It Be Nice”)

is released.

May 2: Former Bizarro and Legion of

Super-Heroes artist John Forte dies.

JUNE

Batgirl, Batman, Captain Atom TM and © DC Comics. Fantastic Four, Spider-Man TM and © Marvel Characters, Inc. Flash Gordon TM and Q

April 26: On Stage creator Leonard

Starr wins the National Cartoonists

Society’s 1965 Reuben Award. Other

winners include Gus Arriola (humor

newspaper strips, Gordo), Roy Crane

(story newspaper strips, Buz Sawyei),

Jim Berry (newspaper panels, Berry’s

World), and Wally Wood (comic book

category, Blazing Combat).

King Features Syndicate, Inc. Space Ghost TM and <s

June 27: The gothic soap

opera Dark Shadows

premieres on ABC, later

acquiring a cult following

when it introduces

supernatural elements.

Hanna-Barbera Productions.

MARCH 11 • 1966 • 35$

Unlike the sober good guys in the series, the villains had free

rein to chew scenery and did so with abandon. Stand-up comic

Frank Gorshin's manic, giggling Riddler— first seen in the pi-

lot—virtually defined the character both on film and in com-
ics for a generation as did Burgess Meredith's cackling, impec-

cably costumed Penguin. Along with Cesar Romero's Joker and
Julie Newmar's Catwoman, they formed the nucleus of the

TV show's rogues gallery. Even with return engagements and
secondary bad guys, the series was trotting out original-to-TV

menaces like King Tut (played by Victor Buono) and the Book-

worm (Roddy McDowell) by the end of Season One in May.

Schwartz's 1964 revamp of Batman had restored a great deal

of dignity to a character who'd often become lost in a sci-

ence fiction haze. Even with that, though, the dialogue in any
given story was there to advance the plot rather than evoke

any sort of naturalistic tone. Simply by directing their cast to

earnestly deliver such lines, Semple and Dozier were well on
their way to achieving the humorous tone they wanted. Next,

they punched up the dialogue with melodramatic flourishes.

Criminals were “dastardly" and Robin reacted to every situa-

tion with specially-tailored exclamations like “Holy flypaper!"

The creative team cranked up the absurdity to ten in the open-

ing two-parter. Not content with the image of Batman in a

The cover of Life's March 11, 1966 issue amply demonstrated the

Batman TV show'sfrequent lack ofdignity, tm and © dc Comics.
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July: Al Williamson’s Flash

Gordon #1 from King Comics

recalls the glory years of the

Alex Raymond-created feature.

July 4: President Johnson

signs the Freedom of

Information Act, allowing

full or partial disclosure of

many previously classified

documents.

August: At the hands of Steve

Ditko, Captain Atom#83

de-powers its eponymous hero

while introducing the new Blue

Beetle in a second feature.

August 5: The singles

“Yellow Submarine” and

“Eleanor Rigby” highlight

the Beatles’ Revolver,

regarded by many critics

as their career-best album.

September: Secret agents continue to thrive

on TV with the first episodes of The Girl

From U.N.C.L.E. (Sept. 13: NBC) and Mission:

Impossible [Sept 17: CBS).

September 1 : After a ten-year

courtship, Barry Allen marries Iris

West in The Flash #165.

September 2: Veteran comic book

writer France Edward Herron suc-

cumbs to cancer at age 48.

September 3: “Sunshine Super-

man” gives Donovan his first

and only Number One hit on the

Billboard charts.

October: The Black Panther

Party, an aggressive branch of

the civil rights movement, is

founded by Bobby Seale and

Huey P. Newton.

October 1 0: The Beach Boys’

signature song Good Vibrations

is released as a single.

October 17: Celebrity-lad-

en game show Hollywood

Squares begins on NBC.

November 7: Secretary

of Defense Robert

McNamara is confronted

by dozens of anti-war

students while speaking

at Harvard University.

Detective
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November 29: A new

Batgirl makes her

million-dollar debut

in Detective Comics

#359.

December 15:

Entertainment mogul

Walt Disney dies of

lung cancer at age 65.

JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER UCTUBER NUVEMBER BECEMBER

July 14: Eight

student nurses

are murdered by

Richard Speck in

Chicago.

July 31 : Neal Adams’ Ben Casey

comic strip ends as its hero ships

off to Vietnam.

September 12: NBC’s musical-comedy

The Monkees wins big with young

viewers despite critics who dismiss

the Beatles-inspired quartet as the

Prefab Four.

September 10: Superheroes

conquer CBS’ Saturday mornings

with cartoons including Space

Ghost and Dino Boy and New
Adventures of Superman.

September: Fantastic heroes abound on TV with the debuts of

Star Trek (Sept. 8: NBC), The Green Hornet, The Time Tunnel

(Sept. 9: ABC), and Tarzan (Sept. 9: NBC) while Mario Thomas’

That Girl (Sept 8: ABC) offers a lighter alternative.

November 5: The

Monkees’ “Last Train To

Clarksville” hits Number

One in the Billboard Hot

100 songs.

M, JA A

December 18: Dr. Seuss’

How the Grinch Stole

Christmas, narrated by

Boris Karloff, is faith-

fully adapted as a CBS

animated special.

Ben Casey TM and © respective copyright holder. Grinch TM and © Dr. Seuss Enterprises LP.

discotheque, Semple then proceeded

to have him dance the Batusi with
the villainous Molly (played by Jill St.

John) and turn into a weepy drunk af-

ter imbibing spiked orange juice.

Arriving at the very moment when
TV networks were converting the

last of their programming from black

and white to color, Batman took full

advantage of that palette. Beyond
the costumes and backdrops, the se-

ries also peppered its fight scenes

with superimposed sound effects (by

fittingly-named DC letterer Joe Let-

terese) that evoked the comic book
experience as much as they did some
of the paintings in the pop art move-
ment. Many scenes were even shot at

an angle to simulate the visual vari-

ety of a dynamic comic book page.

The pilot was given a failing grade

by test audiences three consecutive

times, its straight-faced comedy lost

on the viewers. “The network execu-

tives panicked,” Dozier's assistant

Charles FitzSimons recalled. “They

had bought an entire run of episodes,

and this was going to be the biggest

bomb in history” (Eisner 7).

In desperation, ABC launched a pub-

licity campaign the likes of which
had never been seen before in TV
history. “Skywriters emblazoned Bat-

man Is Coming in the heavens above

the Rose Bowl game,” it was reported

in the January 28, 1966 edition of

Time Magazine. “Every hour on the

hour, TV announcements bleated the

imminent arrival of the Caped Cru-

sader.” As Robert Greenberger later

observed, “You had to be in a coma
not to know that Batman was coming
to TV in the New Year” (9-10).

Evoking the movie serials of old, the

typical Batman adventure aired in

two parts, the first ending on a cliff-

hanger while a portentous narrator

(vocalized by Dozier himself) played

up the crisis to the hilt, avowing in

the pilot that “the worst is yet to

come!” CBS' new Lost In Space se-

ries-airing opposite the Dynamic

Duo—featured cliffhanger endings,

too, but Batman one-upped it by con-

cluding each episode exactly 24 hours

later. For the entirety of its first two
seasons, the series would run two
nights a week on Wednesdays and
Thursdays. (ABC's primetime soap op-

era Peyton Place was actually running

three nights a week during the 1965-

1966 TV season.)

Putting things in meteorological

terms, it was the perfect storm. The
mid-1960s turmoil with its wars and
protests and change had created an
environment of nostalgia for ostensi-

bly simpler times that in turn fueled

the proliferation of articles through-

out 1965 on collectors of old comic

books and the heroes of yesteryear.

Add a healthy dose of newfound
cynicism and you had a receptive

audience that laughed uproariously

at the corny old Batman serial and
found relevance in the less-than-per-

fect Marvel Comics heroes. Stir in the

colorful Pop Art movement. Most di-

rectly, ABC's lousy fall season and its
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Paul Reinman's busy coverfor Mighty Crusaders #4.

TM and © Archie Comic Publications, Inc. The Fly TM © Joe Simon.

sistance from kid sidekicks Dusty

and Roy the Mighty (formerly Super)

Boy who were temporarily plucked

from the 1940s. On page 24, Fly-Man

rejected the lot of them. Captain

Flag, the Fox, and the Web decided to

form their own team of Ultra-Men in

Mighty Crusaders #5 while the Jaguar,

Mr. Justice, and Steel Sterling united

as the Terrific Three.

Although widely mocked for decades

to come, the story was exactly the

sort of thing that frustrated older

fans with Mighty Comics. As bad as

the dialogue and plotting may have

been, there were still flashes of the

Jerry Siegel who co-created Super-

man. The concept of a superhero-

turned-villain would eventually be

explored to the point of cliche but it

was nearly unprecedented in 1966.

The greatest obstacles to the Web'sfight against crime were his wife and mother-in-law,

as seen here in Fly Man #38. TM and © Archie Comic Publications, Inc.

Siegel's climax— in which the Wiz-

ard's 1940s persona was brought to

the present to shame his 1960s in-

carnation—was similarly novel. Even
the everything-but-the-kitchen-sink

approach to superhero gatherings, for

better or worse, was a forerunner of

the cameo-laden company crossovers

that began proliferating in the 1980s.

Nothing epitomized the conflict be-

tween concept and execution more
than the Web. Originally published

in Zip Comics #27-38 (1942-1943),

the hero was long-retired and liv-

ing in suburbia when he returned in

Fly Man #36 (March 1966). John Ray-

mond had promised his wife Rose

that he'd never return to costumed
crime-fighting, but he convinced her

to relent just once so that he could

track down a crook who'd swiped his

Web alter ego. Once bitten, though,

Raymond couldn't quit and he secret-

ly started working out to regain his

A-game. The underlying conflict in

his subsequent solo stories revolved

around Raymond being browbeaten
by his wife (and eventually his moth-
er-in-law as well) over his continued

heroics.

The intent was
surely to evoke the

personal conflicts

experienced by
the likes of Spider-

Man but the ongo-

ing nagging of Rose

Raymond was more
shrill than funny.

That's not to say

the feature didn't

have its moments.
When the evil Iron-

fist burst into his home, the Web ex-

plained that he couldn't fight back be-

cause he'd promised his wife that he'd

quit. “Any super-hero who would let

his little woman do that to him isn't

worth fighting,'' the disgusted villain

whined. Throwing off his armor, he

stalked past the remains of the Ray-

monds' front door and vowed to start

a new life as a chicken farmer!

Apart from the Web and the Shield,

historian Lou Mougin observed, none
of the Mighty heroes “was shown
having a private life, a civilian identi-

ty, an occupation, non-heroic friends,

or anything resembling a supporting

cast. [...] There was no way for the

reader to identify with these one-

dimensional heroic figures. When he

was getting his lumps, who cared?''

(Mougin 45).

As far as Archie was concerned, plen-

ty of readers still did in 1966. FlyMan,
which was already running solo sto-

ries starring other Mighty heroes,

was repurposed into Mighty Comics

with issue #40 (November 1966) and
began spotlighting a rotating mix of
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Mary Jane was a flighty party girl who loved thrills as

much as Betty Brant detested them. It was one more detail

of the immediate post-Ditko era that demonstrated how
drastically the tone ofthe series had changed. The conflict-

ed loner who made the hard choices suddenly seemed to

have it pretty good. Romita’s romance comic pedigree only

enhanced the effect, endowing Peter and his friends with

fashion model good looks.

The Amazing Spider-Man was becoming a different crea-

ture, losing the unique bite that catapulted it to stardom.

Many fans didn't seem to mind, a fact borne out by issue

#39's “How Green Was My Goblin" being voted Best Full-

Length Story in the Alley Awards. For all its derivative

qualities, though, the Lee-Romita Spider-Man would ulti-

mately prove quite satisfying in its own right, and its more
commercial guise pushed sales to heights never dreamed
of in the early 1960s.

W 7

Mary Jane Watson left Peter Parker speechless in this panelfrom
Spider-Man M3. Original art by Romitafrom issue M2 courtesy of

Heritage Auctions. TM and © Marvel Characters, Inc.

Harry Osborn, Gwen Stacy, and even the bully

ing Flash Thompson were suddenly sympathiz

ing with Peter. Parker's cool factor increased in

ASM #41 when he bought a motorcycle. In the

same issue, Lee laid the groundwork for reduc-

ing Aunt May’s presence with an eye towarc

her moving in with friend Anna Watson.

First, though, there was the matter of Anna's

niece, the unseen subject of another long-run-

ning bit in the series. After two years of evad-

ing blind dates with a girl he assumed to be

a crashing bore, Peter was finally cornered at

the end of ASM #42. Bracing for the worst, he
opened the front door and his jaw dropped.

Standing before him was a stunning redhead

in a sleeveless black top and blue jeans. “Face

it, tiger," Mary Jane Watson cooed. “You just

hit thejackpott”
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“The go-go dancers were hot then,” Romita re-

called. “Stan wanted Mary Jane to be a wild,

real flashy, streamlined girl. Someone who
was really today." Modeling her on actress

Ann-Margret, the artist added “dimples and a

cleft to the chin” to distinguish her from Gwen
Stacy. “When I did Gwen,” Romita continued,

“I did her as icy and cold and aloof as Ditko

did; and when Mary Jane came in, I made
her as fiery as we could." Although the panel

that introduced the character has become a

beloved image for fans, the penciler was per-

sonally disappointed by it. “I wish I could do

it over," he explained. “People thought it was
good, they still remember it. But I wanted it

to be something that would really knock peo-

ple's socks off" (Salicrup 39).
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headed hero in the purple costume
didn't resemble his old namesake in

the slightest. And as “a human ro-

bot," he shared a common link with

Burgos' Human Torch. But then there

was the matter of his magic word.

When Cap shouted “Split," his body
parts detached: his head from his

shoulders, his arms from his torso,

his fingers from his hands. After that

(vaguely unsettling) display, he was
restored by shouting “Xam!" If the

similarity between “Split-Xam" and
“Shazam" wasn't enough, there was
also a kid named Billy who palled

around with the hero. It was a hardly

a surprise when, a few issues later,

his last name turned to be Baxton.

The detail that got DC Comics' atten-

tion, though, was the cover’s procla-

mation that Plastic Man was appear-

ing in the issue as “a bonus feature."

Dressed in green and characterized

as an alien villain, his stretchable

powers were otherwise a match for

the long-running Quality Comics

hero (1941-1956). Having purchased

the Quality properties a decade ear-

lier, DC had to move quickly to secure

their claim to the name while siccing

their lawyers on Fass. Within three

months, the classic Plas was inserted

into the Dial H for Hero story DC’s

House OfMystery #160, a precursor to

the ongoing Plastic Man comic book
that went on sale in September.

DC's admonition came quickly

enough for Burgos to have their char-

acter’s name revised to Elasticman

when Captain Marvel #2 went on sale

two months later. Perhaps cautioned

that DC also owned Quality's dor-

mant Doll Man property, a miniature

villain in issue #2 was dubbed Tin-

yman. On the other hand, the issue’s

remaining villains were named Dr.

Fate (not unlike the 1940s DC prop-

erty who'd been revived a few years

earlier) and Atom-Jaw (looking much
like Iron-Jaw, the popular villain in

Lev Gleason’s 1940s Crimebuster fea-

ture). And, name change or not, Tin-

yman’s facial features were identical

to newspaper strip adventurer Steve

Canyon, complete with the trade-

mark stripe in his hair.

Captain Marvel #3, the first produced

after the Batman TV show hit, promi-

nently featured a bad guy called the

Bat on the cover, necessitating yet
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Despite hisfamiliar name, Carl Burgos' new Captain

Marvel had powers quite unlike his 1940s predecessor.
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TM and © respective copyright holder.

another call from the DC legal team.

By issue #4, the villain had been re-

named the Ray. That, too, had been
the name of a Quality hero but one

too old and obscure to raise a red flag.

Meanwhile, Martin Goodman was
smoldering over the fact that some-

one else was publishing a comic book
that prominently featured the name
Marvel. The fact that a villain called

Dr. Doom was plugged on the cover of

the one-shot Captain Marvel Presents

the Terrible Five just added insult to

injury. In July, Goodman tried to buy
the Captain Marvel trademark out-

right for $6,000 but Fass refused (Ha-

merlinck 77).

By September, though, it was clear

that Captain Marvel was far from a

hit. The title sold, on average, only

100,000 copies of its 250,000 issue

press run (Hamerlinck 77). Fass can-

celled it with issue #4 and Henry
Brewster with issue #6. Final issues

of each were published during the

summer of 1967. Matters of qual-

ity aside— Captain Marvel was me-
diocre, at best— M.F.’s weren’t even

a good value. Following the trend to-

ward thicker comics, Fass made both

titles 2 5-cent giants but skimped on
the actual number of pages. Marvel,

Harvey, and Tower were offering six-

ty-eight pages for that price and DC
had its 80-Page Giants. M.F.’s books

clocked in at forty-eight.

Carl Burgos continued to edit Weird

but any love he had for the comic

book medium in general and the Hu-
man Torch in particular was gone.

Details of his unsuccessful bid to

regain the rights to the Torch— or a

possible settlement— are unknown,
but the cartoonist’s daughter Susan

remembers a bleak afternoon in the

summer of 1966 when Carl Burgos

took every scrap of comics memora-
bilia that he owned and threw them
in a heap in his backyard.

“I took as many of the comics as I

could carry back to my room, like

they were some treasure," she re-

called. “He came in and demanded
that I give him the comics. We ar-

gued because I wanted them and he

said, T don’t want you to have them.’

He’d never been like that before be-

cause we always shared with each

other." In the end, the teenager re-

lented. Learning of her father’s law-

suit years later, she came to believe

that his actions were a response to

its outcome (Amash, “The Privacy

Act of Carl Burgos" 9).

The Good, the Bad and the Ugly

Unlike Burgos, who may have seen

this as his last chance to leave a heri-

tage for his daughter, Joe Simon had
both a rich legacy of achievements

and a still-considerable amount of
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The isolated Andor— introduced in a Steve Ditko/Wally Wood-illustrated story in

Dynamo #1—struggled to come to terms with the brainwashing he’d endured at the

hands of the Subterraneans, tm and © Radiant Assets, llc.

“Wonder Weed” in a comic relief series variously drawn by
John Giunta, George Tuska, and Steve Ditko.

fight of all time” on the cover of T.H.U.N.D.E.R. Agents #2

and that sort of primal spectacle was part of the feature's

appeal.

The approach to the hero's ro-

mantic life could swing either

way. Sometimes it was played

for laughs in his frustrated rela-

tionships with rivals Alice Robbins and Kitten Kane.

At other times, as when he crossed paths with the

wicked Iron Maiden, it was more subdued and con

flicted. Privately brooding at the end of one
story in TA #4 in which he believed the

villainess to be dead, the agent had no
patience for Alice's usual needling and
snapped, “Do me a favor...just leave me
alone.”

KlTr

Recalling the evolution of Superman once he

got his own comic book, Wood seemed to ap-

preciate the fact that a non-stop diet of grim
heroics would give a numbing sameness to an
entire title full of Dynamo stories. Consequently,

he made a point of balancing the high-stakes dra-

ma with more lightweight romps like issue #l’s

Sekowsky-penciled “Day In the Life of Dynamo.”
Elsewhere in the title, the T.H.U.N.D.E.R. Squad's

liveliest member threw on a costume and became

There was still plenty of drama to be found in Dynamo,
none of it more vivid than the story ofAndor that began in

issue #1. Raised from infancy by the green-skinned Subter-

ranean People who'd been fighting the Agents for months,

the human Andor had endured a lifetime of physical and
psychological conditioning. He could topple a tank, recover

from bullet wounds in minutes, and telekinetically move
objects as heavy as an anvil. A human set apart from hu-

manity, Andor was sent into civi-

lization to kill Dynamo and might
have succeeded were it not for Kitten

Kane's pleas to resist his program-

ming.

Losing himself in the throngs of

the surface world, Andor was ready

to make his break from the Subter-

raneans but they weren't willing to

let him go. Reasserting their men-
tal control, they led him into conflict

with Lightning
(
T.H.U.N.D.E.R . Agents #9)

f and NoMan (TA #10). The novelty of An-

dor floating through various series aside,

/ neither follow-up had much of the brooding

intensity that Wood (with penciler Steve Ditko)

^ had brought to the first story. That tragic quality

^ returned in spades when Wood and Ditko revisited

the character in 1967.

p Tower had been one of Ditko's first ports of call after

leaving Marvel and his first work appeared in TA #6's

NoMan story. One issue later, he and Wood collabo-

rated on a Menthor adventure that became one of the

most famous in Tower’s history. Properly situated at the
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end of T.H.U.N.D.E.R. Agents #7, “A Matter of

Life and Death” was a tough act to follow.

John Janus' brain-enhancing Menthor hel-

met was regularly being snatched by evil

forces and it had been stolen by the subter-

ranean Warlords in this story. Thanks to a

mind-shattering failsafe, that didn't work
out so well but the Warlords still had Men-
thor and a guaranteed deathtrap for his fel-

low Agents when they came to rescue him.

Without his helmet and repeatedly stag-

gered by gunfire, John kept running toward
the deathtrap and tripped it himself...with

all his friends bearing witness.

Shock gave way to rage and the Subter-

raneans never knew what hit them. The
late, unlamented Egghead could only have
wished for such a reaction. Staged by Ditko

for maximum impact via Dan Adkins' lay-

outs, the final page was left for mourning,

j

including a panel of the grieving Dynamo
carrying Menthor's body and another with
a grave's-eye view of the mourners.

Dan Adkins, who typically worked with
Wood as an artist, wrote the script for that

milestone and deliberately departed from
the happy ending his mentor had plot-

|

ted for him. "I wanted to show the people

that characters can die,'' he explained.

“Wally told me for two hours, 'You've got

to change this, we can't kill off Menthor!'

And I kept saying, Ah, you never use him
anyway! He's a lousy super-hero! [laugh-

ter] I convinced Wally, then Wally had to

do the same act for Samm" (Cooke, “Dyna-

mite Dan Adkins'' 35).

The death of a superhero was not un-

precedented, of course. A few characters

like Archie's Comet and Quality's obscure

#711 had even been killed off when their

features ended in the 1940s. That didn't

make the idea of a character perishing in

his own series any less shock-

ing, though. The violence of

both Menthor's death and
the vengeful response of his

friends was electrifying in a

way its predecessors never

touched. The last page's vow
of retribution, fulfilled in is-

sue #8's final defeat of the

Subterraneans, would be-

come a staple of hundreds of

stories for decades thereafter

as countless writers and art-

ists tried to recreate the im-

pact of that ten-page story

from 1966.

THEN DYNAMO TUZNS AND *87U*NS TQ

The tragic sacrifice ofMenthorplayed out in T.H.U.N.D.E.R. Agents #7. Original art courtesy ofHeritage Auctions.

TM and © Radiant Assets, LLC.

For the T.H.U.N.D.E.R. Agents,

life had to go on. With one
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Murphy Anderson's coversfor Showcase #60 and #61's Spectre revival had a cosmic quality unlike anything then published by DC. tm and © dc Comics.

mat for Hawkman #12 and Showcase #60. After the pages

went to the color separation plant, Anderson recalled,

“word came back from Chemical Color: 'You know, this ten-

by-fifteen size is pretty good. We can gang up four of them
on the copy board and shoot them all at once/ Suddenly,

they told DC—and I'm sure they told Marvel
—
'We can save

you a little money. All at once, the edict went out: every-

body has to work ten-by-fifteen” (Harvey 91).

"I caught a lot of flack,” Anderson continued. “Gil Kane
hated it, and he'd come in, and he'd give me the needle.

The letterers detested it. It was harder for them, but, ulti-

mately, when they adjusted to it, they liked it” (Harvey 91).

Neal Adams, Gene Colan, Joe Kubert, and Curt Swan were
among those who favored the new approach while Steve

Ditko, Don Heck, Jack Kirby, and Mike Sekowsky found it

maddening.

“Kirby really disliked the change, especially at first,” Mark
Evanier reported. “He said, 'The first time I finished a page,

I picked it up and half the art was on my drawing table/”

Another artist told Evanier “that he complained to his edi-

tor that a page now took him twice as long, and that the

results weren't nearly as good. The editor's response, he

claimed, was: 'Yeah, but the pages are easier to mail now”’

(Evanier, “P.O.V.: CBG #1221” 24).

The change rolled out at different times for each publish-

er and a few like Charlton and Gold Key still gave artists

the option of using the larger size. “Most of the Marvels

changed within a month or two ofthe issues dated Novem-
ber, 1967,” Evanier detailed. “Jack's first work on the small

size was the Captain America story in that month's Tales of
Suspense (#95) and you can see everyone experimenting:

The lettering is too big, the inking is too bold, and Jack's

panels are filled with head shots and sparse backgrounds.

Within a few months, everyone had learned how to accom-
modate the page proportions, but Jack still longed for the

larger canvas” (Evanier, “P.O.V.: CBG #1221” 24).

“It was totally innocent. It was just one of those things,”

Anderson insisted (Harvey 91), but his effort to speed up
his own production wound up, in Evanier's words “[chang-

ing] the manner in which most artists would approach the

composition of their pages” (Evanier, “P.O.V.: CBG #1221”

24).

At the end of 1965, Anderson's thoughts weren’t on chang-

ing the industry but drawing the latest of Gardner Fox’s

1940s revivals for the Julius Schwartz-edited Showcase

#60 and #61 (January-February/March-April 1966). The
creative team’s efforts at doubling-up Golden Age heroes

for tryouts had flopped twice so they decided a single hero

might be more viable. Created by Jerry Siegel and Bernard

Baily in 1940’s More Fun Comics #52, the Spectre was a lit-

eral ghost who was empowered by an implied God to fight

evil on Earth after his police detective alter ego Jim Corri-
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Thunderbolt wasjoined in the United States by hisfriend and
servant Tabu. Peter Cannon TM and © Dynamite Characters, LLC.

him to ignore the incredible threats

that he read about in the newspapers.

Protecting his privacy with a domino
mask and his old training costume,

Peter set forth as Thunderbolt to

fight threats like dinosaurs in New
York City and a resurrected Egyptian

princess named Evila. Lurking be-

hind many of them was the Hooded
One, a green-cloaked menace from
the lamasery who'd long resented an
“outsider” having access to his sect's

secrets.

Unlike the by-the-numbers medioc-

rity of Blue Beetle and Son of Vulcan
,

Thunderbolt sparkled with the pas-

sion of someone who was fulfilling

a lifelong dream. A fan of superhe-

roes in the 1930s and early 1940s,

Peter Anthony Morisi entered the

comic book industry too late to actu-

ally draw any. Even after becoming a

New York City police officer in 1956,

he wasn’t able to sever his ties with

comics entirely. Working under the

radar of his primary employers (who
frowned on moonlighting), he vari-

ously signed his work “PM” or the bet-

ter-known “PAM.”

“I told editor Pat Masulli that I was
interested in doing a superhero strip,”

Morisi recalled of his arrival at Charl-

ton in 1957. “Although the Golden Age

of Comics had come and gone
(survived by Superman and
Batman), I could sense that

another 'superhero explosion’

was in the making. Pat agreed

that the timing was right, but

the Charlton bosses thumbed
the book down” (Morisi 22).

Becoming a constant presence

on the company’s Westerns,

the cartoonist continued to

explore options into the 1960s

and even made unsuccessful

attempts at buying dormant
1940s superhero properties

(Johnson 62).

In 1965, Morisi continued,

“Pat called to tell me about an
opening in the Charlton sched-

ule for a one-book deal. He said

I could create, write, and illus-

trate my own superhero strip,

without interference, if I took

the assignment. Wow! Wow!
Wow! The bits and pieces of

ideas that I had stored away
in my mind could no longer be

denied” (Morisi 22).

Unable to acquire the rights to the

Golden Age hero Daredevil, Morisi

borrowed the character’s costume
for his new hero. “I was tempted to

use Daredevil’s spiked belt, too,” he

added, “but didn’t have the nerve”

(Johnson 63). Meanwhile, Cannon’s

origin— extending to his Hooded
One nemesis—was lifted from Bill

Everett’s 1939 creation Amazing-
Man. Luckily for the cartoonist, Wally

Wood’s last minute name change of

his earlier Thunderbolt to Dynamo in

T.H.U.N.D.E.R. Agents #1 two months
earlier prevented a conflict that

might have derailed the whole proj-

ect.

The loner hero and Morisi’s striking

minimalist art style were a hit with
fans, a few ofwhom leapt to the con-

clusion that PAM was Pat Masulli.

Not true, Giordano assured them in

Thunderbolt #54’s letter column, but

he was more than willing to play up
the mystery.

The letter columns, still a rarity in

most Charltons but added to the

fan-oriented superhero books, were
a classy departure from the snip-

ing of Marvel and DC. Giordano not

only ran references to the competi-

tion in reader letters but declined to

sink to name-calling in his responses.

“I did what I did to be more candid

and more open,” he later explained.

“What I was doing in my approach to

the letter pages—which I wrote en-

tirely—was to write a letter to Mom”
(Cooke, “The Action Hero Man” 40).

Typical letter columns featured reac-

tion to issues that were three or four

months old but, taking advantage of

Charlton’s in-house printing press,

the editor was also able to print com-
ments in one issue that discussed the

one immediately preceding it.

“While your ideas of team-ups, super-

heroes battling one another, a group

comic, sidekicks, lady love interests

and fantastic villains are worth-

while,” Giordano wrote to fans in

general in Thunderbolt #53, “we feel

that you can find all of these things in

the books coming from other compa-
nies such as National, Tower, Marvel,

Mighty and ACG. What we at Charlton

are aiming at right now are unique

tales with unusual features!”

The new editor was all for costumed
heroes but he wanted them on his

terms. Taking the “Action-Hero” tag-

TAUT MUSCLES ONCE AGA N FEEL TWE COVERING OF A
FAMIUAR GARMENT, AS PETER CANNON DONS THE
COSTUMe OF MIS PAST- F15KI3LE BOOTS. AND THE
BELT OF ACCOMPLISHMENT LEND THEMSELVES PER-
FECTLY TO THE OVERALL DESIGN , A3 A LONB

AVtNBCX PXBPAtCS TOPOBATTLe/

Detailfrom Thunderbolt #1 by Pete Morisi.

Peter Cannon TM and © Dynamite Characters, LLC.
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Before unveiling his new look, Captain Atom endured the sniping ofafickle public in

these panelsfrom Captain Atom #84 (left) and #83 (above), tm and © dc Comics.

ers while stopping the meltdown of a nuclear reactor, Cap
found that they were making an erratic return. Immersed
in an experimental silver metal, the hero was elated to find

that his radioactivity was in check and his basic capabili-

ties—though weaker than before—were once again under
control.

Emphasizing to lapsed readers that this was a new begin-

ning, Ditko used Cap's metal shell as the basis for a new red

and blue costume that replaced the predominantly yellow

original. Ironically, with his primary colors and unmasked
face, the less-powerful Cap bore a greater resemblance to

Superman now than he had before.

Blue Beetle TM and © DC Comics.

In support of that goal, Son of Vulcan

and Blue Beetle were cancelled (running

Roy Thomas' first professional scripts in

their last issues) while the more success-

ful Steve Ditko-penciled Captain Atom
would survive as the exception to the

rule. Ditko, though, believed he could

adapt the series to fit the new model and
plotted a two-parter for issues #83-84

(November 1966 and January 1967) in

which Cap's powers were dramatically

scaled down.

Echoing Ditko 's earlier Marvel work, the

Captain Atom of these issues was no lon-

ger the universally-trusted hero of ear-

lier issues but someone whose mask and
atomic nature made him an object of

suspicion and fear. Having lost his pow-

Charlton's actual Superman analog—Blue Beetle—was
history, but Ditko had plans for him, too. Introduced in sev-

en-page shorts in Cap #83-84, a new Beetle emerged who
was strictly flesh and blood although he benefited from
an arsenal of hi-tech gadgetry highlighted by a giant Bug
that shuttled him around the city. Clothed in contrasting

shades of blue, he had a vivid costume design highlighted

by goggles and a scarab design that spilled over his chest

and back.

Parceling out just enough information to tease readers,

Ditko divulged that this newcomer was scientist Ted Kord

and that he had some connection to ear-

lier Beetle Dan Garret and a place called

Pago Island. Ominously, at the end of is-

sue #84, Kord was hauled in for question-

ing in Garret’s murder. The mystery was
sustained for several more months be-

fore a pay-offwas delivered in mid-1967.

In an interview published in Marvel

Main #4 (October 1968), Ditko frankly

characterized the 1964 Blue Beetle se-

ries as “terrible," adding that he “be-

gan thinking how it could have been
handled. The ideas I had were good, so

I marked them down, made sketches of

the costume, gadgets, the Bug, etc.. I put

them in an idea folder I have and forgot

about it. A year or so later, when [Charl-

ton] was again planning to do super-he-

roes, I told Dick Giordano about the BB
idea I had. He was interested in trying it,

so it came out of the idea file, and into

the magazine” (Canterbury).

line used on house ads for the Masulli-era books, Giordano

wanted to make the Charlton crime-fighters distinct in

their lack of super-powers. “You'll read a Superman story

to see how he prevails, not ifhe prevails,” Giordano elabo-

rated. “But that takes tension and suspense out of the sto-

ry; you know at the end of that story, Su-

perman will still be there” (Cooke, “The

Action Hero Man” 40).
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devoted to his monster sto-

ries (Fantastic Giants #24)

that summer and billed it as

“a Steve Ditko Special!” ACG,
DC, Dell, Tower and Warren
had all given him work after

he left Marvel, but Charlton

and its willingness to let

him work unmolested had
a special place in Ditko’s

heart.

Just as Morisi and Ditko felt

personally invested in their

projects, writer-artist Frank
Captain Atom and Niqhtshade joined forces in Captain Atom #82. » «• j

TM and © DC Comics.
McLaughlin W3S paSSlOn-

Ditko’s first contribution to Giordano’s

line-up had been an Action Heroine

created by fan-turned-pro Dave Kaler

and premiering as a guest-star in Cap-

tain Atom #82 before the hero’s re-

birth. Traditionally a solo act, Cap had
initially been miffed when he was
paired with a mysterious secret agent

named Nightshade to track down the

Ghost who was stealing government
secrets. Impressed with her fighting

skills and sharp wits, Cap was soon
smitten and the duo had exchanged
real names (she was Eve Eden) before

the story was over. Sidelined during

Captain Atom's makeover, the wom-
an in the orange mask and sleeveless

blue dress returned as a series regular

with issue #85 in 1967.

It was a testament to the artist's im-

portance at Charlton that the com-
pany even published a 25-cent giant

ate about his own creation when Ju-

domaster #89 picked up where the

World War Two hero’s adventures

had left off in Special War Series #4
eight months earlier. Rip Jagger was
branded a traitor by Japan’s notori-

ous broadcaster Tokyo Rose at one
point in the next year and blinded at

another. In one ofthe first comic book
stories to address the United States’

internment of Asian Americans dur-

ing the war, Judomaster visited a Wy-
oming relocation camp in issue #91

(October 1966) and came away with
a kid sidekick named Tiger.

Issue #92’s Nazi villain Smiling Skull

had, in a neat bit of continuity, previ-

ously appeared in 1965's Sarge Steel

#3. Created by Pat Masulli and first il-

lustrated by Giordano, Sarge survived

the cancellation of his book, not only

having an inventory issue burned
off in the summer as Secret Agent #9

but landing in Judomaster #91 as the

title’s new back-up series.

The same month, Thunderbolt #54
introduced its own back-up, a strip

about three folk-rock-singers-turned-

superheroes called the Sentinels.

From its grandiose story titles to its

bickering lead characters (Rick “He-

lio” Strong, Cindy “Mentalia” Carson,

and Crunch “The Brute” Wilson), the

feature was obviously taking its cues

from Marvel. It was hardly a surprise

to learn that both writer-creator

Gary Friedrich (a Missouri friend of

Roy Thomas now living in New York

City) and artist Sam Grainger came
straight from superhero fandom.
Although stilted and amateurish in

some respects, the series made a re-

spectable showing in a year that saw
the Mighty Crusaders, Myron Fass,

and Dell's costumed monsters lower
Steve Ditko received star billing on the cover of the bar.

Fantastic Giants #24. TM and © respective copyright holder.

The last of Charlton’s new hero back-

ups premiered in Fightin ’ Five #40
(November 1966). When diplomacy

failed in envoy Christopher Smith’s

negotiations with the world’s war-

lords, he didn’t turn the other cheek.

He put on an odd-looking helmet, a

flight-pack and a brown and white

costume...and took out the bad guys

by force. He was the Peacemaker, “a

man who loves peace so much that

he is willing to fight for it!” (A clunk-

ier version of the tagline appeared

eight months earlier in Gunmaster
#88). Created by the prolific Joe Gill,

the character had an earnestness

about him that made the concept a

bit laughable but the artwork of Pat

Boyette helped sell it.

TH/S A MAN WHO DETESTS WAQ ,

VIOLENCE AND THE DREADFUL
WASTE OP HUMAN LIFE IN
SENSELESS CONFLICTS BETWEEN
NATtONS . . A MAN WHO LOVES
PEACE... SO MUCH SO

„ TWAT HE
IS WILLING TO FfGUT FOR (Tjf

Peacemaker strides on stage in Fightin' Five #40.

TM and © DC Comics.
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After

the

Gild Rush

Lightning, TV networks and comic book publishers alike

soon discovered, did not strike twice, at least when it came
to superheroes. On the birthday of its premiere, Batman
celebrated with its first three-parter (January 11, 12, and
18, 1967). The episode, titled “The Zodiac Crimes,” notably

paired the Joker and Penguin but is perhaps best-remem-

bered for one of its cliffhangers where Robin was swal-

lowed by a giant clam.

ABCs snubbed rival networks offered heroes of their own
a few days earlier on January 9. CBS' Mister Terrific starred

Stephen Strimpell as Stanley Beamish, endowed with su-

perpowers in one-hour durations by a “power pill.” (If DC
objected to use of the name of its old Mister Terrific char-

acter and Hourman concept, there's no record of it.) Mean-
time, NBC offered mild-mannered Carter Nash (played by
William Daniels) as Captain Nice in a funnier series devel-

oped by Get Smart co-creator Buck Henry.

Neither set the ratings charts on fire but, then, neither did

ABCs own more serious Green Hornet from the previous

fall. A guest-appearance by the Hornet and Kato on the

March 1-2 episodes of Batman did little to boost viewer-

ship. The last original episode of The Green Hornet aired

only a few weeks later on March 17, continuing with re-

runs into the summer alongside Captain Nice and Mister

Terrific before all three faded away.

Two hero pilots by Batman and Hornet executive producer

William Dozier were never picked up at all. Dick Tracy—
starring future AllMy Children actor Ray MacDonnell with
a pre-Brady Bunch Eve Plumb as Tracy’s daughter Bonnie

Braids—was rejected by NBC for the 1967-1968 season.

Also left behind was a cringe-inducing Wonder Woman
pitch portraying the character as a delusional female who
only imagined she was a super-heroine.

“It’s amazing how many readers seem to have turned

against Super-Heroes,” Richard E. Hughes declared in For-

bidden Worlds #145 (August 1967). “But then again, maybe
it’s not so amazing. You can have too much of a good thing,

and the market sure was glutted with this type of story.

There’s a further reason for opposing the Big Boys— a rea-

son very apparent with magazines of our special type. For

the last twenty years, we have specialized in publishing

comics which featured our own private formula—a skill-

ful admixture of the Supernatural and Science Fiction. We
were the first to introduce this formula and stuck with it

through the years, gathering a large and devoted reader-

ship in the process. Our readers resented it when we intro-

duced Super-Heroes, preferring our original formula. That’s
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Fatman wasjoined in his series by Tin Man, a teenage hero whose skinny

alter ego Lucius Pindle wore the same red and blue wardrobe as Captain Marvel’s Billy Batson.

TM and © respective copyright holder.

why we've removed heroes and are back with what our

readers really want.”

Although colored by Hughes' disdain for the superhero

genre, his editorial comment on the events of 1966 was
nonetheless spot-on. The comic book racks were sagging

under the weight of all those costumed crime-busters

and the novelty had worn off. A reluctant participant in

the fad at best, the ACG writer-editor cut his ties in the

fall of 1966 (issues dated 1967) by discontinuing both

Magicman (with Forbidden Worlds #141) and Nemesis
(in Adventures Into the Unknown #170).

The humor comic Herbie—whose title character

had often gotten laughs as the Fat Fury— was can-

celled outright with issue #23 (including a reprint of

his 1958 debut). The cancellation— abrupt enough
that three Herbie scripts went un-illustrated (Vance,

“Something...?” 53)— left room for the supernatural-

oriented Gasp! on the schedule but it survived only

four issues before being terminated alongside the Au-

gust 1967-dated Adventures Into the Unknown #174,

Unknown Worlds #57, and Forbidden Worlds #145.

Ironically, Hughes' defiant editorial in the latter issue

amounted to Famous Last Words. After 24 years, the

American Comics Group was out of business.

The final issues of the ACG books were selling around
155,000 to 162,000 copies per issue, numbers in the

same range that got DC's Sea Devils and Dell's Thir-

teen cancelled in 1967 (Miller). “The comic book busi-

ness had just fallen off tremendously,” ACG publisher

Frederick Iger explained, “There was a dry-up of the

industry. The small candy stores were going out of

business, and comic books were being distributed

through supermarkets and things and it was just

time to let it go” (Vance, “Forbidden Adventures” 71).

Iger maintained his Custom Comics division that cre-

ated specialty one-shots for businesses but Hughes
needed more than that to make ends meet. ACG had long

had a connection with National Comics (DC), both through
its former co-owner Harry Donenfeld and their mutual dis-

tribution by the National-owned Independent News Com-
pany. The unemployed writer may have used that connec-

tion to get his foot in the door at DC. The fact that longtime

ACG contributors Kurt Schaffenberger and Pete Costanza

were also there— and drew his scripts for Lois Lane #79 and
Jimmy Olsen #107— likely helped, as well.

For whatever reason, though, DC was not a good fit for

Hughes, and the veteran writer left comics entirely after

penning tales forHawkman #23-25, Jimmy Olsen #114, and
unspecified suspense stories. According to historian Mi-

chael Vance, “Hughes ended his career and his life writing

response letters to complaints for Gimbel's Department
Store in New York City” (Vance, “Forbidden Adventures 31).

He died of myelofibrosis at the age of 64 in 1974.

ACG was merely the first (and oldest) publisher to fall dur-

ing an almost uniformly difficult year for color comic book
publishers. M.F. Enterprises resurfaced in June to burn off

final issues of Henry Brewster #7 and Captain Marvel Pres-

ents the Terrible Five #5 while Lightning Comics (a.k.a. Mil-

son Publishing) came and went in the span of five months.

Hello, Goodbye

Like Myron Fass, Lightning hoped to evoke the spirit of

Fawcett Comics' original Captain Marvel and their creden-

tials suggested they might pull it off. Bankrolled by former
Fawcett Executive Editor Will Lieberson, one-time writer

Bernie Miller, and their brothers, the venture also pulled

in key players like editor Wendell Crowley and writer Otto

Binder to develop the line (Hamerlinck, “High Camp Hi-

jinXXX” 86).

The most auspicious presence was Captain Marvel co-cre-

ator C.C. Beck, who was tapped to draw Fatman, the Hu-
man Flying Saucer #1 (April 1967). As described by histo-

rian P.C. Hamerlinck, the hero was “a wealthy and portly

young man named Van Crawford, still living at home with
his disappointed parents [and who] spent his days bird-

watching, growing orchids, collecting puppets, and raiding

the refrigerator. As Fatman, he was a colossal, lumbering

parody of a super-hero dressed in a self-made green cos-

tume. And when he managed to get up a fast enough run-

ning start, Fatman was able to rapidly turn himself into a

metal Human Flying Saucer and whisk away into the sky”

(Hamerlinck, “High Camp HijinXXX” 86).
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TIMELINE: 1967
April 14-15: Major protests against the

Vietnam War are held in New York City

and San Francisco.

June: The 24-year-old American

Comics Group publishes its final

issues.

A compilation of the year’s notable comic booh history events alongside

some of the year’s most significant popular culture and historical events.

(On sale dates are approximations.)

January 15: Football’s first

Super Bowl airs simultaneously

on CBS and NBC.

January 21

:

Golden Age

cartoonist Homer

Fleming, whose

work appeared

in both Detective

Corniest and

Action Comics #1

dies at age 84.

February: The Question, Steve

Ditko’s hard-hitting new hero,

debuts in Charlton’s Blue Beetle #1

.

February: Pop music is

put on notice when The

Archies begin performing

in Life With Archie #60.

April 24: The Outsiders,

S.E. Hinton’s famed novel

about teenage Ponyboy

and two rival Oklahoma

gangs, is published.

May: Who says a comic

book has to be good?

Not Brand Echh #1 and

Marvel Comics!

May 1: Elvis Presley

marries Priscilla Beau-

lieu in Las Vegas.

June 1: The Beatles’ renowned

concept album Sgt. Pepper’s

Lonely Hearts Club Band goes on

sale, yielding favorites like “With

a Little Help From My Friends”

and “A Day In the Life.”

June 15: Lee Marvin

tops a huge cast in The

Dirty Dozen, a hit movie

about convicts turned

World War Two

commandos.

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE

January 30: Archie Goodwin

and Al Williamson begin their

modernization of the Secret

Agent Corrigan newspaper

strip.

January 27: Apollo 1 astronauts Roger

Chaffee, Gus Grissom, and Edward White

perish in a fire during a launch pad trial.

March 7: The Peanuts

comic strip becomes an

Off-Broadway play

—

You’re a Good Man,

Charlie Brown—with Gary

Burghoff in the title role.

April 28: Champion fighter

Muhammad Ali is stripped of

his title and boxing license after

refusing military induction.

April 24: The Little King cartoonist Otto

Soglow receives the 1 966 Reuben Award

at the annual National Cartoonists Society

ceremony. Other winners include Mort Walker

(humor newspaper strips, Beetle Bailed, John

Prentice (story newspaper strips, Rip Kirb]/),

Jim Berry (newspaper panels, Berry’s World),

and Al Williamson (comic book category,

Flash Gordon).

Deadman, The Question TM and © DC Comics. Peanuts TM and © Peanuts Worldwide LLC. Uncle Scrooge, Jungle Book. TM and © Disney Enterprises, Inc.

June 16: California’s

Monterey Pop Festival

helps set the stage for

the counter-culture

movement called the

Summer of Love.

June 5: The Six-Day War

commences, leaving Israel

with territories captured from

Egypt and Syria.

June 3: Aretha Franklin’s

“Respect” tops the Billboard

Hot 100.

Dubbed “the only comic hero with

three identities/' Fatman wore a cos-

tume cut from the same cloth as the

Marvel Family, albeit with green re-

placing the original Cap's red and a

flying saucer icon in place of a light-

ning bolt. Beck's art was, if anything,

more confident and refined than it

had been in the 1940s and 1950s and
its clear, cartoony virtues were the

highlight of the series. Where the fea-

ture stumbled was in replacing the

more understated humor of Captain

Marvel with the heavy-handed camp
of the Batman TV show. Fatman, for

one thing, constantly used “Holy" ex-

clamations while his pal Tinman of-

ten employed Cap's old catch phrase

“Holy Moley."

The boy-into-man aspect of Cap's ad-

ventures was translated into Light-

ning's other effort Tod Bolton Super

Green Beret #1 (April 1967), written

by Binder with art by Carl Pfeufer.

Gifted with an enchanted green be-

ret by his soldier uncle, young Tod

ACTIONLIKENO
ACT/ONEVERBEFORE

—i if n -r

IF yoUR NEWSSTAND IS SOLP OUT. SEND 25$
TOMILSON PUBLISHING CO., 295 MAPISON
AVEvNEW YORK, NY. IOOIZ FOR ISSUE No.l

.

/rS GOtHOTOBEA COLLECTOR'S ITEM .7

Super Green Beret TM and © respective copyright holder.

was transformed into an adult su-

per-warrior each time he placed it

on his head. From the safety of his

Valleyville home, the boy could tele-

pathically pinpoint crises in war
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zones around the world, most obvi-

ously Vietnam but also Cuba and—by
breaching the time barrier—World

War Two-era Germany and the U.S.

circa 1775. Super Green Beret's ties to

the increasingly unpopular present-

day war, though, made the book's two
issues a bit uncomfortable.

One gets the sense that Lieberson, at

least, believed the new comic books

should be aimed at the adult audi-

ences who'd laughed at Playboy Club

showings of the Batman serial and
read Jules Feiffer's essay in Playboy

itself. The publisher used his own
men's magazine Monsieur to promote

Fatman (Hamerlinck, “High Camp
HijinXXX" 87) and he advertised the

star of a planned Captain Shazam ti-

tle (evoking Captain Marvel's magic

word) as “a turned-on super swing-

er!” Secretly Steve Thomas (Agent

Six) and an amalgam of six murdered
agents, the hero would be empow-
ered “through electronic gimmicks

and not invulnerable" (Kaler, “What's



Wham-0 Giant Comics boasted massive pages like this onefeaturing Wally Wood's Radian.

TM and © respective copyright holder.

bly "Melvin the Magician/' which
boasted 94 panels on one page!

Along with Wood, the comic book also

featured work from industry veterans

Otto Binder, Lou Fine, Andre LeBlanc,

John Stanley and Marvin Stein as well

as Ernie Colon and Sururi Gumen.
What truly added to the visual variety

of the title was Wham-O’s extensive

use of local Southern California art-

ists like Virgil Partch, Warren Tufts,

John Ushler and George Wilhelms

as well as animators Ward Kimball

(cited as "Faculty Advisor”), Willie Ito

and Alan Shean. Several contributors

to Pete Millar’s automotive cartoon

magazines—notably Mike Arens,

Nelson Dewey, Dennis Ellefson, Bruce

Steffenhagen and Jim Willoughby—
were complete strangers to color

comics when they were recruited for

the project. Magazine cartoonist W.T.

Vinson drew a Super Sibling one-pag-

er and draped the entire package in

an enormous wraparound cover that

featured every character in the book.

Though somewhat off-register, the

coloring in the issue was ambitious

in its own right with a more nuanced
full-process treatment than basic

comic books.

Despite the April date on the issue,

Wham-0 didn’t begin test-marketing

the book until June with campaigns

in Omaha, Nebraska (Kaler, "What’s

News: 8/67” 4), California, and Tex-

as that extended to Iowa in the fall.

Southern California fans even recall

two ubiquitous television commer-
cials for the giant comic. Although a

$4.98 six-issue subscription was opti-

mistically offered for the comic book

far too large to fit in a mailbox, no
further issues were ever published.

Marketed to department stores,

Wham-0 Giant Comics was simply too

unwieldy to catch on and the remain-

ing stock of the issue was gradually

sold to retail-

ers across the

country over

the next few
years. Unlike

newsstand com-
ic books, this one
was non-return-

able and many
fans tell tales of

discovering the

behemoth amidst

coloring books on
store racks some
five or ten years af-

ter it was printed.

Packed Away

In 1967, though, the

department store/gift

shop venue was a tan-

talizing alternative to

the magazine distribu-

tion system that saw
a percentage of every

comic book publisher’s

product returned for cred-

it. Intrigued by the profit

possibilities, King Comics
made the radical decision

to leave the newsstand
market altogether in favor

of selling 29-cent bagged
"King Paks” containing ei-

ther its three 12-cent adven-

ture titles or its three humor
books. The entire King line went on
hiatus from December 1966 to April

1967, allowing a gap wide enough
for any returnable newsstand issues

to be cleared away before the multi-

packs arrived (Harris, "Forum: 4/67”

10 ).

Fans did not greet the news warmly.

Many had already missed Flash Gor-

don #4 and Mandrake #4 thanks to

their print run "being cut by 50,000

copies before the distribution runs

had been set” and many of the pub-

lished copies being shipped overseas

to fulfill contracts with foreign cli-

ents (Kaler, "What's News: 2/67” 3).

Informed that their access to further

issues was at the discretion of retail

chains, many readers were under-

standably miffed.

King was convinced that fans would
come around, though, and accelerat-

ed the frequencies on all of its books
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The Monkees #1 (March 1967) was a

welcome exception, arriving on comic
book racks as TV's pop music wonder
boys were soaring in popularity. Writ-

ten by writer-editor D.J. Arneson, the

first issue seems to have been drawn
by committee (with penciler Mo Mar-

cus assisted by multiple artists) be-

fore Jose Delbo settled in as the book's

regular illustrator on issue #2. On
this and other film projects, Arneson
recalled that he had a free hand in

terms of likenesses and content. “We
had the license to do it and there was
no approval by the licensor," he ex-

plained. “We did the comic and I don't

recall ever a licensor getting back to

us. It all would have been after the

fact as the book would have already

been published" (Coville).

It was around this time that Arne-

son, in his early thirties and anxious

to explore more writing opportuni-

ties, broached the prospect of quit-

ting Dell to company president Helen
Meyer. She made him a counter offer

that would allow him to retain a staff

editor position, coming into the office

three days a week and spending the

rest of his time on freelance pursuits.

“I did that for the remainder of the

year, which I promised her I would
do," Arneson recalled. “After the year

was up, I went back and wanted to go

full time but she kept me on under
the same circumstances" (Coville).

DCs short-lived Teen Beat/Teen Beam
featured the Monkees in both its issues.

TM and © Rhino Entertainment Company.

Seen here on thefirst issue of their Dell comic book, the Monkees were

Peter Tork, Micky Dolenz, Michael Nesmith, and Davy Jones.

TM and © Rhino Entertainment Company.

Meyer's reluctance to restore

Arneson's five-day work
week may have something

to do with Dell's output. Be-

tween comic books dated

January and December
1967, Dell cancelled all but

one of its ongoing series.

Along with the short-lived

new titles, those final is-

sues included Alvin #19,

Beverly Hillbillies #18, Be-

witched #11, Big Valley #5,

Combat #26, Dracula #4, F-

Troop #7, Frankenstein #4,

Get Smart #8, Ghost Stories

#20, Heckle and Jeckle #3,

Hogan's Heroes #8, Kona
#21, Melvin Monster #9,

Outer Limits #17, Thirteen

#25, Toka #10, and Were-

wolf #3. Many of the titles

resurfaced with reprints

or leftover inventory dur-

ing the next few years but

only The Monkees lived to

open the 1968 schedule.

License or not, Dell didn't

have a lock on all comics

featuring the Prefab Four

(as their detractors called

them). Writer Howard
Liss and artist Gene Faw-

cette had done a Monkees
paperback full of comics in 1966 for

Popular Library while cartoonist Rich-

ard Hodgens was credited with the

follow-up Monkees Go Mod in 1967.

Photos of the Monkees saturated the

covers and interior pages of Teen Beat

#1 (November-December 1967), an
ill-fated fan magazine from DC that

had to immediately change its name
after complaints from the publishers

of Tiger Beat. The renamed Teen Beam

had a smattering of comics content in

its second and final issue, notably a

“Monkees Family Album" illustrated

by Joe Orlando.

Elsewhere, the first two issues of

Charlton's Teen Tunes fan magazine
included two-page comics stories in

which Go-Go character Miss Bikini

Luv met “the Mongeese" and “Funny
and Chair" (a.k.a. Sonny and Cher).

Effective with issue #3 (November

1967), the two-page feature starred

the Monkees by name in a manic
adaptation of their

song “Mr. Webster."

Carefully trade-

marked in the name
of the TV series' Ray-

bert Productions, the

shorts seemed to be

just as authorized as

the Dell and Popular

Library editions but

the circumstances

behind them are a

mystery.
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Captain Doom debuted in Outlaws of the West #64. tm and © respective copyright holder.

Vince Alascia team. After writing the

third and fourth Captain Doom epi-

sodes, Steve Skeates was reassigned

to the revived Kid Montana feature in

Outlaws #68, thrilled that he was now
working with star Western artist Pete

Morisi. “I relished the chance to give

this true artist some scripts he could

really sink his teeth into!” the writer

enthused (Schwirian 9).

“The Charlton Westerns seemed
more adult than those produced by
the other comic book companies,”

Skeates reflected. “Darker, brooding,

good old 'grim and gritty/ and with
heroes who were often disillusioned

and rather world weary— all of which
made those babies far, far more fun

to write than [Marvel's] Kid Colt and
Two-Gun Kid had been” (Schwirian 9).

CHARLTON

A TERRIFYING
monstrosity
of STRENGTH..

LIKE, TUB WORLD'S

MOST FAR our
ACTION-HERO

Bill MontesGrass Green

THREE hew
ACTION’HERQ
IDEAS FROM
CHARLT0H1

SETT

Presents

(Tyro Team) and Pat Boyette (Spookman) came together in Charlton

Premiere #1. TM and © respective copyright holder.

Skeates declared his days at

Charlton as “the most fun

I ever had writing comics”

(Schwirian 7) and pointed to

projects like Charlton Pre-

miere to illustrate his point.

A tryout book on the order

of DCs Showcase, the writer

noted that the new title gen-

erally ran “works that were
far more experimental than
anything Showcase handled,

and, as unfortunately is of-

ten the case with really fun

ideas, Premiere sold abys-

mally” (Schwirian 14).

Issue #1 (September 1967)

offered three new hero

concepts under the ban-

ner “Trio.” Fan-turned-pro

Grass Green drew and
dialogued Roy Thomas'
childlike variation on Plas-

tic Man called the Shape

but—to spare Thomas
any grief with Marvel

Comics—made no men-
tion of his having plotted

the story. Elsewhere, Pat

Boyette created the time-

traveling spirit Spook-

man. Skeates himself

conceived the Tyro Team

(drawn by Bill Montes and Ernie

Bache), a trio of squabbling, telepath-

ically-linked college students named
John “Specs” Anders, Warren “Creep”

Blaine, and David “Swift” Scott.

The latter, Skeates noted, “is often cit-

ed as being my first attempt to show
what it would be like to be a super-

hero in the real world, which actu-

ally wasn't my aim at all. I was sim-

ply trying to write something similar

to a Marvel comic (and quite a lot of

the pacing of this story was, in fact,

based upon the way Jack Kirby would
plot those great Fantastic Four sto-

ries, though the characters here were
more like Spider-Man than any of the

FF)” (Schwirian 15).

Premiere #2's “Children of Doom”
wasn't really a tryout but it was her-

alded as a masterfully executed sci-

ence fiction story. “Tell me the story,

father,” a little girl implored in the

prologue, the final panel exposing

her eyeless face. “Tell me again how
the world ended.” Over the course of

25 pages, the people of Earth crawled

back from a devastating meteor show-
er only to have their second chance

imperiled when returning astronauts

unwittingly triggered a world-shat-

tering doomsday machine. Scripted

by Denny O’Neil, “Children of Doom”
was a tour de force for Pat Boyette,

who toned many of the pages with
Zipatone or charcoal that were then

published in black and white. Read-

ers who saw the issue never forgot it.

Pat Boyette’s splash pagefor Charlton Premiere #2.

TM and © respective copyright holder.
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O'Neil later recalled how speedily the

story had come together: “Dick called

me and said that something they

had planned to publish in Charlton

Premiere— at the last minute they

discovered that they didn't have the

rights to it, so could I come up with
something in two days? That became
‘Children of Doom,'— instant comic

book. It didn't make any difference

whether Pat Boyette and I succeeded

or failed. What we had to do was get

it done and that may have been a very

liberating experience" (Brodsky 14).

The pleasure that writers and artists

received from that sort of creative ex-

pression helped offset the Charlton

pay-scale. Such was the case with
Jack Keller, who was still picking

up regular assignments on Marvel's

Westerns. Late in 1966, he recalled,

Dick Giordano “offered [him] a very

nice package if [he] would go exclu-

sively with Charlton" and focus all

his energies on their automotive line.

After Stan Lee made a counter offer to

go exclusive with Marvel, Keller was
in a quandary, particularly since he
personally liked both editors a great

deal.

“I finally decided on going with Charl-

ton for the simple reason that the

subject matter was more appealing

to me," he explained. “That was the

sole reason. Actually, financially, Stan

Lee's offer was superior, so it was a

matter of illustrating what I liked best

Grand Prix regularlyfeatured Jack Keller's Rick

Robertsfeature. TM and © respective copyright holder.

An Action-Heroes ad also touted Charlton's new "Big

C” corporate logo. Blue Beetle, Captain Atom, Judomaster,

Peacemarker TM and © respective copyright holder. Peter Cannon

TM and © Dynamite Characters, LLC.

and at that time it was auto racing"

(Mozzer 11-12). As part of Keller's sub-

sequent refurbishing of the car books,

three were re-titled with Drag-Strip

Hotrodders, Hot Rod Racers, and Teen-

age Hotrodders becoming, respective-

ly, World of Wheels, Grand Prix, and
Top Eliminator.

Teen parody comic Go-Go offered reti-

tled versions of DC and Marvel's fore-

most heroes, beginning with Gary
Friedrich and Grass Green's recre-

ation of Roy Thomas' Bestest League

of America in issue #5 (February

1967). First created

for the fanzine Alter-

Ego, Thomas gave

Friedrich his permis-

sion to use the Jus-

tice League take-off

at Charlton in both

Go-Go #5 and #6, the

latter of which pitted

the BLA against the

“Marvelous Super-

Heroes" known as

the Fantabulous Four

until the unnamed
Julius Schwartz and
Stan Lee were forced

to stop the brawl.

At this point, Gior-

dano still saw Charl-

ton's “Action-Heroes”

as a key component
in the line. Cancelling

Fightin’ Five with is-

sue #41, he flip-flopped that book's

features and replaced it on the sched-

ule with The Peacemaker #1 (March

1967). The Five continued in its back

pages, its roster shaken up when the

slain Irv the Nerve was replaced with
newcomer Sonya.

Three months later, Captain Atom's

back-up strip was awarded its own
title as Blue Beetle #1 (June 1967).

Its second issue finally explained

what happened to the hero's prede-

cessor: On an expedition to stop his

mad Uncle Jarvis from unleashing an
army of super-androids, Ted Kord had
recruited college acquaintance Dan
Garrett to help and wound up getting

him killed. In the process, Ted learned

that Dan had been the Blue Beetle

and promised to carry on the name,
using his considerable know-how to

enhance the hero's costume and ar-

senal.

Unlike his Spider-Man who'd protect-

ed his secret identity at all costs, Steve

Ditko had Ted detail all of this to his

girlfriend Tracey...and she was okay

with it: “To me you were...a hero long

before you put on that costume, Ted. I

understand everything now."

For the back-up feature in Blue Beetle,

Ditko created a character who by-

passed the usual skintight costume
in favor of a suit, tie, hat, and trench

coat. He also had no face. The Oues-

tion—alias “hard-hitting TV news-

caster" Vic Sage—had no special pow-

Blue Beetle #2 revealed the connection between the new
Beetle and his predecessor, tm and © dc Comics.
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Other last issues that fall were Go-Go #9, Wyatt Earp

Frontier Marshal #72, War and Attack #63, and War
Heroes #27. The latter two titles continued a prun-

ing of the combat line that had begun earlier in 1967

with Army Attack #47 and Marine War Heroes #18.

In typical Charlton fashion, MWH became Charlton

Premiere #19 (including Will Franz’s first published

work) for its last issue “to help ensure mailing rights

for the real first issue” of Premiere two months later

(Kaler, “What's News: 4/67” 4).

With superheroes faltering, Charlton turned its eye

to other genres for salvation. Ghostly Tales had done
nicely enough to spin-off its resident supernatural

investigator into The Many Ghosts of Dr. Graves (its

first issue dated May 1967). Along with Hercules, the

October-dated issues also introduced ongoing sci-

ence fiction (Strange Suspense Stories) and romance
titles

(
Time For Love) as well as reviving Casper

knock-off Timmy the Timid Ghost. A standalone UFO-
themed issue of Space Adventures that month led to

a full revival of the book in 1968, too.

Dick Giordano wouldn't be there to see it, though. He
had improved the quality of the Charlton line enor-

mously in two years but was now publishing fewer

ongoing titles than when he began. “The figures

showed we sold only 18 percent of the print run,”

he said of the publisher's collective output, “which
meant that only 25 percent of the print run saw the

light of day.” Giordano eventually discovered distri-

bution warehouses full of bundled Charlton issues

that were never shipped at all and simply held until

they could be returned for credit. Without recogniz-

able names like Superman, Spider-Man, or Archie,

Charlton tended to get left behind by vendors who
already favored magazines over comic books (Eury

42).

“I had been having so much fun,” Giordano recalled,

“but that sort of ruined it for me” (Eury 42). Con-

ceding that he'd

GETMr-WITH THE ff£W
BLACKHAWK ERA!
Dig OURNCW SECRET
- IDENTITIES/

i
TH£

is&

The Blackhawks didn't truly become “Junk-Heap Heroes ” until theyput on these costumes in

Blackhawk #230. Art by Dick Dillin and Chuck Cuidera. tm and © dc Comics.

Pat Boyette’s coverfor The Many Ghosts of Doc-

tor Graves #1. TM and © respective copyright holder.

been well treated at

Charlton and received

an outstanding educa-

tion in the finer points

of comics production,

the editor was none-

theless ready for a

change. “I had reached

the point where I felt

there was no future for

me because there was
no future for Charlton,”

he explained (Cooke,

“The Action Hero Man”
48).

Aware of his editor's

frustrations, Steve Dit-

ko took matters into

his own hands. Having
made a deal to create

new series for DC Com-

ics in 1968, the cartoonist was in a position to know that

the company was in the market for new editors with the

visual sensibilities that an artist like Giordano possessed.

Ditko “came to my Charlton office to ask me if I had any in-

terest in working at DC,” the editor recalled. “I said yes, so

Steve set up an appointment for me with Carmine [Infan-

tino] and Irwin Donenfeld” (Eury, Dick Giordano 42). After

a few meetings, a deal was struck and, effective December
1, 1967, Dick Giordano left Charlton Comics for DC.

From the Junk-Heap

to Gotham City

In the year leading up to Giordano's arrival, DC's execu-

tives had become increasingly paranoid about their com-
petition. “Marvel was doing very well,” Carmine Infantino

confirmed. “We knew it because DC—Independent News—
was handling Marvel at the time and their numbers were
coming in. Marvel had books like Spider-Man [...] coming in

at 70, 80, even 85 percent sales. And we had books coming
in at 40, 41, 42 percent. Something was wrong and [DC's

executives] didn't know how to fix it” (Murray 39).
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The Fox/Infantino/Greene team had
previously joined forces in Detective

#359 (January 1967) with the long-

term goal of rejuvenating the TV
show. “After the first year ofBatman,”

Schwartz detailed, “[William] Dozier

said, ‘We must do something to hype
the program. Can we have a girl on
the show?' I said, ‘What kind of girl

do you want?' He suggested, ‘Well,

can we have Commissioner Gordon,

for example, have a daughter and she

becomes Batgirl?”' (Peel 40). Having
expelled the previous Bat-Girl (along

with Batwoman and Bat-Mite) from
the series in 1964, the editor felt like

he was backsliding but agreed to car-

ry out the request.

Infantino came up with a typically

strong design for Batgirl, one that es-

chewed the bright colors of the early

Bat-women in favor of predominant
black and yellow with gray high-

lights. She “had no ears on her at the

time I first drew her,” the artist re-

called. “I remember Dozier said, ‘Put

ears on her. Make her Batgirl'” (Eury,

“The Man Who Redesigned Batman”
23).

Fox developed Barbara Gordon as an
independent young college gradu-

ate who'd affected a studious image

and agreed to con-

tinue the show...

but at a fraction of

its former budget.

The series' trade-

mark cliffhangers

were also—with

rare exceptions—

no more. Instead,

Batman would
run only once a

week (beginning

on Thursday, Sep-

tember 14) with a

closing teaser fea-

turing the next epi-

sode's villain.

MurphyAnderson inked Carmine Infantino's cover pencilsfor
Detective Comics #359 while Sid Greene embellished Infantino

on the interior Batgirl origin. TMand© dc Comics.

with granny specs and her

hair rolled up. Returning to

Gotham City as one of its chief

librarians, she had grand

plans to let her red hair down
and shock everyone with a

vivacious new look. Creating

a Batgirl costume for the Po-

liceman's Ball, Babs anticipat-

ed her unmasking as the grand finale

but it never came to that. Instead, she

stumbled onto Killer Moth attacking

Bruce Wayne en route and leapt in to

rescue him. Once bitten by the super-

hero bug, Barbara changed her plans

and embarked on a new career, keep-

ing her father and everyone else out

of the loop about Batgirl's real name.

Schwartz and company were under-

standably wary about a reader back-

lash but it never really materialized.

Fans delighted in the new Batgirl's

sexiness and independence and she

made an early return in Detective

#363, on sale just a month before

Whitney Ellsworth and Joe Giella in-

troduced her into a Batman newspa-
per continuity (May 1-July 9, 1967).

During the summer, Batgirl met Su-

pergirl for the first time in World's

Finest #169.

Those villains in-

cluded newcomers
such as the Siren

(Joan Collins), Louie the Lilac (Milton

Berle) and Olga the Great (Anne Bax-

ter) along with the inspired recasting

of Catwoman, now played with a dis-

tinctive purr by black singer-actress

Eartha Kitt. There was, if anything,

less dignity in the new season than

ever before. Along with the bare-

bones props and thinly plotted sto-

ries that needed to fit a large cast into

half its former length, the show also

subjected viewers to such silliness as

Batman facing off against the Joker in

a surfing competition...complete with

swim trunks over the Caped Crusad-

er's costume.

DC stoically supported the third sea-

son, ensuring that Batgirl was on the

cover of one comic book per month
from September through December,

culminating with a guest-appearance

Meanwhile, the TV show's production

team geared up to introduce the new
heroine. Hiring prolific film and TV
actress Yvonne Craig for the role, Doz-

ier's team filmed a 15-minute teaser

that introduced Batman and Robin

to Batgirl during a clash with Killer

Moth. Wary about renewing Batman
for a third season, ABC executives

were won over by the test footage Batgirl actress Yvonne Craig in a 1967publicityphoto.
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CBS' 1967 Saturday morningfall schedule.

Aquaman, Superman TM and © DC Comics. The Herculoids,

Jonny Quest, Mighty Mightor, Moby Dick, Shazzan TM
and © Hanna-Barbera Productions.

• EB
NO. 60

in Justice League of America

#60. Echoing the TV show's

new format, the Batgirl-Rob-

in team-up in Detective #369

ended with the much-antici-

pated return of Catwoman to

the comic book and led into a

full-length clash between her

and the young heroine in Bat-

man #197.

Virtually overshadowed by
Batgirl in 1967 were two other

new feminine variations on
a male hero that debuted in

George Kashdan-edited/Bob

Haney-scripted titles. Ele-

ment Girl, transformed in a

manner similar to Metamor-
pho, debuted in issue #10
of his eponymous title and
stuck around through 1968

before vanishing for the next

22 years. Elsewhere, Aqua-
man #33 matched Aqualad up
with Aquagirl, an underwater
party doll named Tula who
returned from time to time

into the 1970s and beyond.

Aquaman saw a modest sales

spike in 1967 thanks to CBS'

New Adventures of Superman
cartoon being retooled as The

Superman/Aquaman Hour beginning on September 9,

1967. Expanded into a showcase for many of DC's biggest

heroes, the series now included periodic shorts featuring

the Atom, the Flash, Green Lantern, Hawkman, and even

the entire Justice League and Teen Titans. As indicated by
the title, Aquaman was there every week, joined by Aqual-

©Sk

Justice League of America #60 original art byMike Sekowsky
and MurphyAnderson, courtesy ofHeritage Auctions. Batgirl,

Justice League of America TM and © DC Comics.

ad and his wife Mera in most epi-

sodes. Many of them were writ-

ten by Kashdan and Haney, who
took advantage of their proxim-

ity to take villains from the up-

coming cartoon and plant them
in the comic book first. Such was
the case with the Torpedo, Mag-
neto, and Claw {Aquaman #36)

and the more enduring Black

Manta (Aquaman #35).

Mort Weisinger continued to

act as script editor on the Super-

man portion of the series. Along
with a lack of writers and general

apathy on the editor's part, those

additional responsibilities might
have been a contributing factor in

the increasing presence of older

stories in his books. 45% of the

1967-dated Superman books con-

tained at least one reprint.

The Continuing Story

Weisinger had long been a propo-

nent of continued stories but he

notably increased their presence

during the year. Whether that was
a reaction to Marvel's own promi-

nent use of serialization or simply

a means of stretching his limited

resources, it's impossible to say.

Most notably, Action Comics began regularly serializing its

Superman stories effective with the June 1967 issue (#351),

with tales that ran in two, three, and even five consecutive

installments. The status quo held for two full years, end-

ing with issue #377 (June 1969). Aside from issue #360 and
#373's isolated reprint specials, the period saw only four

stand-alone Superman issues (Ac-

tion #354, #361, #367, #370) and
three of those contained chapters

of Supergirl serials!

No one was forcing Jim Shooter to

write two-part stories for Adven-

ture Comics and he used the ex-

tra space to pen some of the most
cherished stories in the Legion of

Super-Heroes' history. The first of

them began with a plot germ from
his editor. For nearly two years, the

entertainment press had been full

of stories about the upcoming film

adaptation of E.M. Nathanson’s

novel The Dirty Dozen and Weis-

inger suggested that Shooter apply

the concept to a Legion story.
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Shiera Hall (a.k.a. Hawkman and Hawkgirl) were outed as

extraterrestrials.

It was about as disappointing as Jack Schiffs 1964 acqui-

sition of Schwartz's science fiction titles but the former

editor wasn't there to see it. Still smarting from the loss of

prestige he suffered upon losing the Batman books at that

time, the 57-year-old Schiff decided to retire early in 1967.

In his wake, E. Nelson Bridwell took over his Batman re-

print giants, George Kashdan continued House ofMystery

(with issue #169), and Murray Boltinoff picked up Tales of
the Unexpected (with issue #102). DC’s long-running public

service pages, championed by the civic-minded Schiff, also

quietly ended in the July-dated issues with “Make Your

Summer Count."

Strange Adventures, the last of Schiffs titles, went to Jack

Miller with issue #204 and the new editor was at a loss on
how to continue the book. Approached to whip up a new
series for the title, Arnold Drake pitched the saga of a bit-

ter circus aerialist named Boston Brand who wasn't about

to let his fellow carnies know how much he cared about

them. He scoffed when fortune teller Vashnu saw a special

destiny for him but the laughter ceased when he plunged

from the big top...not because he'd missed his wire but be-

cause someone pulled out a rifle and shot him in mid-air.

Drawing in the background within earshot, Carmine In-

fantino was as entranced as Miller when Drake delivered

Arnold Drake's Deadman had a harshness and intensity that carried over into Car-

mine Infantino's pencils (inked by George Roussos). tm and © DC Comics.

his clincher: “This man who has just been murdered is our

hero," he read from the proposed cover copy. “His story be-

gins one minute later" (Drake 9).

Brand, he continued, would survive as a ghost, empowered
by an Eastern mystic called Rama Kushna to possess the

bodies of the living and search for the mysterious man
with a hook for a right hand who killed him. Drake thought

he had the deal sewn up until he revealed his star’s stage

name: Deadman. Miller backed off instantly, snorting,

“You've got to be kidding! We’ll never get it past the Code!"

Infantino, the writer recalled, immediately “made a fist be-

hind Miller's back, meaning 'Go, man, go!’ So I kept arguing

with Miller, and finally we got it through" (Mougin 11).

“We were going into a somewhat mystical period, where
the young people were into the wisdom of the Orient,"

Drake explained. “Hare Krishna, the whole Zen movement
and all of that was in the air. And I decided to use that as

a kind of timely support for the notion of a being that was
neither living nor dead" (Mougin 11).

It would only work, the writer believed, if grounded in re-

alistic characterization and his script for the first Deadman
tale (Strange Adventures #205: October 1967) represented

some of his career-best work. His goal “was to make people

sound as much like real people as possible as I could, and
give them motives as much like real people's as I possibly

could—which comics kind of avoided. You know, the moti-

vations of comics characters were pretty two-dimensional.

So I tried to motivate the characters, as much as I could, as

they might be in real life, and I tried to make the stories I

was writing smack of the period in which they were being

written" (Mougin 11).

Invested in the series through his support of Drake, Infanti-

no agreed to pencil the pilot. It was a bravura performance,

its layouts and overall mood fully the equal of the script

and startlingly different than anything the artist had done
before. “He humanized the death's head I'd created," Drake

said of Infantino’s costume design, “added a dramatic cowl

and designed the ‘D’ logo on his chest." The writer's only
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quibble was the unmasked Boston's

too-handsome face for a man who'd
lived such a hard life. “Carmine

smiled as his eraser and pencil broke

Boston's nose. Now it was truly per-

fect" (Drake 10).

Drake wrote one more episode of the

series before departing over creative

differences. His unrealized third in-

stallment had dealt with a dying

state governor and his power-behind-

the-throne secretary but Miller was
uncomfortable with both its explicit

mention of cancer and the fact that

the secretary was black. Moreover, he

considered the story too talky. Drake

contended “that if the talk was the

right kind of talk, it supplants the ac-

tion, to some degree. I was trying to

explain to him that the words were
becoming as important as the pic-

tures" (Mougin 12).

Changing nfthe Guard

At DC in 1967, that was an argument
doomed to failure. Irwin Donenfeld
was deeply invested in the visual side of comics and par-

ticularly their covers, convinced that a well-executed con-

cept there would grab readers more surely than the stories

within. Donenfeld held Carmine Infantino up as his ideal,

and could point to sales on the artist's books as proof that

his designs were grabbing readers.

According to Infantino, Stan Lee noticed the same thing

and made Infantino an offer to come to Marvel in mid-

1967 at a salary roughly equivalent to what superstar Jack

Kirby was then pulling in. Historian Mark Evanier ques-

Carmine Infantino and MurphyAnderson's coverfor The Flash

#174 defied conventional wisdom about logo placement.

TM and © DC Comics.

tions the claim, asking “Can we re-

ally imagine Marvel—then, a notori-

ously frugal outfit— giving someone
a contract the equal of Kirby's when
that someone had yet to prove he

could work the way Stan insisted his

artists work?" (Evanier, “Carmine

Corrections"). Regardless, Irwin Do-

nenfeld absolutely believed it was
for real and rushed the news to pub-

lisher Jack Liebowitz. He, in turn,

made Infantino a counter offer: a

salaried Art Director position with

a $10,000-a-year raise to $30,000.

Essentially, Infantino would be lay-

ing out covers for the entire DC line

and offering input on its interiors

(Amash 92).

His days of regularly penciling sto-

ries were over, though. There'd be no
more Deadman episodes (although

he started plotting the strip when
Drake left) and his last Batman sto-

ry ran in Detective #369 (November
1967). Most historically, after draw-

ing every adventure of the modern
Flash since 1956, Infantino capped

his run with The Flash #174 (November 1967).

Infantino and Ander-
son's coverfor Detective

Comics #367 doubled

as a jigsawpuzzle that

some readers actually

assembled. Batman TM
and © DC Comics.

Its cover sported an elongated logo with the Flash lying be-

neath it—harkening back to many of Will Eisner's 1940s

Spirit splash pages—and typified the artist's adventurous

spirit. Other experimental covers had included one whose
villain could only be identified by assembling puzzle piec-

es beneath the art (Detective #367) and another in which
Blockbuster smashed the logo of Batman #194.

Without a logo atop the cover for vendors to return for cred-

it, Donenfeld was convinced that distributors would
reject the latter issue. “He wanted a new
cover," Infantino recalled. “I refused. It

was a gamble there, because where was I

going to go? But I just refused and I finally

said, ‘Irwin, can't you trust me once?” And
he piped down” (Eury 21).

Infantino was succeeded on The Flash by
the Ross Andru-Mike Esposito art team,

forcing the team to give up their long-time

assignments on Wonder Woman and Metal

Men. Andru, ironically, had tried to get a

raise earlier in the year by threatening to go

to Marvel—only to have Donenfeld call his

bluff. After a Not Brand Echh satire, two frus-

trating issues of X-Men
,
and a disappointing

Spider-Man tryout, Andru was back at DC
and grateful to still have a job (Esposito 82).

Unfortunately, Andru and Esposito's bulky Scarlet Speed-

ster was a huge change from Infantino's sleek runner and
not well-received by fans. “I was trying to incorporate the

Marvel superhero look into the wrong character," Andru
conceded. “He shouldn't have been that beefy...that mus-
cular. I was trying to create exaggerated camera effects,
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Originallypublished asfour individual pages, this panoramafrom Strange Tales #167 was reprinted as a singlefold-out spread in a 2000 book collection.

TM and © Marvel Characters, Inc.

spread” that was, given the limits of

the time, actually a pair of back-to-

back fwo-page spreads. Trippier still

was Fury's final confrontation with
the Claw...who turned out to be a ro-

bot. The scene cut to a final two-page

spread in distant Latveria where a

chess board filled with figurines rep-

resenting Fury and company was
spread out in front of a familiar Fan-

tastic Four rogue who'd just lost the

game. Putting on a good front, he de-

clared, “Never let it be said Dr. Doom
was a poor loser.”

The pop sensibility that Steranko

brought to color comic books stood

out sharply against the rest of the in-

dustries' more superficial attempts at

keeping pace with the cultural revolu-

tion. The trendy fashions of the Brit-

ish Mods subculture that had inspired

Swing With Scooter and prompted the

relocation of Marvel's Millie the Model
cast to London had become a full-on

media fascination. As “mod” evolved

into an all-purpose description for

anything hip, DC trotted out villains

like the Mad Mod (Teen Titans #7), the

Metal Mods [Metal Men #26), and the

Mod Gorilla Boss (Strange Adventures

#201). Elsewhere, Dell set its Fab Four

up against Mr. Mod and his Bird (Su-

perheroes #4).

The Modniks #1 (August 1967), a Gold

Key humor comic drawn by Lloyd

White, merged Mods fashion with
beatnik patter in its tales of three

guys (Wheels, Lump, Li'l Bit) and a girl

(‘Scot) who formed a band and tried to

help squares like Cube and Reject join

the in-crowd. Unlikely as it seems,

Gold Key was actually able to make a

go of the series a few years later, albe-

it only by rejecting its entire premise.

After returning in 1970's Modniks #2,

the cast was transferred to a 1971 au-

tomotive adventure series called Mod
Wheels that sustained them until the

end of 1975.

The Modniks had fun with the long

hairstyles now being sported by men
in the counterculture movement and
it was far from alone. In 1967 and for

years thereafter, countless cartoon-

ists delighted in telling variations of

the gag that appeared on the cover

of Archie's Madhouse #55: Presented

with a shaggy-haired man and wom-
an, an alien snapped, “You idiots! I

told you to bring back two earth crea-

tures of the opposite sex!”

At their best, some of the attempts by
middle-aged men to transcribe mod-
ern slang were rather charming. “The

TT's Swingin' Christmas Carol” (Teen

Titans #13), which added kid super-

heroes and a dump called Junkorama
to Dickens' perennial favorite, was
endearing in a way the Titans series

The Modniks were Lump, Li'l Bit, 'Scot, and Wheels.

TM and © respective copyright holder.

had never been before. And when
44-year-old Stan Lee added a “Stan's

Soapbox” feature to the Marvel Bull-

pen Bulletins pages (starting with
the June 1967-dated issues), phrases

like “hang loose, heroes” and “that's

it, pussycat” only strengthened his

trademark style and his bond with
readers.

Those same speech patterns, when
coming out of the mouth of the Lee-

scripted “Mike Murdock” in Daredevil

#25, seemed a little silly, though. Ad-

mittedly, the entire premise of the

character was outrageous: In an at-

tempt to convince his friends that he
wasn't Daredevil, Matt Murdock con-

cocted a fictional, hip-talking twin
brother (played by himself) whom he
claimed was the real hero.

If Murdock hadn't already been blind,

Mod Love #1 might well have done
the job for him. Reaching beyond
the mainstream confines of its Gold

Key imprint, Western Publications

bypassed the traditional comic book
format for a 50-cent color romance
magazine aimed at teenage girls.

Scripted by Michael Lutin, the three

stories were set in exotic locales like

Paris, London, and Venice but the

scripts almost didn't matter next to

the artwork of Michel Ouarez. Best

known for his psychedelic posters,

the French illustrator brought their

surreal imagery and vibrant colors to

every page of the comic book. While
it lacked Steranko's amalgamation
of influences and experimentation,

Mod Love was still mesmerizing in its

sheer novelty.. .if not enough to sup-

port any further issues.
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of Winter

When Kinney Services completed its acquisition of Nation-

al Periodical Publications in March of 1968 (“Kinney Na-

tional Acquisition” 14), it became yet another publishing

merger in a decade of publishing mergers. From National

General Corp. acquiring Grosset & Dunlap and its Bantam
Books imprints to CBS' expanded presence in the book
field with its purchase of W.B. Saunders, more than three

dozen enterprises either expanded or were consumed over

the course of the year (Altbach 239). Ironically, while book
sales in general showed a five percent increase, “magazine

revenues were down in 1968, particularly among the gen-

eral weekly and twice-monthly publications” (Merritt 468-

469).

NPP’s Jack Liebowitz had no regrets. As part of the deal,

he became a Kinney director and chairman of its execu-

tive committee, staying put with each new acquisition and
merger for the next two decades. Editorial director Irwin

Donenfeld was another story. He and his sister Sonia had
collectively held the majority of NPP stock and Donenfeld

was aggressively courted to go along with the deal. “They

made me all kinds of promises of what I would be in this

new company,” he recalled. “And none of those promises

came to be.” Frustrated at being marginalized and distract-

ed by the break-up of his marriage, the 41-year-old took the

news of Kinney’s impending move of National to New York

City’s 909 Third Avenue as the last straw. “I’m not going,”

he declared (Evanier, “There’s a Lot ofMyth Out There” 27).

“Uncle Jack, I can’t take this anymore,” Donenfeld remem-
bered saying. “I’ve got to leave.” Walking out of the office,

he left everything behind, including his personal copies

of Action Comics #1, Superman #1, and the other DC comic

books he’d accumulated over the years. “I just left and I

never moved into that new building, and that’s what hap-

pened” (Evanier, “There’s a Lot of Myth Out There” 27).

A stunned Carmine Infantino recalled approaching Li-

ebowitz “because I wonderedwho I reported to now. T said,

‘Who’s running this thing?’ He said, ‘You are.’ I’m thinking,

‘Who’s he talking to?’ [chuckles] And thank you, that was
the end of that. That’s how I became editorial director”

(Eury, “The Man Who Redesigned Batman” 25).

Arguably, even Marvel Comics benefited from the merg-

er. Distributed by National’s Independent News, Marvel

had been restricted in the number of issues it could pub-

lish per month although it had been allowed to release

progressively more comics during each year in the 1960s.

Approaching IND during the sensitive Kinney-National

negotiations, Marvel publisher Martin Goodman pushed
for a higher per-month cap and was delighted when he got
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Sub-Mariner #1 (art by John Buscema and Sol Brodsky), Incredible Hulk #102 (art by Marie Severin and Frank Giacoia), Captain America #100
(art by Jack Kirby, Syd Shores and Joe Sinnott), and Doctor Strange #169 (art by Dan Adkins), tm and © Marvel Characters, inc.

it. Whether it was a case of Independent recognizing Mar-
vel's great profitability or just a matter of keeping its cli-

ents happy while a bigger deal was being made, Goodman
benefited from the results.

Plans were immediately put into place to eliminate Mar-

vel's trio of double-feature titles and replace them with six

full-length comic books. Captain America #100 (maintain-

ing the numbering of Tales ofSuspense) and The Incredible

Hulk #102 (continuing from Tales to Astonish) went on
sale in January along with an Iron Man and Sub-Mariner

one-shot that preceded the ongoing Iron Man #1 and Sub-

Mariner #1 in February. Captain Marvel #1 spun-off from
Marvel Super-Heroes that same month while Strange Tales

was divided into Doctor Strange #169 and Nick Fury, Agent

ofS.HLE.LD. #1 in March. The 25-cent Marvel Super-Heroes

continued as part reprint book/part tryout vehicle, with is-

sues devoted to a Ross Andru Spider-Man tryout (MSH #14),

Medusa of the Inhumans (MSH #15), a Herb Trimpe-creat-

ed World War One-era costumed aviator called the Phan-

tom Eagle (MSH #16), and Roy Thomas' new version of the

Black Knight (MSH #17).

Even Sgt. Fury got a spin-off in the form of Capt. Savage

and His Leatherneck Raiders #1 (January 1968), a Pacific-

based series by Gary Friedrich and artists Dick Ayers and
Syd Shores intended to contrast the Howling Commandos'
European base of operations. The Western genre wasn't

as lucky. Kid Colt Outlaw #139 and Two-Gun Kid #92 (both

dated March 1968) marked the end of two of the Marvel's

three Old-West titles, leaving Rawhide Kid as the last cow-

boy standing until the 25-cent Mighty Marvel Western

series (comprised of Kid Colt, Rawhide, and Two-Gun re-

prints) premiered during the summer.

Intermingled with the early launches were three issues

of something called Groovy, one of the great examples of

false advertising in comic book history. Edited by Robert

Mende and Chris Johnson under the supervision of Good-

man's son Chip, each issue was composed almost entirely

of colorized gag cartoons—some dating to the 1940s—that
had first run in the company's men's magazines. Hope-
lessly out of touch with the very audience it was trying to

reach, Groovy mostly avoided besmirching the Marvel im-

print, only using it on its third and final issue.

Iron Man #1 (art by Gene Colan and Mike Esposito), Captain Savage #1 (art by Dick Ayers and Syd Shores), Captain Marvel #1

(art by Gene Colan and Vince Colletta), and Nick Fury, Agent of S.H.I.E.L.D. #1 (art by Jim Steranko). tm and © Marvel characters, inc.
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TIMELINE: 1968
A compilation of the year's notable comic booh history events alongside

some of the year's most significant popular culture and histurical events.

(On sale dates are approximations.)
March 4: 40-year-old Charlton

January: With their output no longer restricted,

Marvel Comics begins expanding its line. Captain

America #1 00 and The Incredible Hulk #1 02 are

followed in February by Captain Marvel #1
,
Iron

Man #1
,
and The Sub-Mariner #1

.

January 22: Rowan &
Martin’s Laugh-In begins

on NBC.

artist Rocke Mastroserio suffers a

fatal heart attack.

March 11: Mort Walker and

Frank Johnson’s Boner’s

Ark comic strip begins its

32-year run.

March 14: The last

original episode of the

BatmanVJ series airs.

April 2: Stanley Kubrick’s

epic 2001:A Space Odyssey

makes its theatrical debut,

eventually becoming the year’s

top-grossing film.

April 4: Civil rights leader

Martin Luther King, Jr. is

assassinated in Memphis,

Tennessee.

January 30: The Viet Cong and North

Vietnam’s series of surprise attacks

known as the Tet Offensive is a blow to

the United States’ war effort.

May: Marvel’s Silver Surfer

#1
,
by Stan Lee and John

Buscema, is ambitiously

launched as an all-new

25-cent color comic.

May 2: Jack Lemmon
and Walter Mattheau are

The Odd Couple in the

theatrical adaptation of Neil

Simon’s play.

May 10: Little Orphan Annie

creator Harold Gray dies of

cancer at age 74.

May 21: Gold Key successfully

reestablishes the digest comic

format with the release of

Walt Disney Comics Digest #1

.

June 12: Ira Levin’s

occult horror novel

Rosemary’s Baby is

adapted as a movie

starring Mia Farrow.

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE

January 13: 47-year-old

Laredo Crockett and Jane

Arden cartoonist Bob

Schoenke dies during a

bout with the flu.

February 8: Charlton Heston

and Roddy McDowell star in

the film adaptation of Pierre

Boulle’s Planet of the Apes.

January 23: The Creeper, a garish

superhero created by Steve Ditko,

debuts in DC’s Showcase #73.

April 22: The National Cartoonist

Society’s annual Reuben Award is

presented to its legendary namesake

Rube Goldberg for humor in sculpture.

Other winners for 1 967 include

Johnny Hart (humor newspaper strips,

B.C.), John Prentice (story newspaper

strips, Rip Kirbfl, Bil Keane (newspa-

per panels, The Family Circus), and

Will Eisner (comic book category, P.S.)

KENNEDY SHOT

June 19: John

Wayne stars in

the critically-

lambasted—but

commercially

successful

—

movie The Green

Berets.

April 20: Katzenjammer

Kids creator Rudolph Dirks

dies at the age of 91

.

June 5: Presidential

candidate Robert F.

Kennedy is critically

wounded by a gunman

in Los Angeles, dying

the next day.

The Creeper, Doom Patrol, Wonder Woman TM and © DC Comics. Silver Surfer TM and © Marvel Characters, Inc. The Archies © Archie Comic Publications, Inc. Peanuts TM and © Peanuts Worldwide LLC.

The year also saw the departure of Stan Lee's secretary—

immortalized in print as “Fabulous Flo” Steinberg—on
March 8 (Hanerfeld, “News: 3/68” 2). “It was probably

because I couldn't get a $5 raise,'' she recalled. “This was
Magazine Management, not Stan—they didn't believe in

giving raises to people in certain jobs because they could

be so easily replaced. So after thinking about it for about

two years, I decided to leave for my own good. And I got a

whole bunch of wonderful letters from fans who wrote in

when they heard I was leaving. They were really touching''

(Salicrup 68).

Not long after Steinberg's departure, Bantam Books re-

leased the prose novel Captain America: The Great Gold

Steal By most accounts, Ted White's story was well-done

but it had the misfortune of following Otto Binder's badly

executed Avengers book that had been a sales flop. “Ban-

tam sat on my book for a year,'' White recalled, “publishing

it in the late spring of 1968. By then the boomlet of interest

in such books had peaked and declined. It never sold more
than its first printing (maybe 95,000 copies), although I

think it did sell that printing out eventually” (White).

Missteps aside, Marvel was still doing very well, moving
an estimated five million more comic books per year than
it had in 1961 (Tolworthy). For Martin S. Ackerman, a gre-

garious 36-year-old with deep pockets, it was an irresist-

ible target. The president of a photo processing company

named Perfect Film, he'd spent much of the decade buy-

ing and selling businesses and he'd recently developed an

interest in publishing. After purchasing the holdings of

paperback publisher Popular Library in December 1967,

Ackerman turned his attention to the Curtis Publishing

Company in April. Faced with mounting debts and a line of

struggling magazines that included The Saturday Evening

Post
,
Curtis agreed to the millionaire's offer of a loan in ex-

change for Ackerman becoming the company's president.

Popular Library founder Ned Pines had also published a

line of comic books in the 1940s and 1950s under various

names, and characters like the Black Terror, the Fighting

Yank, Miss Masque, and Pyroman may have been included

in Ackerman’s purchase. Whether he was aware of that or

not, the businessman had no interest in dormant heroes.

He preferred the live wires of Marvel and approached Mar-

tin Goodman about buying the company in June 1968.

Agonizing over the decision, Goodman finally agreed to

sell. “He wanted everything in cash,” historian Sean Howe
reported. “Ackerman came back with an offer for just un-

der $15 million—roughly the amount that the company
pulled in annually in sales—and threw in some Perfect

Film bonds.” Goodman would stay on as publisher while

his son Chip was named editorial director with the expec-

tation that he'd eventually succeed his dad (Howe 92).
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SENTINEL OF THESPACEWAYS!

Instead, it was Lee who took

the character as his own,
protectively limiting other

writers' use of the Surfer

into the early 1980s, long

after he'd quit writing comic

books regularly. In Silver Surfer, the

writer-editor had free rein to phi-

losophize on mankind's hair-trigger

temper and unceasing wars. Such ob-

servations were neither profound nor

controversial but they played well to

the 1960s teenage audience, particu-

larly in a year marked by terrible vio-

lence both domestically and abroad.

Lee publicly insisted that he wasn't

making allusions to Jesus Christ with

his stories of a noble, persecuted hero,

but it was hard to avoid comparisons

when Satan himself was introduced

in issue #3 as the Surfer's foremost

John Buscema and Joe Sinnott’s Silver Surfer

#1 original cover art, courtesy ofHeritage

Auctions. TM and © Marvel Characters, Inc.

nemesis. Marvel's

version of the

Devil—Mephisto,

by name—wore a

cape and costume
(all red, of course)

befitting a super-

hero comic book

and spent his first

outing trying to

tempt the pure-

hearted Surfer with

a reunion with his

lost love Shalla Bal.

In a further move
to elevate the title

from its brethren,

Marvel published

Silver Surfer as a 25- cent giant with
38-40 of its 64 pages devoted to the

title character along with another

10-13 allotted to a Lee-scripted sec-

ondary series starring the Watcher

in which penciler Gene Colan drew
reworked versions of early 1960s

fantasy stories. Despite the failure

of other publishers' all-new giants,

Marvel had had good luck with its re-

print-free King-Size Specials in 1967

and 1968 and gambled that readers

would respond to an ongoing series

in the format.

The company took a greater risk with

The Spectacular Spider-Man, though.

Titles like Mad, Creepy, and CarToons

had spent years building a presence

for black-and-white comics on the

nation's magazine racks and reports

of forthcoming titles from creators

like Gil Kane and Jerry DeFuccio only

People often make certain

decisions because they're

expedient, with no malice

at all, but the other person

feels slighted" (Amash,

“Roy the Boy..." 13). That

was certainly the case with

Kirby. “Upon learning of

Lee's origin for the Surfer,"

historian Mike Gartland

wrote, “Jack disavowed any
relation to the character.

This wasn't his Surfer, as far

as he was concerned" (Gart-

land 40).

fueled Marvel's desire for a piece of

the action. Retailing at 35C with a

painted cover, the black-and-white

Spidey comic book went on sale in

April with a 52-page lead story (by

Lee, John Romita, and Jim Mooney)
and a 10-page recap of the hero's ori-

gin (courtesy of Lee, Larry Lieber, and
Bill Everett).

The idea was to do a series aimed at a

slightly older readership and, despite

the presence of a rampaging mon-
ster, much of the story focused on the

more grounded threat of a charismat-

ic-but-corrupt mayoral candidate.

Evoking the lush look of Warren's

horror stories, Romita recalled, “we
envisioned a somewhat photograph-

ic art style with halftones and deep

shadows that were just Spider-Man.

[...] Looking back, I wish we'd had
more time to develop the tone tech-
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Mary Jane Watson got a new look in Spider-Man #64
while Peter Parker learned the secret of his parents'

demise in Spider-Man King-Size Special #5.

TM and © Marvel Characters, Inc.

series left Stan Lee at a loss on how
to use would-be rival Mary Jane Wat-

son. After having Romita give MJ a

new short hairstyle to distinguish her

from Gwen, Lee opted to just drop the

redhead from the cast after AS-M #65

until he could figure what to do with

her. She didn't return until 1970.

Family units and girlfriends also fig-

ured into Lee and Kirby's Fantastic

Four in 1968. A year after the an-

nouncement that Susan Richards

was pregnant, she finally gave birth

to a son in FF King-Size Special #6

(November 1968) but not before hus-

band Reed and the rest of the team
had to make a rush trip to the Nega-

tive Zone in search of precious tech-

nology that would save her life. Soon
after in FF #81, the Human Torch’s el-

emental girlfriend Crystal (from the

Inhumans) stepped in as the Invisible

art courtesy ofHeritage Auctions. TM and © Marvel Characters, Inc.

Girl’s official replacement on
the team during Sue's mater-

nity leave. Amusingly, Baby Boy
Richards didn't acquire a proper

name— Franklin Benjamin—for

another fourteen months (FF

#94: January 1970).

Those issues were the high-

lights in a year that otherwise

consisted mostly of reprises.

Just as Amazing Spider-Man

saw return visits by Doctor Oc-

topus, the Kingpin, Mysterio,

and the original Vulture, Fan-

tastic Four largely entailed re-

newed conflicts with the Mad
Thinker, the Wizard, Galactus,

and the Psycho-Man, the latter

two figuring into FF #74-77’s

four-parter that built up to the

new Silver Surfer book.

Lee and Kirby could boast per-

haps four notable creations

that year: a thug with an en-

chanted crowbar called the

Wrecker (Thor #148-150), the

god-killing immortal Mangog
(Thor #154-157), Negative Zone
overlord Annihilus (FF King-

Size Special #6), and a mind-bending
evil psychiatrist named Dr. Faustus

(Captain America #107). Elsewhere,

Lee created Whiplash (Tales of Sus-

pense #97) and the Jester (Daredevil

#42) with Gene Colan and a group of

evil aliens called the Badoon (Silver

Surfer #2) with John Buscema.

Look Oo My Works, Ye Mighty Avengers

It was Buscema’s collaborations with
Roy Thomas, though, that were some
of the most satisfying and fruitful of

the year. The early months of their

joint run on The Avengers had been

solid enough but the series became
something more in 1968, taking ele-

ments from earlier stories and replen-

ishing the book's cast with new faces.

The first of those faces had been in-

troduced in Avengers #48, a lone issue

penciled by George Tuska. Enamored
of Marvel’s 1950s Arthurian hero

called the Black Knight, Thomas ar-

ranged to kill off his villainous 1960s

successor and replace him with a

young hero named Dane Whitman
who rode a winged white horse (in

contrast to the dead crook's black

one). He returned periodically over

the next few years, initially helping
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The Fantastic Four's bond strengthened with the birth ofReed and Sue Richards' son in FF King-Size Special #6.

TM and © Marvel Characters, Inc.
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The Vision emerged in Avengers #57. TM and © Marvel Characters, Inc.

the Avengers on the sly by playing a

double agent in the ranks of the Mas-
ters of Evil (Avengers #54-55).

By that point, the team had made his-

tory as the first group of superheroes

to include a black member in its ranks.

The Black Panther replaced Captain

America on the Avengers' roster in

issue #52. Buscema drew the hero

with his traditional full-face mask but

Thomas recalls that “Stan decided we
should make certain readers could see

he was black. So we had to redraw the

whole book to show his face” (Thom-

as, “An Avengers Interview...” 18).

While Thomas was happy
to have the Panther aboard,

he remained frustrated at

Lee's edict that powerhouse
original Avengers Iron

Man, Thor, and— effective

with issue #47— Captain

America could no longer be

official members since they

had their own series. As his

confidence increased, the

young writer grew bolder

and began contriving ways
to return the trio— individ-

ually or collectively—to the

book whenever possible. All

three showed up briefly in

Avengers #52 when it ap-

peared that the new team
had been killed by the Grim
Reaper (brother of the late

Wonder Man). Avengers King-Size Spe-

cial #2 (penciled by Don Heck) set the

present-day team against the original

roster (or so it seemed) while the time

travel yarn immediately preceding it

(Avengers #56) expanded on Captain

America's final mission in the 1940s.

It was Thomas' new creations that

were ultimately the most memorable,
though, starting with a villain visu-

ally based on an indestructible robot

called Makino from Fawcett's Captain

Video #3 (1951). Avengers #54 and #55

indirectly pitted the heroes against

an evil robot called Ultron-5 who had
brainwashed their own butler Jarvis

into attacking the team as the Crim-

son Cowl. The question

of why Ultron wanted
to destroy the group

was left hanging but the

mystery resumed when
an unfamiliar figure in

green and red attacked

the heroes in Avengers

#57 (October 1968). The
being known as the Vi-

sion—who could vary

his density from im-

material to steel-hard—

wasn’t as overtly robotic

as Ultron but he wasn't

human, either. Rather, he

was a synthezoid, Hank
(Goliath) Pym’s name for

an android.

Once in the Avengers'

custody, the Vision over-

came his programming
and led the team to Ul-

tron-5, ultimately destroying the evil

entity. In a memorable epilogue, a

boy discovered the robot's decapi-

tated head, playing with and discard-

ing it as Percy Bysshe Shelley's sonnet

“Ozymandias” was recited above each

panel. The narration hadn't occurred

to Thomas until he saw Buscema's

pencils but he realized the words “fit

ideally” and hand-lettered them in

upper/lower-case script for letterer

Sam Rosen to finalize (Amash, “Roy

the Boy...” 18).

Avengers #58 resolved most of the

lingering questions, including the

revelation that Ultron had been cre-

ated by Hank Pym himself. Acquiring

sentience, the robot immediately con-

cluded that it had to kill its “father” to

gain true independence and stripped

Pym of his memories as it prepared to

evolve. The Vision, brooding over the

fact that he seemed to possess human
memories despite his artificial form,

learned that Ultron had implanted

the brain patterns of the late Wonder
Man—preserved by Pym— into his

body.

Despite it all, the Vision clinically

observed that he still didn’t have a

brain but simply “a maze of printed

circuits...of a mind long dead. I won-
der...^ it possible to be../basically hu-

man.'” The Avengers— including the

visiting Captain America, Iron Man,
and Thor—would have nothing of the

synthezoid's insecurities and declared

him the newest member of the team.

As the Vision left the room, Hank
Pym observed that, despite their new
member's outward coldness, he was

George Tuska drew the debut of the latest Black Knight in Avengers #48
and inked John Buscema’s pencilsfor the new Masters ofEvil in issue #54.

TM and © Marvel Characters, Inc.
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Jack Kirby as Best Pencil Artist while

his Wally Wood-esque image on the

front of S.H.LEl.D. #6 was proclaimed

Best Cover.

The series continued to overflow

with surreal imagery and boundary-

pushing storytelling, one instance

of which got Marvel in trouble with
the Comics Code. A nearly wordless

11-panel page in S.H.LEl.D. #2 cut

from close-up to close-up in Fury's

apartment as Val drew closer to Nick

before they ultimately wound up on
their knees and locked in a passionate

embrace. The Code objected to Val's

cleavage in one panel and an off-the-

hook phone in another, both of which
John Romita was able to alter in the

Marvel offices.

That final panel had to be eliminated

entirely so a desperate Roy Thomas
photostatted the image of a holstered

gun from the background of the first

panel and recycled it as a close-up in

the last panel. As historian Richard

Arndt noted, “it wasn't until Steranko

called him up to congratulate him
on his cleverness in getting around
the Code's objection by replacing the

clinch scene with a post-coital hol-

stered gun that Thomas thought con-

sciously about the sexual symbolism
of a romantic interlude ending with a

gun in a holster" (Arndt, “Tales from
the Code" 20).

Steranko’s last S.H.LEl.D. story ended with a haunted

Nick Fury contemplating the shocking true identity of
the evil Scorpio—a secret withheldfrom readers.

TM and © Marvel Characters, Inc.

“I never felt in any way competi- Almost immediately, though, Adams
tive," Adams insisted. “I felt we were regretted giving up his chance to draw

In his effort to accommodate the Comics Code’s objections over a provocative page
from Nick Fury #2, Roy Thomas unconsciously made its lastpanel more suggestive

than the original. TM and © Marvel Characters, Inc.

Thomas noted

that Steranko's

efforts on the se-

ries “had an influ-

ence on Stan, who
started telling

artists that they

should experi-

ment a little. Sales

of Strange Tales

and S.H.LE.L.D.

were never spec-

tacular, but it's

nice to have a

couple books that

attract attention

simply because

they're different.

Suddenly, Stan

started wanting
more psychedelic

effects, as long

as they didn't

get in the way
of the storytell-

ing, which Jim

would never al-

low them to do

anyway. I think

Jim's major lega-

cy to Marvel was
demonstrating
that there were
ways in which
the Kirby style

could be mu-
tated, and many
artists went off increasingly in their

own directions after that" (Amash,

“Roy the Boy..." 23).

Visual Thinkers

If Steranko had an equivalent at DC,

it was surely Neal Adams although

the latter's photorealistic style was
unique in its own right. “I was coming
from a more traditional background

and direction," Adams explained.

“I tended to do a better drawing. He
decried realism except where it re-

lated to graphics. Graphics were not

my only focus. They weren't his only

focus either, but they were certainly

overpowering. I was doing many
other things, level after level. I was
thrilled with the page, thrilled with

the opportunity to experiment, as

was Steranko. He was, in some ways,

much more aggressive" (Schumer 35).

a community." When the artist drew
a distorted effect in Strange Adven-

tures #216 that—when carefully ex-

amined—read “Hey, a Jim Steranko

effect," Adams considered it a way
of “tipping his hat" to a worthy peer

(Schumer 35).

Although initially endorsed as a cover

artist by Carmine Infantino, Adams
swiftly began picking up interior se-

ries. Along with Deadman in the Jack

Miller-edited Strange Adventures and
Julius Schwartz's Spectre

,
the young

artist was also assigned the Super-

man-Batman team-ups in World's

Finest Comics in partnership with

writer Cary Bates. It was, all told, a bit

too much for the artist to handle. He
dropped WFC after two episodes (is-

sues #175 and #176) and The Spectre

after four (issues #2-5), the last two of

which he scripted.
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Batman in World's Finest and lobbied to draw interior sto-

ries in the Caped Crusader's own book. Julius Schwartz—
resentful, Adams claimed, because the artist chose Dead-

man over his own Spectre— said no. Undeterred, Adams
approached editor Murray Boltinoff about drawing writer

Bob Haney’s Batman team-up stories in The Brave and the

Bold and received the enthusiastic response that Schwartz

had denied him. Adams signed on with issue #79 (August-

September 1968), bringing Deadman along for the ride as

its guest-star.

Rather than draw the generic costumed hero he’d done
previously, Adams intended to play up Batman’s long lost

sense of mood. With Boltinoff’s blessing, Adams departed

from Haney’s scripts in only one key detail: “I would take

sequences that were clearly written for the daytime and
have them happen at night" (Cooke, “A Quiet Pitched Bat-

tle...’’^).

The cartoonist also campaigned for a broader color palette.

“Marvel Comics had twice as many colors as DC," Adams
explained. “64 as opposed to 32, simply because they had
two additional yellow tones, 50% and 25%. [Production

manager Sol Harrison] told me Marvel was paying extra

to get tone yellow. That didn’t make any sense to me. So

I 'suggested’ to Carmine and editors like Joe Orlando that

they ask Jack Liebowitz [...] why Marvel was getting twice

as many colors as DC." At Liebowitz’s insistence, Harrison

called DC and Marvel’s color separator and discovered that

SEPT

Beginning with his Batman/Deadman team-up in The Brave and the Bold #79, Neal

Adams brought more atmosphere and menace to the rendering ofthe Caped Crusader.

Original art courtesy ofHeritage Auctions, tm and © dc Comics.

the yellow tones had always been available to DC at the

same rate. They’d simply never asked. “On that very day,"

Adams declared, “DC Comics had twice as many colors as

they had the day before" (Schumer 36, 40).

Beyond the look of his comics, Adams also had aspirations

of broadening his storytelling in the pages of Strange Ad-

ventures. In his view, each episode of its series had become
“a generic Adventures of Deadman’ story. That wasn’t nec-

essarily wrong, of course—that’s how it had always gone:

invent a character, then put them through the standard

adventures. But the more I worked on Deadman, the more
I realized he would be just another character unless some-

one did something about it. [...] For the first time in my
comics career, I felt that we could do a series concentrating

on a character’s actual character with Deadman" (Adams

8). Impressed with Adams’ vision, incoming editor Dick

Giordano agreed to let him write and draw the series.

In Strange Adventures #215 and #216 (respectively on sale

in September and November 1968), Adams dispensed with

the human interest stories and American locales for the

exotic far east and a mysterious Society of Assassins led by
an aged but deadly Sensei. Once there, Deadman—and the
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A house ad obliquely touted the arrival of the Ross Andru/Mike Esposito art team on Superman,

as seen in this examplefrom Superman #204. tm and © dc Comics.

conservative production department

insisted spread pages couldn't be

done because the two pages wouldn’t

match up when printed. Dick Giorda-

no, who had worked in production at

Charlton, assured them that it could

be and proceeded to show them how
(Cooke, “Along Came Giordano” 34).

With Carmine Infantino’s encourage-

ment, the double-page splash pro-

liferated across DC’s line, used regu-

larly in Kubert’s war books and seen

occasionally in everything from The

Flash to Challengers of the Unknown
to Young Romance.

All Along the Watchtower

The primary editorial holdout was
Mort Weisinger, who persisted in us-

ing the traditional symbolic splash

pages even as Infantino tried to re-

vitalize the flagship hero starring in

them. A full-page house ad promot-

ing issues on sale in January 1968 de-

picted a familiar heroic outline and
these words: “There’s a new kind of

Superman cornin’!”

Reflecting Infantino’s artistic sensibilities, the new look

was primarily visual. Along with Neal Adams on covers

and—briefly—the World's Finest interiors, Ross Andru
and Mike Esposito became the regular Superman art team
with Action Comics #362 (April 1968), also contributing the

lead story for Superman #204. The same month, Esposito

inked Irv Novick as the artistic makeover rolled into Lois

Lane with issue #82, bumping Kurt

Schaffenberger after a decade on the

feature.

During the previous year, Schaffen-

berger had worked valiantly to make
the Lois feature more contemporary,

updating her prim hairstyle in is-

sue #75 and illustrating a Leo Dor-

fman-scripted two-parter in issues

#80-81 (January-February 1968) that

allowed its star to model hip fash-

ions. The point of that particular

story—wherein Lois broke up with
Superman and started a new life

elsewhere—was to convince jaded

readers that DC was shaking things

up. By its conclusion, though, the sta-

tus quo had been restored.

Reassigned to the Supergirl feature

in Action Comics effective with issue

#359, Schaffenberger succeeded its

own veteran artist Jim Mooney. Al-

though Schaffenberger brought new
life to a series that had gone stale, the

artist was personally dismayed that

he was now drawing half as many

story pages per month and getting no cover assignments

at all. Convinced that the cutback was retaliation for his in-

volvement with the earlier creators’ rights conversations,

he remarked, “I was not happy drawing Supergirl, but it

was an assignment” (Voger 51).

Meanwhile, Curt Swan—who had exemplified the Super-

man look for a decade—was shifted primarily to the Le-

gion of Super-Heroes, illustrating a run of stories that saw
scripter Jim Shooter reach his peak on the series. A two-

parter in Adventure Comics #365-366

revisited the Fatal Five and intro-

duced new member Shadow Lass

(foreshadowed in Shooter’s 1967

Adult Legion story) and issue #367
saw the rise of the Legion’s new
headquarters (replacing the quaint

previous model that resembled an
inverted rocket).

“Mordru the Merciless” (Adventure

#369-370) may have been the most
beloved of all. Brought to their knees

by an unstoppable sorcerer, a quar-

tet of Legionnaires fled 2968 A.D.

for refuge in Superboy’s rustic 20th

Century and tried to blend in with

the teenage Clark Kent’s friends and
family to escape the notice of Mord-
ru. Details like culture shock and un-

requited love enriched a heroes-on-

the-run story that was suspenseful

in its own right, elevating it as one

of the highlights in the series’ entire

history.

Swan’s layouts broke away from the

mold over the course of those 1968

Adventure Comics #369 ended with a cliffhanger pitting the

outmatched Legion ofSuper-Heroes against Mordru the Merci-

less. Art by Curt Swan and Jack Abel, tm and © dc Comics.
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Taking over Young Love with

issue #68 (July-August 1968),

Giordano introduced a serial

about an aimless heiress enti-

tled “The Life and Loves of Lisa

St. Claire." Inspired by an un-

realized newspaper strip pro-

posal (with its heroine named
after Giordano's daughter),

the editor gave the material to

Jack Miller and had him write

the series. Jay Scott Pike—the
editor's “favorite romance art-

ist"—drew the feature (Cooke,

“Along Came Giordano" 33).

Giordano also edited a Pike

creation called Dolphin that

ran in Showcase #79 (Decem-

ber 1968). A platinum blonde

wearing only a cut-off shirt

A Mike Sekowsky/Dick Giordano spreadfrom Young Romance #156, concluding a tear-jerking trilogy, tm and © dc Comics.

Orlando looked at their output for

points of distinction. With Binky

comprised of stylistically-edited

1950s reprints, the editor put most
of his emphasis on Scooter, down-
playing its humorous adventures

and British origins in favor of more
generic teen hijinks. Its more re-

alistic art style was replaced with

an Archie-esque look (courtesy

of artist Henry Scarpelli) in issue

#14 (August-September 1968). The
most superficial—but highly ef-

fective-change was applied to

Scooter, Binky, and even Stanley, all

of which simultaneously acquired

rounded Archie-style cover logos

with the same primary colors.

Orlando laughed that those issues

ofBinky and Scooter “sold like crazy!

80-90 per cent sales on a print run.

It got to the point where the pub-

lisher of Archie called up Liebow-

itz and started yelling, 'You tell

Orlando to stop using our red and
blue in the Binky logo!' I laughed

when Carmine told me about that

call, thinking what a great Supreme
Court case it would make: Archie

Comics sues DC Comics over the use of the colors red and
blue'" (Cooke, “Orlando's Weird Adventures" 23).

Orlando regarded the teen humor titles as DC's “girl's

books" (Cooke, “Orlando's Weird Adventures" 22), but he

and Dick Giordano each picked up a female-centric ro-

mance comic book to edit, too.

“The romance covers were
the books I was allowed to

design," Giordano enthused,

“and they were the love ofmy
life!"

and shorts, the isolated heroine

could breathe underwater and en-

deared herself to the crew of the

U.S.S. Arabesque as they taught

her English and introduced her to

delicacies like chocolate ice cream.

Although remembered with enor-

mous fondness by many fans, the

issue didn't lead to an ongoing se-

ries. Pike contended that DC was
interested but he was unable to

get them “to either let me own the

copyright or at least let me have

a piece of it. [...] I wasn't going to

write and draw it, with nothing

extra for my creation. I could make
more money [in advertising art]"

(Amash, “Comic Artists..." 39).

Meanwhile, Joe Orlando opened
Young Romance #154-156 (June-Ju-

ly to October-November 1968) with

a tragic trilogy about the love affair

between a social worker and a po-

liceman, a story that was fresher

and more contemporary than any
DC romance material short of the

Jack Miller-edited serials.

Part of its appeal was penciler Mike
Sekowsky, a longtime contributor to the love books who
broke away from the conservative layouts he used there

and in JLA to deliver some of his most striking work to date.

Equally inspired was the decision to have his pencils inked

by Dick Giordano, bringing out a prettiness in the charac-

ters unlike anything seen in earlier Sekowsky art jobs.

Leave It To Binky #63 cover art by Bob Oksner and Tex Blaisdell.

TM and © DC Comics.
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Thoroughly Modern

The Sekowsky-Giordano team
was immediately moved to the

pages of Wonder Woman #178

(September-October 1968), set-

ting the stage for perhaps the

most radical change in the char-

acter's history. The industry's

best-known super-heroine comic

book hadn't approached the stel-

lar sales figures of Superman or

Batman since the 1940s but its

numbers were becoming a par-

ticular concern for DC. After hit-

ting a 1960s peak in 1961 (with

an average of 230,000 copies sold

per issues), WWhad seen its sales

drop to 166,365 by 1968. Consult-

ing new Wonder Woman editor

Jack Miller, Carmine Infantino

began work on saving the title.

Mike Sekowsky had indepen-

dently been working on a new
heroine, one that he saw as ev-

erything that Wonder Woman
was not. “I felt girls might want to

read about a super female in the

real world," he explained, “some-

thing very current." Having done
so, the cartoonist learned that his

ideas were going to be integrated

into Wonder Woman itself, which
he would pencil (Daniels, Wonder Woman 126).

The cover ofthe milestone WW#178 showed a poster ofthe

star-spangled heroine and her strait-laced Diana Prince al-

ter ego in the background, an “x" painted over the image by
a woman in the foreground who wore black leather boots

and a mod purple smock. This, the copy shouted, was “the

new Wonder Woman." The story inside required Diana's

adoption of modern fashions to infiltrate the hippie com-
munity and investigate a murder charge against boyfriend

Wonder Woman #179 and #180 stripped its star of both herpowers
and her boyfriend, tm and © dc Comics.

Steve Trevor but she decided she

rather liked the makeover.

That was fortunate because the

following issue required her

to give up her red, white, and
blue costume altogether. With
her mother and Amazon sisters

obligated to leave the Earthly

plane to renew their power,

Wonder Woman could either

go with them or stay behind—
minus all of her extraordinary

abilities and accessories. With
Steve once again in grave dan-

ger, Diana opted for life as a

mortal. She was barely back in

the United States when a blind,

aged Asian man approached

her with the news that they had
a common enemy called Doctor

Cyber.

Diana's new mentor called him-
self I Ching, after the ancient

Chinese philosophy texts, and
scripter Denny O'Neil—who
created the character— subse-

quently regretted the name.
“I didn't realize I was being

patronizing to a book that is

venerated by a culture that far

predates ours," he explained. “I

have great respect for the I Ch-

ing as a book now, but at the time there was a hippie vogue
for it" (Daniels, Wonder Woman 128).

Diana's own hip image and mod jumpsuits seemed to

come straight from Sekowsky's design ofthe 1966 Gold Key
spy heroine Jet Dream but the cartoonist credited a more
prominent influence. That was Diana Rigg's portrayal of

fashion-conscious British operative Emma Peel on TV's

The Avengers. While not a ratings blockbuster in its Unit-

ed States airings, The Avengers had a cult following and
Sekowsky counted himself as one of its fans. “We were all

in love with Diana Rigg," he later declared (Daniels, Won-
der Woman 129).

The final stage of the transition took place in WW #180

(dated January-February 1969 but on sale in November
1968). After more than a quarter-century as Wonder Wom-
an's increasingly neglected boyfriend, Steve Trevor was
gunned down by the forces of Doctor Cyber (who was un-

masked as a beautiful woman). Although the early plots of

the revamped series were a collaborative effort between
Carmine Infantino, O'Neil, and Sekowsky, it was the art-

ist who took credit for the landmark death. “Steve Trevor

was dull and boring and I didn't like him much," he later

snorted in WW #195's letter column, “so I disposed of him."

The cumulative effect of the changes was stunning. At its

core, the idea of stripping away Wonder Woman's costume
and powers seemed antithetical— like doing a Superman
comic book starring Clark Kent—but it struck a chord with
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“When Crumb did Zap, that was a surprise to me,” Won-
der Warthog creator Gilbert Shelton declared. “I'd never

thought of doing a comic book, I just thought of doing

pages for newspapers. I didn't like comic books.” Inspired,

Shelton printed his own 24-page comic book in Austin,

Texas (Rosenkranz 92). Along with Wonder Warthog, Feds

‘n’ Heads Comics also featured an early appearance of

the Shelton-created stoners known as the Fabulous Furry

Freak Brothers.

The smoldering underground comix
movement caughtfire with the release of
Robert Crumb’sfirst issue of Zap. Zap Comix TM and © ZAP Comix.

Keep On Truckin’ TM and © R. Crumb. Feds ‘n’ Heads TM and © Gilbert Shelton.

aged to get 3500 copies of Zap #1 published via outmoded
machinery. Priced at 35C and bearing an Apex Novelties in-

signia, that first issue also cautioned that it was “for adult

intellectuals only!”

Among its features were a new Mr. Natural story, the de-

but of the tightly-wound Whiteman, and perhaps Crumb's

best known image: "Keep On Truckin'” Inspired by Blind

Boy Fuller's song, “Truckin' My Blues Away,” the short fea-

tured a group of beaming men walking with cartoonishly

exaggerated legs and feet stretched out before them. The
page's central image went on to haunt its

creator, becoming both hugely popular and repeatedly

used on unauthorized product without his permission or

compensation.

On February 25, 1968, though, Crumb was just happy if

anyone would buy a copy. Loading up copies of Zap #1 into

a baby carriage, he, a pregnant Dana, and Don Donahue
strolled San Francisco's Haight Street and tried to sell cop-

ies to mystified hippies who had never seen a comic book

like that before. The bulk of the print run, Donahue added,

was sold to Haight Street's Third World Distribution and
began to spread across the country from there (Rosenkranz

74-75).

Befitting its name, Zap electrified the counterculture's ar-

tistic community. There had been underground comix
before it—Frank Stack's Adventures of Jesus (1964), Jack

Jackson's God Nose (1964), and Joel Beck's Lenny of Lare-

do (1965) among them—but none of them lit the fire that

Crumb's issue did. “Here was this whole medium of expres-

sion that had been neglected for so long or relegated to this

very inferior position and nobody had done much with it,”

Don Donahue declared. “And all of a sudden someone did

start doing something with it, and then there was this ex-

plosion” (Rosenkranz 75).

As he worked on the issue, Shelton heard from Jay Lynch,

a contributor to Chicago's underground papers. Frustrated

that “the hippies [reading his cartoons] just didn't seem to

grasp the concept of satire,” Lynch was inspired by Zap to

produce the 32-page Bijou Funnies #1 with contributions

from Crumb, Shelton, Skip Williamson, and Jay Kinney
(Lynch 14). Lynch's contributions included an appearance

by his signature man and cat duo Nard *n’ Pat.
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tation for sexually-charged twisted artwork. The transfor-

mation, he noted, “immediately drove away most of the

female readers” (Rosenkranz 88-89).

Moscoso, the savviest businessman in the group, urged
them to properly register the Zap trademark. “I used my
business experience, which included deals, copyrights, dis-

tribution, and I just dropped Zap right into it. That's prob-

ably the most valuable thing I did for Zap
,
that and keep it

artist owned” (Rosenkranz 86).

The team also made a deal with the Print Mint— a psyche-

delic poster marketer—to distribute Zap. Shelton, Lynch,

and others soon made arrangements of their own to have
the Print Mint disseminate their comix, too. The distribu-

tor unexpectedly got to publish Crumb's earlier work when
photocopies of the original Zap #l's 24 pages surfaced.

Rather than confuse fans, Crumb had it published as Zap
Comix #0. Jay Lynch noted that the distribution process

was revolutionary:

“The underground comix weren't typically news-
stand items. They were sold in head shops and had
a wholesale distribution system more akin to the

way cigarette papers or bongs were being sold.

They weren't consigned. They were wholesaled.

This method of distribution later became known
as 'direct sales.' And with the advent of original

material being distributed to comic shops, it was
this method of distribution, devised by the under-

Among those seeking Mr. Natural's wisdom were Flakey Foont—seen here in Zap #1—
and Shuman the Human.tm and © r. Crumb.

Meanwhile, Crumb was looking to expand the content of

Zap beyond his own work and one of the first artists he ap-

proached was Rick Griffin. Renowned for the psychedelic

posters and imagery he'd been producing over the past few
years, Griffin had not only been profiled with other pop
artists in the September 1, 1967 issue of Life but had de-

signed the logo for the new Rolling Stone magazine. Grif-

fin's 1967 Sunday Funnies poster—broken down into car-

toon panels—had inspired Crumb and he hoped the artist

would join him. Griffin agreed to be a contributor and sug-

gested his friend Victor Moscoso— also featured in Life—
take part, as well.

S. Clay Wilson completed the Zap Comix quartet and, in

some ways, influenced the direction of underground co-

mix just as much as Crumb had. Their content was undeni-

ably not for children, interwoven as it was with profanity,

drug usage, nudity, and innuendo. Wilson, though, pushed
barriers that shocked even his colleagues, creating imag-

es of grotesqueries, mutilation, and sexual deviancy. His

work “either delighted or appalled comic readers,” Patrick

Rosenkranz wrote, “but certainly caught their attention”

(Rosenkranz 87).

The cartoons broke something loose in Crumb. “I had al-

ways had this built-in censor in my head because I was al-

ways trying to do something that had popular appeal, you
know?” he explained. “And this censorship was so deeply

ingrained in me that I never thought of it. It was just there.”

Crumb vowed to break those self-imposed taboos and—be-

ginning with comix like Snatch #1— acquired a new repu-
Best knownfor his posters, Rick Griffin joined the Zap line-up with issue #2.

TM and © Rick Griffin.
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Abbott & Costello #1 cover art by Henry Scarpelli.

TM and © respective copyright holder.

ing all sorts of threads dangling,”

Steve Skeates explained. “Then Den-

ny O'Neil had to write the last half.”

To Skeates' annoyance, new Charlton

managing editor Sal Gentile included

no writer credits on the published sto-

ry “and therefore no indication of the

game we were playing” (Usher 41).

Skeates took considerable pleasure in

flexing his creative muscles on The
Many Ghosts ofDoctor Graves, point-

ing to issue #10 as a particular favor-

ite. Along with the title character's

active presence in each of the issue's

stories, the writer also cited his “ex-

perimenting with storytelling tech-

niques with points of view” through-

out (Usher 28). A highlight for many
fans was his collaboration with Jim

Aparo on Doctor Graves #5's “Best of

All Possible Worlds,” wherein a comic

book fan was pulled into the pages of

a Charlton comic and he had to decide

whether to go back to the real world

with his girlfriend.

A personal high point for Skeates—an
opinion shared by Dick Giordano—
was his work on Abbott and Costel-

lo #1-4 (February-September 1968),

based on the current Hanna-Barbera

cartoon and illustrated by Henry
Scarpelli. Skeates turned out parodies

of modern college life (A&C #1), folk

singers (A&C #2), and superheroes

(A&C #3), each of them cherry-picked

by Giordano before he left for DC.

The editor “would buy virtually any-

thing I'd write and then only publish

the stories he really liked,” Skeates

explained. “By [A&C] #4, though, Sal

Gentile had taken over, wasn't buy-

ing anything, and [...] used up all the

good stories Dick hadn't yet pub-

lished. [...] For issue #5, all Sal had left

that he could shove together were all

the clunkers, and that's just what he
did—crammed all my worst attempts

at humor (at least as far as my sixties

standards were concerned) into one
truly egregious issue” (Usher 2).

Gold Key Digest

Skeates' efforts were at least new,

which was more than could be said

for most of Hanna-Barbera's other

comic book licenses at Gold Key. By
1968, the contents of Huckleberry

Hound, The Jetsons, Top Cat, and Yogi

Bear had essentially gone to reprints

and they were far from alone. As Gold

Key tightened its belt in the face of

slipping sales, titles such as Bonanza,

Bugs Bunny, The Lone Ranger, Marge's

Little Lulu, Porky Pig, The Three Stoog-

SUPER TV HEROES

HANNA-
BARBERA

12c

102 20 '004 TV HEROES

Several ofthe cartoons on CBS'1967-1968 Saturday morning schedule got a shot at

comic books courtesy ofthis Gold Key title. TM and © Hanna-Barbera Productions.
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Bad Moon

Rising

“Who knows what mysteries will be solved in our lifetime,

and what new riddles will become the challenge of the

new generations?” Neil Armstrong wondered aloud to a

joint session of Congress on September 13, 1969. “Science

has not mastered prophecy. We predict too much for next

year yet far too little for the next ten. Responding to chal-

lenge is one of democracy's great strengths. Our successes

in space lead us to hope that this strength can be used in

the next decade in the solution of many of our planet's

problems.''

Less than two months had passed since Armstrong had
emerged from his Apollo 11 spacecraft on July 20 and set

foot on the Moon. The Moon. “That's one small step for

man,'' he proclaimed to a television audience in excess of

700 million. “One giant leap for mankind.'' After a decade

filled with strife and division and violence, the extraordi-

nary achievement of astronauts Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin,

and Michael Collins became one of the world's great feel-

good moments not only of the 1960s but of the 20th Cen-

tury.

Harvey Comics' friendly ghost waved to the astronauts on
the cover of Casper #138 (on sale in December) while Mar-
vel's Fantastic Four #98 (released in February 1970) pur-

ported to tell a behind-the-scenes mission that preceded

the lunar landing. May 1969's earlier Apollo 10 mission

even had an official comics connection when its astronauts

gave their Command/Service Module and Lunar Module
the respective nicknames of Charlie Brown and Snoopy, re-

sulting in promotional material from Charles Schulz. Iron-

ically, the moon landing also prompted cartoonist Chester

Gould to end his science fiction era in Dick Tracy and spe-

cifically any further appearances by the alien inhabitants

ofMoon Valley. Reality had caught up with him.

Amidst the social changes taking place in the U.S., it was
easy to take technological advances in stride. The scourge

of polio had been nearly eliminated. Satellites were mak-
ing strides in communication— like the Moon broadcast—

and color television had gone mainstream. Heart, lung,

and liver transplants were in their infancy. Even the inter-

net could be seen on the horizon when the first message
was transmitted on a computer network called ARPANET
on October 29, 1969.

The comic book industry's own success stories of the 1960s

seemed comparatively fleeting in 1969. Grappling with
rising costs, color comics publishers were forced to follow

Gold Key's lead and increase prices to 15 C. By the end of

May, Archie, DC, Fawcett, and Marvel had all taken the hit

while Charlton and Harvey followed in June. Dell, which
had produced only four 1969-dated issues to that point—
including two devoted to the Mod Squad TV show—went
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Casper #138’s coverpresaged the Friendly Ghost's later

promotion ofl972's Apollo 16. TM and © Classic Media, Inc.

to 15 C later in the summer when it

released 19 mostly reprint titles in a

one month burst (all dated October).

Maintaining a slimmed-down ver-

sion of its 2 5-cent giant format to the

end, Tower offered one last all-reprint

edition of T.H.U.N.D.E.R. Agents (issue

#20) and a dozen Tippy Teen-related

titles before definitively going out of

business.

The Frawley Corporation, which had
been publishing reprint editions of

Classics Illustrated since it acquired

the title from Gilberton in 1967, un-

expectedly produced a pair of 25-cent

issues containing all-new material

in 1969—the first in seven years. “In

Freedom's Cause" (Cl #168) and “Ne-

gro Americans: The Early Years" (Cl

#169) weren’t a new beginning for

the 22-year-old title, though, but a

last gasp. Within a few years, even

the reprint editions of Classics Illus-

trated ceased, a casualty of consumer
disinterest and distribution woes.

At Gold Key, the first casualties of the

price hike were the adventure titles.

The Man From U.N.C.LE., which had
been the company's best-selling com-
ic book only two years earlier, ended
with issue #22, a year after the TV
series it was based on. It was joined

in cancellation by Daniel Boone #15,

Hanna Barbera TV Super Heroes #7,

Land of the Giants #5, Lassie #70, and
Wild Wild West #7. A 1969 title de-

voted to TV’s long-running Gunsmoke
lasted six issues, twice as long as a

book devoted to the more obscure

Western Lancer. Meanwhile, the Sat-

urday morning-based Hanna Barbera

Hi-Adventure Heroes— starring the

Arabian Knights, Gulliver, and the

Three Musketeers from The Banana
Splits Adventure Hour—and Fantastic

Voyage ended after two issues apiece.

The most painful loss may have been
Gold Key’s original titles. Even with-

out the licensing fees involved with
most of the publisher’s series, the fea-

tures created to compete with DC and

Thefinal new issues of Classics Illustratedfeatured interior art by George Evans & Reed Crandall (Cl #168) and
Norman Nodel (Cl #169). TM and © respective copyright holders.

ClANT BARNABAS COLLINS P0S1LR INSIDE! %C
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FROM TV:

‘ BARNABAS COLLINS

-VAMPIRE!

WILL HE BE FORCED TO

DESTROY THE GIRL

WHO STUMBLES ON

HIS UNEARTHLY SECRET?

Unburdened by Comics Code restrictions, Gold Key was

free to publish a comic book starring a vampire.

Dark Shadows TM and © Dan Curtis Productions, Inc.

Marvel’s superhero comics were no
longer commercially viable. Doctor

Solar ended first with issue #27 (April

1969), followed by M.A.R.S. Patrol #10

(August 1969), Space Family Robinson

#36 (October 1969), Magnus Robot

Fighter #28 and Mighty Samson #20

(both November 1969).

Filling the void on the schedule were
Judge Colt

,
a dark Western/vigilante

feature by writer Leo Dorfman and
artist Jose Delbo, and Dark Shadows,

a series by D.J. Arneson and Joe Certa

based on the cult ABC gothic soap op-

era featuring vampire Barnabas Col-

lins. With the TV series then at the

peak of its popularity, the comic book
quickly became a success, something
that was all the more impressive

when considering that its first and
third issues retailed for 25 C.

The price deviation was the result

of another Gold Key innovation that

saw slick pull-out 14" x 20” post-

ers
— “4-times the size ofthe comic"

—

inserted into a handful of its titles.

Aware that the higher ticket issues

were a gamble, the publisher chose

the Christmas 1968 season to try

the experiment with its film adapta-

tions of Chitty Chitty Bang Bang and
Yellow Submarine (each dated Febru-

ary 1969) in the hope that adult gift

shoppers would pick up copies even if

cash-strapped kids balked. There’s no
indication of how well Poster-Comics

sold but Gold Key revisited the exper-
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TIMELINE: 1969
A compilation of the year’s notable comic booh history events alongside

some of the year’s most significant popular culture and historical events.

(On sale dates are approximations.)

May: Archie, DC, and Marvel all

raise prices on their standard

comic books to 1 5-cents.

February: An all-star line-up of

underground cartoonists appear in

the new monthly Gothic Blimp Works.

February 3: Longtime

Donald Duck comic strip

artist Al Taliaferro dies at

the age of 63.

January 20: The final

edition of The Saturday

Evening Posters the

magazine’s 148-year

run.

JANUARY FEBRUARY

March 10: The

Godfather, Mario Puzo’s

best-selling novel about

a Mafia crime family, is

published.

Hie Vi"

GoBfather

Mano

b Puzo

MARCH

April 7: A Lassie comic strip by

John Celardo begins.

June: African American hero

the Falcon debuts in Captain

America #117.

May 10: Longtime DC and

Marvel artist George Klein

dies at age 52.

June 15: Hee Haw, a

country music variation

on Laugh-In, premieres

on CBS.

June 22: Troubled

singer-actress Judy

Garland dies of a drug

overdose at age 47.

APRIL MAY JUNE

January 30: The Beatles’ last public

performance takes place on the roof of

London’s Apple Records.

January 22: The Glen Campbell

Goodtime Hour—hosted by

the eponymous country-pop

singer—premieres on CBS.

March 30: The 45-year-old

Boots and Her Buddies comic

strip comes to an end.

March 17: Golda Meir takes

office as Israel’s first female

prime minister.

May 25: Jon Voight

and Dustin Hoffman

star in Midnight

Cowboy, a movie that

earns an X-rating

and a subsequent

Academy Award for

Best Picture.

April 21: Editorial cartoonist Pat Oliphant wins the

1 968 Reuben Award at the National Cartoonists

Society annual festivities. Other winners include Al

Smith (humor newspaper strips, Mutt and Jeff), Alex

Kotzky (story newspaper strips, Apartment 3-G), Bob

Dunn (newspaper panels, They’ll Do It Every Time),

and Will Eisner (comic book category, PS).

June 24: Gasoline

Alley creator Frank

King dies at the age

of 86.

June 24: Green Arrow

gets a hip new look

courtesy of Neal

Adams in The Brave

and the Bold #85.

June 28: The Stonewall

Riots in New York City’s

Greenwich Village is

a landmark in the gay

rights movement.

The Falcon TM and © Marvel Characters, Inc. The Archies © Archie Comic Publications, Inc. Scooby-Doo TM and © Hanna-Barbera Productions.

iment beginning with Walt Disney's

Comics and Stories #351 (December

1969) and continuing through issue

#360 (September 1970). Significantly,

though, each WDC&S issue was of-

fered in two formats— a 25-cent post-

er version and a 15-cent standard edi-

tion.

The 64-page Yellow Submarine boast-

ed an even steeper 35-cent retail, al-

beit one that matched the price on
Dell's 1964 Beatles one-shot. The Fab

Four's highly anticipated animated
theatrical film was produced by King

Features Syndicate and the resources

that the company might have other-

wise channeled into reviving King

Comics were instead focused on pro-

moting the film (Hanerfeld, “News:
7/68'' 1). King's Bill Harris, for one,

made a point of sharing animation

stills for use in The Comic Reader.

For Paul S. Newman, charged with

adapting the cartoon along with art-

ist Jose Delbo for Gold Key, there were
several challenges, not the least of

which was working up a script before

the movie was completed. Indeed,

The Yellow Submarine comic hook reflected the psy-

chedelic style of thefilm’s art director Heinz Edelmann.

The Beatles TM and © Apple Corps Ltd.

the writer had to work from an ear-

lier draft that included a character

called Rita the Meter Maid—based on
the Beatles song “Lovely Rita''—who
didn't make it into the actual movie.

“I'd written [Dell's] Life of the Beatles

book, so they asked me to do another

one, too,'' Newman recalled. “They

wanted it to be on sale when the mov-
ie opened. But I had to improvise an
ending. The script really didn't have

one—just a song. I'm too tight a plot-

ter for that so I came up with some-

thing dramatic and visual'' (Calhoun

19).

Historian Michael Naiman found the

end result disappointing. “Apart from
the main cast of characters, the comic

had the minimal story linkage neces-

sary to mirror the movie sequencing,''

he observed. “Most importantly, the

movie's rich layering of photographs

and animation was completely miss-

ing from the four color presentation''

(Naiman 29).
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House adfor The Witching Hour #1 with

Nick Cardy COVer art TM and © DC Comics.

“Most of them were written by Marv
Wolfman, Len Wein and Gerry Con-

way,” Giordano continued. “They

used to hang around the office all of

the time. Even those issues look like

they have themes; they weren't writ-

ten as a book. I used to order a bunch
of stuff and then I would go through

the inventory and compile this

month's The Witch-

ing Hour. I would
find three stories

that had some kind

of thematic con-

nection and add
up the page
count. Then
I'd say, T need
a one-page

intro, a two-

page bridge

between these

stories, a one-

page bridge

between these,

and a half-page

close-off,' and give

the three stories

to one of the writ-

ers'' (Cooke, “Along

Came Giordano”

36).

Giordano also

worked with Joe

Abel detail byJack
Sparlingfrom House

of Secrets #81.

TM and © DC Comics.

Orlando in developing a companion
book for House of Mystery, with Car-

mine Infantino agreeing to revive

House of Secrets with issue #81 for

the purpose. The obvious compan-
ion for Cain was Abel and the editors

came up with an image and personal-

ity based on Orlando's assistant Mark
Hanerfeld. “Mark stuttered when he
got nervous. He was short and heavy
so Abel was short and heavy,” Orlando

explained. “Abel was a good counter-

point to Cain who was tall and thin”

(Cooke, “Orlando's Weird Adventures”

24). After an introduction in DC Spe-

cial #4 during May of 1968, Abel un-

locked the doors of his new home in

June.

The premise, as established in Mike
Friedrich, Jerry Grandenetti, and
George Roussos' origin story, was
that the House of Secrets was alive.

It “thinks Abel is just stupid and sil-

ly,” Giordano explained. “So it would
slam windows on his fingers and he
knows the house is after him all the

time” (Cooke, “Along Came Giordano”

36).

The only traditional horror short in

House of Secrets #81 was “Aaron Phil-

ips’ Photo Finish,” a tale drawn by the

prolific Jack Sparling that also hap-

pened to be the first published work
of 16-year-old Gerry Conway. Taking

advantage of Giordano's easygoing

nature, the teenager had “[made] a

pest of myself for a year” with vari-

ous story pitches and did that for

so long that fellow editor Murray
Boltinoff came to the conclusion that

the teenager was actually on the pay-

roll (Groth, “Gerry Conway” 71).

Asking Conway if he'd write a story

for The Unexpected, too, Boltinoff

likely suspected something was up
when the young man spent “about

three weeks of writing and rewriting

the same story about six times. [...]

He asked me what my rate was, and
I told him, T don't know because I

don’t have a rate yet.’ Murray realized

that he’d bought my first story. I think

that’s the only time Murray Boltinoff

bought a writer's first story.” The edi-

tor never actually used the three-pag-

er, though, but the assignment did

open a door and Conway became a

regular contributor to Giordano, even

serving as “an unofficial assistant on
[House of Secrets], assembling the is-

sues with Dick” (Groth, “Gerry Con-

way” 71).

In 1969, Don and Maggie Thompson
told a story about how “one of the

brass at DC recently began chewing
out some ofthe editors for permitting

delivery boys to sit around in the out-

er offices all day. It looks bad, he said,

for those kids to be hanging around
all the time. The editors were baffled,

until Dick Giordano took a look at the

delivery boys— [Denny O'Neil and
Steve Skeates, by name]— and an-

nounced, “Those aren't delivery boys;

those are our writers!”' (Thompson,

“One of the brass...” 3).

AN& TM WOT A

TM fdOT A
COLVARP., A

VtPN'T YOU
SEE? PICWT
YOU 5EE
WHAT

HAFPLNFPY.

I SAW NOTHIN EXCEPT
YOU TURN INTO A OUNERlKG
COWARP. BUT THEN, YOU
ALWAYS WEREA MILKSOP

t will—i'll
SHOW YOU UP

A STORY --THAT HOW/
PO YOU EMBER HOW WE
USEP TO TRY TO EACH;
OTHER AS KIPS WITH J

STORIES

WELL, I'LL TELL A
STORY THAT'LL OM/U
EVEN YOUR COLO i

^ HEART,.. J

Cain and Abel were hardly an example of brotherly love. Art by Bill Drautfrom House of Secrets #80.

TM and © DC Comics.
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His offer to Conway notwithstanding, Boltinoff didn’t

typically employ such “delivery boys” He preferred well-

established creators on The Unexpected and offered most
of his writing assignments to men like George Kashdan,

Carl Wessler, and Dave Wood. Wood— along with artist

Curt Swan—had even created the “dangerous eccentric”

Judge Gallows as another recurring host in issue #113 not

long before Abel debuted. Noting the proliferation of such

characters, Boltinoff realized his own book was losing its

identity. Effective with issue #116, then, he dropped the

Mad Mod Witch from the title and used the Judge only four

more times between 1970 and 1972. “Having a narrator

run through each story,” he noted, “was an all too familiar

format” (Snyder 134).

Boltinoff also hoped to break Challengers of the Unknown
from its routine, working with Denny O’Neil and Jack Spar-

ling to give the series a more horrific supernatural tone

over the course of 1969. Issues #69 and #70 shook things

up even more, sidelining founding member Prof and re-

placing him with a woman named Corinna Stark who also

gave the Challs a new set of purple and yellow uniforms.

O’Neil was more aggressive with his changes in Justice

League of America, beginning with a scene in issue #69

(February 1969) where Diana Prince—the now de-powered

WonderWoman—was granted a leave of absence from the

team. Two issues later, the writer turned his attention to

the Manhunter From Mars, a character who had appeared

increasingly rarely in JLA and no longer had a solo series to

call his own. Deeming the character redundant alongside

Superman, O’Neil decided that it would be properly dra-

matic to write J’onn J’onzz out of the series.

Unfamiliar with the character outside of a recent origin re-

print in World's Finest #175, the writer penned a story in

which the Manhunter finally returned to his native Mars

—

unaware that the milestone had already taken place in

1962’s Detective Comics #301. JLA #71 was far from the hap-

py event that earlier issue had chronicled, though, instead

detailing a horrific race

-K "\ war between white

MM >

a w
B 0 BMP

Wf%*m
Planetary tragedypreceded the Martian Manhunter’s

departurefrom the Justice League, tm and © DC Comics.

Green Arrow and Black Canary—seen here in JLA #75—formed a romantic

bond in the 1970s. Art by Dick Dillin and Joe Giella. tm and © DC Comics.

and green Martians that all but decimated the alien peo-

ple. In the wake of the catastrophe, J’onn bid his farewells

to the League to join the surviving refugees en route to a

new home.

More tragedy followed in the culmination of JLA #74's an-

nual Justice League-Justice Society crossover. Drawn into

the heroes' conflict with the cosmic villain Aquarius, pri-

vate eye Larry Lance was killed before the eyes of his wife

—

and JSA member—Black Canary. The scenario had been
orchestrated specifically to find a replacement for Wonder
Woman as the book’s token female member and the griev-

ing Black Canary left with the Justice Leaguers at the end
of the story to make a fresh start on their native Earth-One.

The problem was the fact that the heroine was simply a

skilled martial artist who was no more powerful than Di-

ana Prince. O’Neil's solution was to have Black Canary de-

velop a difficult-to-control sonic scream— a consequence

of her other-dimensional trip—that would theoretically

improve her stature among the likes of the Flash and
Green Lantern. It didn’t really work that way, though, and
the writer had the character quit using the scream five is-

sues after she acquired it in issue #75.

The true significance of Justice League ofAmerica #75 (No-

vember 1969) pertained to Green Arrow. Since his back-up

feature ended in 1963, the 28-year-old archer had appeared

almost exclusively in JLA and he was arguably as redun-

dant as J’onn J’onzz. The book already had a millionaire-

turned-crime-fighter in Batman but O’Neil—who favored

more earthbound heroes—saw potential in the Emerald
Archer. Consequently, he opened JLA #75 by immediately

stripping Oliver (GA) Oueen of his fortune via corrupt busi-

nessman John Deleon and forced the bankrupt hero to ex-

amine his motives for putting on a costume, a situation

that soon drew in his League teammates. By the last page,

Green Arrow had rediscovered his desire to champion the

too-often-ignored common man and realized he was a bet-
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Robbins was also drawing accolades

for his work on Batman, which was
gradually becoming more serious as

he understood that this wasn't the

Camp Crusader of the TV series. As
many diehard fans reminded editor

Julius Schwartz in his letter columns,

though, the current hero wasn't ex-

actly the fearsome creature of the

night that he'd been in 1939, either.

Celebrating Batman 30th anniversary

in Detective Comics #387 (May 1969),

Schwartz had Mike Friedrich write

a new version of the first Batman sto-

ry, reframed to reflect modern times.

It was immediately followed by a

reprint of that original tale from De-

tective #27 and perhaps that's one of

the things that got the veteran editor

thinking.

After the highs of 1966 and 1967, sales

on Batman had fallen to their lowest

point on record. By 1969, Schwartz

had concluded that many prospec-

tive buyers were now dismissing the

series out of hand, assuming it was
filled with the silliness of the TV
show without ever bothering to look

past the surface details. Why not, he

wondered, get rid of all the elements

that such nay-sayers associated with

the show— or at least as many as pos-

sible? No more Aunt Harriet or Hot-

line or Stately Wayne Manor or Bat-

cave or costumed crooks or Batgirl...

and no more Robin.

Batman had, after all, started out as

a solo act and had been at his dark-

est before the Boy Wonder made the

scene in 1940. Working with Robbins,

Schwartz laid the groundwork. The
Catwoman, the Joker, the Scarecrow,

and Batgirl each made what were—
for the moment— final appearances

in the series while Robin began disap-

pearing from many covers (if not the

stories themselves). Sidelined with

The 30th anniversary issue ofDetective Comics included a cover by Irv Novick and a lead story by Mike Friedrich,

Bob Brown, and Joe Giella that modernized Bill Finger and Bob Kane's 1939first Batman story, tm and © DC Comics.

Detective #393’s Novick cover and the issue's lead

story teased that it was Batman and Robin's last case

as a lead-in to Dick Grayson's departurefor college.

TM and © DC Comics.

a cold, Robin sat out Batman #216 en-

tirely but nonetheless offered a tweak
at the TV show's bits. Flipping the lid

on a Shakespeare bust in Wayne Man-
or, Dick Grayson revealed that it held

not an access dial to the Batcave but

a vault containing the original manu-
script for Romeo and Juliet.

By the time, Detective Comics #393's

cover proclaimed that “the team-up
is finished” and “this is goodbye for

Batman and Robin,” even the densest

reader had to realize that something
big was in the offing. The answer
came in Batman #217 (dated De-

cember 1969 but on sale in October).

Opening with the sight of a gloomy
Bruce Wayne in Dick Grayson's emp-
ty bedroom, the story soon revealed

that the millionaire's young ward
was headed upstate to attend classes

at Hudson University. “Young Master

Dick” was now a man (“'Least—that's

what my draft card says...”) and Robin

would no longer be at Batman's side.

The shakeup in his comfortable status

quo led Bruce to entirely reevaluate

his crime-fighting operation. “We're

in grave danger of becoming— out-

moded,” he told Alfred. “Obsolete do-

dos of the mod world outside.” Start-

ing at that moment, he declared that

he was going to shutter the Batcave

and move from suburban Wayne
Manor into a penthouse deep in the

heart of Gotham that was closer to
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In an effort to shake the stigma of the campy TV show, Batman #21 7 stripped the

series to its darker, more solitary core. Cover art by Neal Adams, tm and © DC Comics.

the criminals he fought against. In short, he was “stream-

lining the operation [and] reestablishing the trademark of

the 'old' Batman—to strike new fear into the new breed of

gangsterism sweeping the world/'

The crimes that Batman investigated now would be rooted

more in the real world, focused more on murder mysteries

than on clever clues and theme crimes. In support of that,

the look of Batman itself became darker, with Dick Gior-

dano coming aboard (effective with issue #215) to provide

more shadowy, full-bodied inks over Irv Novick's pencils. It

would be 1970, though, before the full impact ofthe darker

Batman was realized.

As for Robin, Schwartz wasn't naive enough to assume he

could simply drop a characterwho was still so commercial-

ly recognizable. As he’d done since 1968, the Teen Wonder
would continue to appear in the back pages of Detective

Comics, each two-part story alternating with the Batgirl

series.

However much the editor wished to gear the series to an
older reader, he appreciated the fact that superheroes had
great appeal with younger ones. Indeed, despite the con-

troversy over violence in TV cartoons, Batman and Super-

man were both selected to be part of one of the most revo-

lutionary series in children's television history.

A Murphy Anderson-illustrated ad played up Batman and Superman's role in the

ground-breaking Sesame Street TV series. The divide between selling DCs heroes

to their traditional younger audience in other media while courting an older

demographic in comic books became more pronounced with each passing year.

TM and © DC Comics.

Premiering on public TV stations throughout the United

States on November 10, 1969, Sesame Street combined a

succession of fast-paced scenes with the express goal of ed-

ucating young kids in such basics as letters, numbers, and
words. Along with an integrated cast of adults and children

in a welcoming neighborhood, the daily series employed
tools such Jim Henson's Muppets— starting with Bert and
Ernie—and various live-action and animated shorts to get

its point across. Maintaining the same style and vocal cast-

ing as its CBS cartoons, Filmation produced the Superman
and Batman sequences for Sesame Street on such subjects

as the letter “S” and using caution when crossing the street.

Licensing— as much as the comic book themselves—was
increasingly important to DC's ongoing profitability and
an important milestone took place on July 8, 1969 even if

its significance was only evident in hindsight. That was
the day that Steve Ross paid $400 million to buy the War-
ner Bros.-Seven Arts film studio. Once a giant in the en-

tertainment industry, Warner had seen better days and
Ross took advantage of its struggles to add it to his Kinney
National Services. As Warner bounced back and mergers

begat mergers in the 1970s, its connection to the heroes

of DC Comics would become increasingly important as its

muscle helped propel the four-color characters into other

mediums.

New Kingdoms, Lonely Wars

As larger publishers coveted the prospect of selling their

characters to television, Charlton Comics was relishing the

fact that it had scored the rights to license an entire library

of familiar names to comic books. Struggling with bad
publishing experiments and resources diverted to the de-

velopment of the Yellow Submarine movie, King Features

had allowed its King Comics line to sit in limbo for a year.

Aware of the money being lost by having no new content

to sell overseas, someone at King finally made the execu-

tive decision to license the titles to another publisher in

the latter half of 1968 and Charlton was delighted to sign

the contract.
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FOR A FEW MINUTES ALL THAT COULD BE HEARD WAS GREENE 'S BAYONET SLICING INTO THE GROUND AS HE
CRAWLED FORWARD. THEN I HEARD SOME LOW TALKING . . . AND COMET'S SOBBING...

Among the horrors of Will Franz’s “Huertgen Minefield” (Army War Heroes #32) was a soldier

whoseface was blown offand another who lost the use of his arms, tm and © respective copyright holder.
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truly horrifying story [1969's “Huert-

gen Minefield”: Army War Heroes

#32] which I remember nearly fifty

years later,” former Comic Reader edi-

tor Mike Tiefenbacher told American
Comic Book Chronicles. “Even if Yd

bought into the ROTC hype I had to

sit through in the first month I went
to college in '69, Yd been properly

disabused of the 'positive' aspects of

joining the Army, and I credit Franz's

stories more than anything else
”

Franz himself told the story of his ap-

pearance at a 1990 comic book con-

vention. “This dejected looking guy
comes in, about my age, carrying a

whole stack of my books. He asked

me if I'd autograph them. I had no
problem doing it, and [Schultz artist

Sam Glanzman] was there, I said Sam
would autograph them, too, and he

just said to me, 'Willy Schultz meant
a lot to me when I was in the 'Nam,

man.' And I almost started crying. You
never know what you do, how it's go-

ing to affect somebody, somewhere”
(Cooke, “Lonely War...” 102).

As Franz continued his lonely cam-
paign against warfare, Wally Wood
was putting together a comic book
aimed directly at United States ser-

vicemen. Building on the comic strip

insert he'd created for Overseas Week-

ly in 1968, the cartoonist put together

a full-color 32-page comic book en-

titled Heroes, Inc. with an estimated

print run of 18,000 copies (Hill 200).

Despite his audience, though, Wood
made a point of avoiding any refer-

ences to Vietnam. “I don't think a

straight war book would be popular

even with servicemen,” he acknowl-

edged in a 1969 letter, “and I'm afraid

it would be sudden death on the

newsstands” (Hill 199).

“I'd like to keep the variety of an old-

time comic book,” he admitted in the

first issue's editorial, and to that end
he included three distinctly different

features. Dragonella, co-written with
Ron Whyte, was a lighthearted sword
and sorcery farce while the Misfits—

composed of the android Mystra,

alien Shag, and mutant Glomb—was
pure science fiction. The star of the

book, though, was the military-esque

Cannon (penciled by Steve Ditko), a

Cannon was the most enduring of
Wally Wood’s creations in Heroes, Inc. #2.

TM and © Wallace Wood Properties, LLC.
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continued, “until I point out how much more she wore in

those days, and how [the later] Vampi is nothing like the

original one” (Robbins 38).

That said, the early Vampirella stories were full of racy

poses, starting with a shower scene in the Tom Sutton-il-

lustrated origin. While Vampi starred in the opening story

of each issue, she was reduced to a hostess for science fic-

tion and horror shorts in the rest of each

edition. Jim Warren was disappointed

with the end result. “It was too frothy,

too light, too satirical—and the only art-

ist I could get at the time was Tom Sut-

ton,” he remarked. “In retrospect, Tom's

drawing style was not right for Vampi,

just as Forrey’s writing style was not

hitting the mark I wanted. The first is-

sue was awful—and the second issue

was just as bad; it just wasn’t what I

wanted. I struggled with various writ-

ers and artists for many issues” (Cooke,

“Someone...” 36).

It wasn’t until issue #8 (November

1970) that Warren finally sought out

Archie Goodwin to rethink the charac-

ter. “I still retained Ackerman's original

concept of the character being from a

planet of vampires [Drakulon] and re-

located through circumstance to Earth,”

Goodwin noted, “but grafted on a Love-

craftian cult of villains and demons for

her to oppose (the Cult of Chaos)

and some supporting characters

(Conrad and Adam Van Hels-

ing, Pendragon) for her to play

against.” The arrival of artist

Jose Gonzales with issue #12

completed the makeover with
his version of the character, in

Goodwin’s estimation, becom-
ing “the definitive Vampirella

for the comics series” (Good-

win 10).

The teasing imagery of Vam-
pirella was mild in compari-

son to the blossoming under-

ground comix scene where
its foremost creators were
enthusiastically breaking

every taboo, particularly in

regard to depicting explicit

sexual activities. Robert

Crumb’s Snatch
,
among others, was cited twice for obscen-

ity charges, circumstances that historian Patrick Rosen-

kranz reported “increased their notoriety and immediately
boosted demand.” In one trial, jurors read copies of the of-

fending comix and voted to acquit while in the other, the

evidence disappeared— stolen from police storage (Rosen-

kranz 133).

Meanwhile, Crumb, S. Clay Wilson, and Spain Rodriguez

were among those pushing the limits in 1969’s Zap Comix
#4, whose content was deemed so twisted that retailers in

possession of the issue were arrested on both coasts. New
York’s Judge Joel Tyler pronounced it “ugly, cheap, and de-

grading. Its purpose is to stimulate erotic responses, and
does not, as claimed, deal with basic realities of life. It is

grossly shocking, demeaning the sexual experience by per-

verting it” (Rosenkranz 143).

Zap Comics #4 original cover art by Victor Moscoso, courtesy ofHeritage Auctions, tm and © respective copyright holder.
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mansion— look so reaZ. As an 'accommodating' writer, I

started plotting the stories differently, finding ways to

bring in more human elements. I think that's why those is-

sues are remembered fondly today: Gene and I established

a little different grammar for Doctor Strange than before"

(Amash, "Roy the Boy..." 26-27).

"I wanted to give [Doctor Strange] a secret identity," Thom-
as acknowledged of the new look, "but I didn't want to

change him too much. I seem to recall a better sales figure

or two coming in after that, but I don't think it was any-

thing permanent." Consequently, the series was cancelled

abruptly with issue #183 (November 1969), "selling only

42% of a 400,000 print run" (Amash, "Roy the Boy..." 27).

Left with an unresolved storyline, Thomas had Strange

guest-star in late 1969's Sub-Mariner #22 and early 1970's

Incredible Hulk #126 to wrap it up.

Meanwhile, Thomas prepared for emergency surgery on
Captain Marvel, a virtual hot potato of a book that had
bounced from Stan Lee to Thomas to Arnold Drake to Gary
Friedrich to Archie Goodwin in the space oftwo years. “We
took a long, hard look at what had happened to Cap-

tain Marvel in recent issues," Thomas admitted in issue

#17's letter column, “and frankly decided we weren't en-

tirely satisfied with what we saw." Although unacknowl-
edged at the time, his inspiration came from Fawcett Com-
ics' original boy-turned-man hero Captain Marvel, “only

with science-fiction trappings this time, and with young
Rick Jones as his 'Billy Batson'" (Thomas, "Remembering
Gil Kane" 38).

With that goal in mind, Thomas designed a new costume
for the hero that was predominantly red like Fawcett's

hero but with entirely different design elements including

a blue mask. Revising the last pages of Archie Goodwin's

story for Cap #16, the writer unveiled the new outfit and
added a cliffhanger in which the Kree warrior Mar-Veil

was trapped in the otherworldly Negative Zone.

When Thomas picked up the story in Captain Marvel #17

(October 1969), Rick Jones— late of Captain America—had
entered the picture and was lured into a cavern where he

discovered a mysterious set of Nega-bands and put them
on his wrists. Striking them together, Rick vanished into

the Negative Zone in a flash of light while Captain

Marvel stood in his place on Earth. Now psychi-

cally linked, the man and the teenager worked out

an agreement that would allow Rick to return to

Earth but still trade places with Mar-Veil as need-

ed.

Serendipitously, Gil Kane had visited the Marvel

offices and remarked to Stan Lee that—in Thom-
as' words— "he'd really like to take over the Cap-

Unlike his 1940s namesake, the new Captain Marvel and his young
counterpart Rick Jones were in mental contact during their adven-

tures. Art by Gil Kane and Dan Adkinsfrom Captain Marvel #17.

TM and © Marvel Characters, Inc.
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